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FOREWORD

This is the second report on "A System fel. Collecting Advance

Information on the Character and Extent of Employment Generated by
New Government Contracts," a study conducted.by the National Planning
Association for the Office of Manpower Research, Manpower Administration,

United States Department of Labor, pursuant to Research Grant
No.21-11-73-34, authorized by Title I of the Manpower Development and
Training Act.

Since contractors performing research under government

sponsorship are encouraged to express their own judgment freely, the

report does not necessarily represent the Department's official opinion
or policy.

Moreover, the contractor is solely responsible for the

factual accuracy of all material developed in the report.
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Y.

This report summarizes the National Planning Association's
experience in undertaking a series of case studifts for the Manpower
Administration as a basis for developing an early warning system to
anticipate the job openings generated in local communities by large
Federal procurement contracts.

The first phase of the project, an

analysis of a $400 million contract to build nuclear submarines
awarded by the Navy to the Electric Boat Division of the General
Dynamics Corporation in New London, Connecticut, showed that it was
feasible to make these estimates for the large defense contracts

exemplified by Navy ship and submarine procurements.

The current

phase is intended to determine if similar projections can be repli
cated for large nondefense contracts awarded by different government

agencies in widely diverging economic environments.

The project has involved both a research component and a dissemi
nation and follow -up component.

The research has been focussed on

developing a relatively simple methodology for projecting manpower
requirements In individual establishments, identifying data sources,

and applying the methodology to the contracts considered in the study.
The dissemination component has involved workshops and other meetings
with state, local and regional manpower officials, company personnel,
union representatives, and others to present the research findings and
to facilitate their use in planning training, recruitment
activities by local manpower agencies.

and placement

The detailed findings in the first phase of the study concentrating
on the Electric Boat Division's contract have been presented in an
earlier report to the Manpower Administration submitted in October 1972:1/
The present report is concerned with the experience in three other case.

studies and with the implications of all of the case studies for the
establishment of an early warning system.

One project selected has

involved a $200 million Corps of Engineers civil works contract awarded
as a foint venture to three firms headed by the Dravo Corporation for
the construction of a lock and dam complex on the Ohio River at Smithiand,
Kentucky.

The second award represents a $200 million grant from the

Urban Mass Transportation Administration to the New York City Transit

Authority for the purchase of over 700 subway cars from the Pullman-Standard
Company in Chicago.

The third case study involves two NASA awards to

divisions of the Rockwell International Corporation in the Los Angeles area.

One involves a $500 million contract for the space shuttle main engine
(SSE) awarded to the Rocketdyne Division of Rockwell International.

The

other consists of a $2.6 billion award to the Rockwell Corporation's
Space Division for the development of the space shuttle orbiter.

The overall findings which emerge from the case studies show that:

1.

The information base for anticipating the job openings

resulting from government contracts extended considerably
beyond defense awards.

NASA procurement procedures and

Corps of Engineers reporting requirements, to cite two
instances, provide sources for most of the required data
for the contracts funded by the two agencies.

1/

LLIL)LColLectiuASaentAdvance Information on the Character and

lAtensofinpalmatj2mgAtedby New Government Contracts, Report
0 the National Planning Association to the Manpower Administration,
U.S. Department of Labor, October 1972.

2.

It has been possible to devise projections of job
openings in all of the contracts considered through
the use of estimating techniques relating manpower
requirements to the flow of activity in the establishment and then disaggregating the total manpower
required into employment in individual occupations.

3.

The individual awards have involved a sufficiently
large number of job openings to be given serious
weight in local manpower planning.

The minimum

number of job openings anticipated in 1974 for any
one of the contracts was the approximately 400
openings listed for the Smithland Dam project.

Estimates for the others range up to 5,900 for the

Space Division's orbiter project.
4.

Local manpower agencies, in the four instances studied,
were generally aware through their own efforts of the
overall magnitude of the employment increase likely to
result from large Federal contracts in their area.

However, they lacked the detailed information about the
occupations involved or the timing of the employment
increase to translate this general awareness into
program planning.
5.

The dissemination of the job openings projections can
precipitate a common effort by local manpower officials,

company personnel, union officials, and others to make
use of the projections in planning because the projec-

-4

Lions provide a detailed quantitative framework
concentrating attention or the consequences of
the Federal Covernment's actions which affect them.
6.

Estimates of future job openings are only one
ingredient, although an important ingredient, in
local planning to take account of the consequences of Federal procurements.

To receive

consideration in planning manpower programs, the
projections of job openings must be coordinated

with local labor supply indicators, information usually
available in state and local Employment Service and
MAPC groups.

An operational early warning system could benefit many persons
and organizations.

The Employment Service could more effectively plan

placement and training programs because of the advance notice it would
receive of job openings which would frequently figure among the more
desirable openings in the local labor market area.

By assisting in

assuring an adequate supply of workers with the appropriate skills, the
system would reduce the likelihood of cost overruns and production delays
stemming from manpower bottlenecks in large Federal defense and nondefense
contracts.

An early warning system could facilitate the Federal Govern-

ment's equal employment programs by identifying areas for increasing and
upgrading job opportunities for women, older workers, or members of
minority groups.

benefit from

And, most importantly, wage earners generally would

greater opportunities for employment in industries typically

paying better-than-average wages.
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The decentralization of manpower program activities to state and
local government agencies, as provided for in the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act, increases the importance of an early
warning system.

The existence of a systematic framework of information

about the anticipated consequences of one of the major sources of
change in local employment, changes in Federal procurement, can itself

provide an important stimulus to reckon with these consequences in
local manpower planning.

The response to this stimulus is likely to be

enhanced if the early warning system includes an active follow-up
and technical assistance component as well as a data processing and
projections effort.

II.

The projections show that approximately 400 or more new job openings
are expected to result from each of the procurement awards considered in
the current, the 1974, calendar year.

Many of these job openings would

represent positions in skilled and semi- skilled blue-collar occupations.

The occupational areas with the largest single number of job openings
listed for 1974 are assemblers, fitters, wiremen, machinists and machine
operators, operating engineers, and engine mechanics and repairmen.

Many of the openings represent positions in which individuals can qualify
for entry level helper jobs through on-the-job or institutional training
programs or for more advanced positions through upgrading training.

The total number of job openings anticipated in 1974 in each of
the projects and the leading occupations in which the openings are
expected to occur are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1
Job Openings Expected to Result from
Large Government Contracts, Selected Firms, 1974

Contract Source and Occupation
SMITHLAND DAM:

Employment Level
ptnImeshmullE1(1)

Estimated Job
Openings in 1974(2)

.

All Occupations
Construction Laborers
Operating Engineers

693(3)
247

387(4)
.63

60

99

307
42
17
31
12

897
190
105
100
205

3,512
158

492
71

96

56

10,717
261

5,950
333

189

241

349

446

PULLMAN-STANDARD:

All Occupations
Fitters
Joiners
Machine Operators
Wiremen
BLICKWTLL INTERNATIONAL:

Rocketdyne Division:

All Occupations
Assemblers
Engine Mechanic%
and Repairmen
Space Division:

All Occupations
Assemblers
Engine Mechanics
and Repairmen
Machinists and
Machine Operators

(1)

Sources: Unpublished NASA data, company Affirmative Action Plans,
unpublished company data, U.S. Census.

(2)

NPA estimate.

(3)

Estimated average monthly employment, July through December, 1973.

(4)

Refers to anticipated job openings in July through December, 1974.
No net job openings estimated for first half of 1974.

The job openings estimates for the contracts considered include the
increases attributable to growth in employment levels and the additional
job openings expected to come about because of deaths, retirements and
discharges.

In the Pullman-Standard and the Smithland dam projects,

virtually all of the employment listed for 1974 was attributable to the
specific procurement contracts considered.

In the Rocketdyne Division,

the SSME project is only one of a number of awards with government

agencies, primarily with the Department of Defense, held by that
establishment.

The job openings listed for 1974 at Rocketdyne refer to

those generated by the SSME project.

The estimate is net after allowing

for employee transfers from other projects.

All of the job openings

listed for Rockwell's Spree Division are expected to result from work on
the space orbiter.

The estimates of job openings require interpretation in the list: of
the economic environment of the firms holding the contracts.

For one

consideration, the projections refer only to direct employment.

Extensive

subcontracting characterizes the Pullman - Standard and the Rockwell

International awards.

This subcontracting can be expected to generate

employment in firms supplying complex mechanical, electrical, and

electronics systems which probably exceeds the direct employment in the
firms producing the end products.

Moreover, while the job openings

estimates in Table 1 refer to 1974, the projects cover several years and
the peak employment levels in each are reached at different times.

For

instance, the peak production period in the Pullman-Standard contract is
expected in the July 1974 through September 1975 period, while the Smithland
dam project is expected to reach its maximum level in the second half of
1975 and the SSME project is estimated to attain its maximum employment in 1976.
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Projections such as those in Table 1 relating to ongoing Federal
contracts should periodically be updated to allow for changes in govern-

ment work orders and also take into account the shifts in manpower needs
because of changes in the occupational composition of the work force in
different phases of the project.

The job openings listed for the SSME

project, for example, are less than half the number initially anticipated
because of a stretch-out in the work attributable to reductions in NASA's
appropriation.

The projections for the Space Division's orbiter project

reflect preliminary estimates since the project is still in the design
phase.

Changes in design could induce changes in concept and focus which

would influence the character of the plant work force.

Scientists,

engineers, and technicians are heavily represented in the work force
during this period.

Once the transition is made from the design to the

production phase, requirements for scientific manpower decline and
openings for blue-collar workers come to predominate.

The methodology utilized in preparing the projections has involved
the development of a systematic but simple procedure which is replicable
in a variety of economic environments and for dissimilar procurement
awards.

The procedure has been found to be sufficiently flexible to

accomodate to the extensive range of data which have been drawn upon in
preparing the estimates from many different government and company sources.

The basic projections methodology involves four types of measures.
They are:

1.

A measure of work load over the life of the award
broken down into monthly, semi-annual or annual periods.
The work load measure is usually approximated by
constant dollar outlays.

2.

A manpower coefficient relating the monthly or annual
work load to the man-months or man-years of in-plant
labor required to produce the output included in the
work load.

3.

An occupational distribution measure distributing the
total manpower requirement in each period into employment levels by occupation.

4.

A job openings measure reducing the employment levels
anticipated in each period to take account of persons

with recall rights to jobs and increasing them to allow
for replacement of losses due to deaths, retirements and
discharges.

The data needed to prepare these measures can be found in a large
number of government and company sources.

For example, in planning its

programs the Corps of Engineers estimates the overall materials requirements,

dollar costs and manpower needs for each component activity of its projects.
In all Federally funded construction projects the Davis-Bacon Act requires
that payroll data be filed with the appropriate contracting agency
including information on wage rates for each employee, hours worked and

occupation.

In the SSME and orbiter contracts, as in other projects,

NASA has prepared "manning curves" indicating the man-years, with some
indications of broad occupational categories, required in each fiscal
year over the life of the contract.

Company officials at the Rocketdyne

establishment had prepared estimates of manpower requirements in the
SSME project for production workers by department with specific estimates
for several craft groups.2/

In the Pullman-Standard award the New York

City Transit Authority had charted the anticipated progress payments to
be made as work was completed over the life of the contract.

This infor-

mation figures as part of the basis for distributing the work load over
time.

The range of information found to be available in each of these

different contracts strongly suggests that comparable information exists,
or could readily be developed, for most large Federal procurement awards,
say those of $100 million or more.

The estimating techniques employed in the study are those intended
to be useful in focussing on individual establishments, on microanalysis,
in a field in which there are well developed macroeconomic techniques
concentrating on the impacts of similar changes for the overall economy.

The macroeconomic techniques typically make use of some version of
input-output analysis including the manpower matrix derived from it.3/

2/

The estimates for total employment and employment by
for the space orbiter project have been derived from
Due to the late involvement of the Space Division in
distribution of employment by occupation within each
has relied primarily on industry data with a minimum
information.

major category
NASA sources.
this study, the
major category
of company

3/

See U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Patterns
of U.S. Economic Growth, Bulletin No.1672, 1970.

These techniques have proven to be highly useful in dealing with aggregative impacts such as the effects of the spending for the space shuttle

program in increasing employment on the West Coast, or the consequences
of increases or decreases in spending for national defense for nationwide
employment and unemployment levels.

The macroeconomic techniques

possess the additional advantage of making it feasible to prepare estimates of the indirect employment, the employment in the firms supplying
inputs to the producers of the end products.

They are less useful in

dealing with individual economic units such as firms or establishments.

The product mix in individual firms will often be more or less different
from that of the industry in which they are included in the input-output

analysis, they may use more or less advanced or simply different production processes, or the importance of purchases from other firms may vary

reflecting the extent of subcontracting or of the integration of
processes within the firm.

For these reasons, the manpower inputs required

per unit of output and the occupational distribution of these inputs in
individual establishments will frequently differ from the pattern in the
industries most closely related to them.

The differences between establishments and industries in manpower
utilization are illustrated by a comparison of the manpower coefficients
developed by NPA for the Rocketdyne Division on the basis of current

data and the coefficients derived from the value added and manpower data
for the industries of which this establishment could be considered a part.

The relevant industries were selected from the 1967 Census of Manufacturers
and the 1970 Census report on Shipments of Defense Oriented Industries.
The comparison is presented in Table 2.
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Table 2

Estimated Man-Years of Employment per $1 Million of Value Added,
Rocketdyne SSME Project and in Related Industries, Selected Years
(in 1974 dollars)(1)

Data Source and Economic Unit

Man -Years per $1 Million
of Value Added

SSME Project, NPA Estimate,
Fiscal Year 1974

35

Census of Manufacturers, 1967(2)
SIC 37226 - R&D in Missiles
and Space Vehicle Engines

43

Shipments of Defense Oriented
Industries, 1970(3)
SIC 3722 - Shipments of
Aircraft Engines and
Parts to NASA

49

(1)

Estimates adjusted to 1974 prices based on unpublished BLS deflator
for aircraft and parts industry. A 2.6 percent annual increase in
output per man-hour is assumed, based on unpublished BLS estimates
of historical productivity changes in the aircraft and parts industry.

(2)

U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1967 Census of Manufacturers, 1970, p. 22.

(3)

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Industrial Reports Series,
"Shipments of Defense-Oriented Industries, 1970," 1972, pp.12-13.

The differences in the manpower coefficients are too great to be
attributable to the technical limitations in translating all of the estimates
to 1974 dollars or in allowing for productivity changes since 1967.

The

differentials underscore the importance of utilizing specific establishment
data as the basis for the projections in the Early Warning System.

They

also strongly suggest that the projections are likely to be confined to
the direct employment in the firms producing the end product or, in very
large contracts, to selected major subcontractors.

Preliminary tests of the manpower e timates show that the projections
developed on the bas;is of the establishmmt manpower coefficients entail
a sufficiently narrow margin of error to he useful for manpower planning
purposes.

For example, the historical man-hours data for the Smithland

dam project for each of the months in the first half of 1973 has been
compared with the predicted number of men-hours in the same months

obtained' by applying the manpower clfficient' against the actual dollar
outlays by month in this perioe.

The average difference per month between

the actual and the predicted man-hours amouated to slightly more than .10
percent.

For the overall six-month period, many of the monthly differentials

cancel out and the difference between the acrucl at
tudes amounted to 2 percent.

tie predicted magni-

Tests for individual occupations suggest a

margin of error roughly comparable to the estime-es for the individual
months.

These tests show that the projections are of sufficient relia-

bility to be employed for the purpose they are 1w:uncle% that is, to
provide indicators of the magnitudes of job openings by occupation expected
to come about from large government contracts in individual firms and
communities.

With more experience in making use of these or similar

estimating techniques, there is a good prospect that the margin of error
in the projections could be further reduced.

Id.

The case studies show that the dissemination of the projections of
job openings can serve a.3 a catalyst encouraging Employment Service and

HAPC personnel, employers, union officials, and others to cooperate in

making use of the information in manpower planning.

The experience in

the case studies also makes it plain that the job openings estimates are
only one input in program planning, an input which must be supplemented
by knowledge of the local labor supply in the same occupations.
The research findings in the case studies have been disseminated
through the medium of one-day workshops attendee by Federal, regional,
state and local manpower agency personnel, by officials of the employing
organizations, by trade union representatives, and by the research staff.
It is apparent from the workshops, and from other contacts, that state
and local manpower agency officials were generally aware that the contracts
under consideration would have important consequences for manpower utilization in their areas.

However, this general awareness had not been

translated by the local agency personnel into estimates of the job openings
expected to come about because of the contract in the next year or two in
individual occupations.

There was no established local machinery in the

instances studied which was specifically concerned with setting in motion
the activities which could translate knowledge of the manpower impacts of
the contracts into agency program planning.

In the first case study reported on, the Electiic Boat Division's
award to produce nuclear submarines, the state manpower authorities were
reluctant to risk allocating a sizeable share of their total training funds
for programs to meet the manpower needs expected to result from this one
procurement award.

In the case studies in the current phase of the

project, the dissemination of the manpower projections and the contacts

with the companies and with unions have served to generate interest in
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using the findings which can reasonaLly be expected to become translated
into program activity.

At this time (May 1974), the Pullman-Standard

contract represents the most advanced of the awards in terms of making
use of the research findings.

The presentation of the findings provided

the occasion for a workshop hosted by Mr. Samuel Bernstein, Chairman of
the Chicago Manpower Area Planning Council and the Mayor's Assistant for
Manpower for the City of. Chicago.

The outcome of the meeting was the

establishment of a working committee made up of local manpower agency
and company personnel to make use of the projections to develop manpower
programs, taking into account the estimated job openings and the
availability of qualified individuals in critical occupations in the
local labor supply.

Over 700 job openings have been identified and listed

with the Employment Service and an active recruitment program is now under
About 500 of these jobs are expected to represent entry level posi-

way.
tions.

The Employment Service auticipates that approximately 300 of the

700 openings will occur in shortage occupations requiring a special
training effort.

In the Smithiand dam project, as in most heavy construction activities,
the unions are an important link in making use of the early warning information since the unions typically supply the labor to employers.

In some

instances, the unions involved, for example, the Operating EnOmeers Union,
have conducted manpower training programs supported by Federal funds.

The

union officials have been concerned that many of their members in Kentucky
were unable to obtain more than sporadic part-time employment because of
limited work skills.

The union, accordingly, was interested in planning

for upgrading training programs in the general area rather than simply
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for employment at the Smithland site.

A workshop was held in Louisville,

Kentucky in April attended by the Executive Secretary of the State
Manpower Council, the State Commissioner of Manpower Services, officials
of the Operating Engineers Union, Department of Labor representatives,
and the NPA staff.

The state officials present indicated an interest in

establishing an upgrading training program conducted by the union for
union and non-union members focussed on the eastern Kentucky area.

It is

understood that a proposal to this: effect will be submitted shortly.

In the case of the Rocketdyne Division SSME project, the Division'
suggested that the research and dissemination effort be restructured to
take advantage of developments in other parts of the parent organization,
Rockwell International.

Work on the SSME has proceeded at a slower pace

than was initially anticipated because of NASA cutbacks.

For this reason,

the Rocketdyne officials believe that they will be able to fill their

manpower needs from unemployed and underemployed workers with recall
rights in the Los Angeles area.

It was recommended by the Division

representatives that similar projections be prepared for the Space Division
of Rockwell International.

This Division has received a $2.6 billion

contract to build the orbiter for the space shuttle.' A workshop was
held in the Los Angeles area in April attended by representatives of the
city and county manpower planning councils, manpower program operators,
local representatives of the NAB program, Department of Labor regional
office personnel, officials of the Rocketdyne and Space Divisions of the
Rockwell Corporation, and the NPA staff.

Although the divisional

representatives from Rockwell made it apparent that they are at present
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able to recruit workers from their recall lists, they expressed a definite
interest in using the early warning information to work with the local

manpower agencies to increase the representation of minority group employees
in their work force, especially in professional, technical, and clerical
positions.

The space orbiter project is estimated to involve a total of

close to 6,000 job openings in 1974.

The scale of this project, and the

likelihood that openings will develop in some occupations for which workers

with recall rights are unavailable, make the project a priority candidate
for extended follow-up in an early warning program.

While the job openings projections are an essential ingredient in
manpower planning, it is evident that the planning cannot be based on
estimates of job openings alone.

The significance of the job openings

data must be interpreted in the light of the local labor supply in the
occupations affected.

For instance, the initial reluctance of the

Rocketdyne Division to become involved in a planning workshop stemmed
from the belief that there were sufficient laid-off workers in the Los
Angeles area with;the required skills to meet their needs for at least
1

the next year or two.

The Pullman-Standard Company's more active interest

in developing recruiting and training programs grows out of a shortage of
workers with the required skills in the Chicago area, a shortage symbolized
by an overall unemployment rate of 3.5 percent in February 1973.

The

Operating Engineers' interest in developing upgrading training programs
grew ouc of the presence of an excess supply of constriction workers whose
limited job skills severely restricted their employment opportunities.
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State and local manpower agency personnel, including those in the
Employment Service and the MAPC, are the ones most familiar with the
local manpower supply conditions.

They are also the ones who must link

the job openings and labor supply information together in seeking to
involve individual establishments in training or recruitment programs.

The state and local manpower agencies, therefore, have a central role
in implementing an early warning system.

V.

The replicability of the procedures employed in preparing the job
openings projection- in a number of dissimilar Federal procurement
awards unde...cores the basis in experience for establishing an early

warning system as an ongoing activity conducted by a unit created for
that purpose.

The operation of the system will involve a series of

processes which are common to different individual efforts attempting
to develop information about future job openings to be utilized by
state and local manpower agencies in their program activities.
The common processes underlying the Early Warning System are
illustrated in Table 3.

Table 3
Processes and Agencies Involved in an Early Warning System

Agencies

Process
1.

Supplying input data for
projections

Government Agencies;
Firms

2.

Preparing job openings
projections

Early Warning Unit

3.

Disseminating projections and
providin3 technical assistance

Early Warning Unit

6.

Developing local manpower
supply data

Employment Service; RAPC

5.

Utilizing information in
program activities

Employment Service; MAPC;
Firms; Unions

6.

Follow -up on uses of inforwation

Early Warning Unit

The critical feature underlying these different processes is the
linkage between the research, the development of information, and the

utilization of the information in planning program activities.

This

linkage is responsible for another essential feature, the interdependence
of the Federal agencies, i.e., the Early Warning Unit, and the state and
local manpower agencies and private employing organizations.

The partici-

pation of all of these groups is a prerequisite for the program's success.
The sizeable margins of error involved in dealing with small numbers

make it evident that the Early Warning System is primarily applicable to
large Federal procurement contracts or to grants to state and local
governments leading to such contracts.

Limitations of resources are

likely to lend further support to this anticipation.

While size, say a

minimum expenditure of $100 million, is one criterion for selecting the
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contracts to be considered, size alone is an insufficient basis for
selection.

Since the purpose of the system is to focus on job openings,

the awards chosen should be those which will lead to an increasing
level of activity in the firms receiving them.

The value added concept

provides a useful basis for establishing this increase since the bulk
of the value added in most industries is made up of employee compensation
and benefits.

It would be reasonable to expect that the contracts

selected would yield an average increase in value added of at least $5
million a year during the period of the contract beyond the level of
activity in the establishment 4.n the preceding period.

Assuming that

two thirds of the value added were made up of employee compensation and
benefits amounting to an average of $12,000 per worker, the contracts
selected would be those expected to generate increases in employment
equivalent to approximately 250 positions or more.

The number of contracts to be processed by the Early Warning Unit
would also be influenced by the availability of job openings projections
prepared by the firms receiving the contracts.

This would reduce the time

spent on each contract by the Early Warning Unit, thereby increasing the
number of awards which could be investigated.

The unit should, therefore,

actively seek to enlist the participation of the companies in preparing
the job openings information, especially in preparing the detailed occupational breakdowns.

However, it can be expected that the Early Warning Unit

will itself prepare the job openings projections in most instances.

This

will often be done to precipitate the cooperation of state-local manpower
agencies or of firms in translating the projections into manpower program
activities.

The e%tent to which the Early Warning System information is put to
use, and how it is *used, will reflect both the work of the unit and

conditions in local labor markets.

The distribution in emphasis between

formal skill training programs and recruitment and placement activities

will depend primarily on the availability of workers with the required
skills in the local labor supply.

Equally important, the success of

the system will depend on the degree to which the Early Warning Unit
becomes an active force for disseminating the projections and providing
technical assistance to the users rather than a passive supplier of infor
mation.

The dissemination effort is very likely to involve numbers of

workshops and other meetings between the producers and consumers of the
information.

A follow-up program assessing the uses made of the projec-

tions, or the reasons why they were not used, is also essential if the
information which is to be provided is to meet the requirements of future
users.

The potentials of the Early Warning System are illustrated by the
Federal government's public works activities.

All told, the Federal

government's outlays for construction, largely undertaken by private
firms, are estimated to amount to over $13 billion in fiscal 1974.

The

Corps of Engineers alone in that year wan financing 39 civil workers
projects Involving expenditures of $100 million or more.

Outlays on

seven of these projects are expected to reach at least $400 million.
Not all of the Federal government's spending for construction, for civil

works or other purposes, will lead to increases in job openings.
However, a system for ascertaining which projects will make for increases
in job openings, where, and by bow much can make a significant contrihution to manpower planning and programs in the decade ahead.

CHAPTER II

THE PROJECTIONS OF EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

In the Federal procurements analysed in this phase of the
study, over 7,500 new job openings, most of them suitable for some form
of training or recruitment program, are projected to occur during 1974
at the facilities of the prime contractors.

From the experience in

these case studies it appears possible to prepare similar projections
for most major awards of a contracting agency on a routine basis once
the data base and data sources have been identified.

Since the contracts

studied represent different contracting agencies and different industries,
it would appear that such projections could be prepared for other agencies
as well.

This makes it feasible to establish a program for preparing

projections of job opportunities generated by major Federal procurements
as a regular, ongoing activity.

The methodological approach used to prepare these projections has
many of the same elements cs the interindustry approach of the Bureau of
Labor Statistics.

The BLS effort uses industry-wide data to derive

employment-output ratios for translating program expenditures, and the
distribution of these expenditures among various industry sectors, into
manpower requirements.

NPA's approach also constructs an employment-

output ratio; however, the ratio is "firm specific" rather than "industry
specific."

This is necessary since the level of industry detail available

for some industries combines firms manufacturing diverse products and
the employment data do not reflect the manpower needs of any single firm
included in the industry.

Even where the products are the same, the

manpower requirements at the firm level can be very different than the
"average" for the industry due to differences in company policies and
production methods, such as the age of the equipment used, company
practices relative to subcontracting, etc.

For the same reasons it is necessary to obtain occupational details
for the specific firm rather than use an Industry-occupational matrix.
Consequently, the methodology used in this study relies on such sources
as Affirmative Action Plans, contracting agency estimates, and company

data to obtain occupational details, supplementing these sources with
industry data when needed.

To derive estimates of new job opportunities at the plant, the
occupational projections must be reduced to take account of the fact

that some of the new jobs may be filled by workers with recall rights.
An adjustment should also be made for deaths, retirements and discharges
of current employees where these factors will result in a measurable
increase in the number of projected new hires.

This approach has the advantage of utilizing work flow data which
are consistently found in all procurement programs in essentially the
same form, that is, annual or monthly expenditures.

This procedure has

also been found to be sufficiently flexible to accomodate to the various
types and detail of manpower data which are available and to reduce
the time and effort required for the preparation of projections.

I.

The Preparation of the Projections

In the contracts studied in this project it was found that sufficient
expenditure and manpower data were aysilnble to permit projections of job
opportunities to be prepared far enough in advance to be taken into account
in manpower program planning.

The projections identified future opportu-
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nities for employment in which the number of openings, the occupations
involved and the skill levels required appear to warrant some local
training, recruitment or other manpower program response.

Although

the true test of the projections cannot be completed until the
projection figures can be compared with future actual employment levels,
the methodology produced results which conformed closely to company

estimates, where the9e were available, or to known employment when
applied to a prior time period.

It is sirnificant that the projections,

and the conclusions regarding the need for manpower programs, were
considerably different from those which would have been derived from the
use of macroeconomic data.

In applying the projection methodology to the awards under study,
NPA identified a wide range of data sources and data types.

Work flow

information can range from projections of annual budget obligations to
detailed estimates of future monthly expenditures.

The manpower data

may contain detailed occupational breakouts, or may be restricted to
total "in-house" or direct employment.

With some awards all the data can

be found within the government, while in other cases the cooperation of
the employer may be essential to the collection of the required information.

The Corpa_ef rnineers /Smith]and Civil Works Project.

In the case of the

Corps of Engineers projects it is possible to collect all of the required
data within the agency itself.

For all major Corps of Engineers projects

the contractor is required to provide the Corps with a schedule of work

which estimates the percentage of each task or work item (e.g., construction of cofferdrul, pouring of concrete, installation of piling, etc.) to

be completed for each month during the life of the project and the total

The Corps then makes projections of the monthly

cost of each task.

expenditures of the contractor for budgeting purposes.
In order to translate these estimates of monthly expenditures into
prejectlons of employment it is necessary to develop manpower coefficients

which relate the number of workers required to perform a given task to
the dollar cost.

These manpower coefficients can be derived from histori-

cal data on similar projects available from the Corps and can serve as

a model in relating projected dollar spending by work item to shifts in
the size and occupational composition of the project work force.
The historical data on dollar expenditures by task for similar

projects are available from work progress reports which are prepared by
the resident engineer of the Corps on a monthly basis for each major
construction award.

These reports contain data on the dollar expendi-

tures and the percentage of each work task completed during the month.
The Corps also receives copies of all payrolls for its construction
projects under the provisions of the Davis-Bacon Act.

These payrolls

are required to contain information on the wage rates, hours worked,
occupation, etc. for each employee who worked during the reporting period.
From these two sources of data it is possible to conduct statistical

analyses to determine the relationship between fluctuation in work flow
and changes in employment by occupation.

For example, manpower coeffi-

cients can be derived which indicate the number of carpenters, laborers,
operating engineers, etc. required to pour a cubic yard of concrete or
move a cubic yard of earth expressed in dollar terms.
of the validity of the coefficients, see Appendix I.)

(For an analysis
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These coefficients may then be applied to the projected expenditures
by work task to determine the likely future size and occupational composition of the work force on similar projects at the same stage of development.

These projections should be. vali&even if the level or mix of

work tasks varied between the two projects, since the coefficients are
related to the work tasks rather than to overall expenditures.

This

takes into account differences between projects in the relative magnitudes of concrete or excavation work, etc.

Because projects for the Corps of Engineers usually extend for
several years and the level of work may vary from the original estimate
due to changes in appropriations, neither the Corps of Engineers'
projections of monthly earnings nor the contractor's schedule can be
taken as fixed beyond the coming fiscal year.

This is sufficient,

however, for preparing projections of employment up to eighteen months
in advance.

The contractor's schedule of work flow indicated that the bulk of
the expenditures at the Smithland locks during the next year or so would

be devoted to finishing concrete work on the locks, with work on the
flooding of the cofferdam and clean-up scheduled for the latter portion
of the period.

The proportion of each type of work scheduled each month

by the contractor was applied to the monthly expenditure forecast by the
Corps of Engineers.

This provided measures of the dollar expenditure

each month of the fiscal year by work item (see Table 4).

From the payrolls and work item expenditures by month for a previous
lock project it was determined that, at this stage of completion of a

lock, every $1,000 of total expenditures generates 4.2 man-hours of work.
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0
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1,804.7
1,553.2
1,375.6

1,640.7

1,183.8
539.1
484.2

24,500.0

September

October

November

recember

January 1974

February

March

April

lty

June

Total Fiscal Year

7

13

0

80

3,433.7

7%

13%

0%

80%

$ 3,256.9

Other

Wall Armor

Miter Gates

Concrete

August

July 1973

Fiscal Year 1974

Projections of
Monthly Expenditures

Proportion of Outlays for Major Work Items:

Projections of Monthly Expenditures at Smithland by Major Work Item, FY 1974
(thousands of dollars)

Table 4

Because of the phase of construction, concrete expenditures accounted for
almost all of the employment; 17.3 man-hours of carpenters, 20.9 man-hours
of construction laborers, 5.1 man-hours of operating engineers, and 2.6
man-hours of teamsters for every $1,000 spent on concrete pouring.

It

was also determined that every man -hour of operating engineers required
the support, of .55 man-hours of oilers/greasers, and .45 man-hours of
mechanics.
at the EiVV.

These occupations accounted for the bulk of the employment
The remaining workers were divided among many occupations,

including batch plant operators, firemen, welders, cement masons, etc.f
and professional, administrative and clerical jobs.

In each of these

cases, the number of workers was too small to warrant separate calculation.
Employment projections were prepared by applying these coefficients
to the estimated expenditures by work item shown in Table 4.

Projections

for the first half of FY 1975 were also prepared using Corps of Engineers
preliminary estimates of expenditures for that period.

With turnover and

shifts in the work force composition resulting from changes in work tasks,
there should be almost 400 job openings during calendar 1974.

Aside from some small increases in specialized occupations such as
welders, painters, millwrights and electricians who will he needed for the

instalktion of machinery and final touches on the locks, the outlook for the
Smithland project through June 1974 indicates a decline in employment as the
major work effort on pouring concrete for the locks is completed.

Total

employment during this period is expected to decline from an average of
about 700 workers in the July December 1973 period to under 300 in the
following six months.

Beginning in July of 1974, however, while clean-up work will proceed
on the locks at a low level, work is expected to begin on the dam itself
which should be reflected in major increases in erployment.

The initial

phases of work on the dam, which overlap the final stages of work on the
locks, will require a different work force mix, as the dam effort focusses
on the construction of a cofferdam while the major lock activities shift
from pouring concrete to the removal of the old cofferdam used in
constructing the locks (see Table 5).

-

Ta111 5
Employment .11(1 Job Openings, by Occupation, at Smithland, 1974

Average Employment
Estimated
Actual.

Occupqlon

July -Dec '73

Estimated
Job Openings(1)
July -Dec '74
in 1974

Projected

Jan-June '74

387

Total

693

270

634

Carpenters

205

71

55

16]

32

11

49

39

247

86

150

65

Operating Engineers

60

22

120

99

Oilers/Creasers

27

10

48

39

Mechanics

33

12

59

48

Others

89

58

153

97

Teamsters
Laborers

.111
(1)

Note:

Employment increase adjusted for deaths and retirements and refers to
job openings in July-December 1974. No net job openings are estimated
for the first half of 1974.
Bracketed figure indicates the amount by which lay-offs exceed
normal replacement.

The projections indicate that in the second half of 1974 there will
be a need for an average of almost 100 additional operating engineers,
over 60 laborers, about 45 mechanics, and about 40 teamsters and 40
oilers/greasers.

These occupations, in which increases in employment are projected,
are all suitable for some form of manpower program action.

In the case

of construction laborers, the bulk of the openings are at the entry
level, which, nonetheless, requires some short-term training involving
personal safety and, in the case of flagmen and laborers performing
shoring operations, for example, some skill training.

In addition, the

laborers also perform in occupations such as driller, powderman and
vibrator operator, which require more extensive training.

In the case

of operating engineers, although a lengthy apprenticeship period is
required for full journeyran status, filling apprenticeship opportunities
could involve the local Employment Service in recruitment, and preapprenticeship training could involve MDTA programs.

In addition, many

of the journeymen operating engine,:rs can work only on a limited number
of machines.

This could require the development of upgrading training

programs to equip them with the broader range of skills necessary for
continued employment at Smithland resulting from the use of different
pieces of equipment at different phases of the work.

Oilers/greasers.

and, to a lesser extent, mechanics are also occupations suitable for
training.

In all these occupations the construction unions are the primary
source of workers and maintain hiring halls for recruiting and referring
their members to employers.

A review of a sample of the Lmployment
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records of members of the International Union of Operating Engineers reveals
that of the active members of Local 181. (which has jurisdiction in Kentucky)

as estimated 916 had limited skills and worked less than the equivalent of
thirty weeks in union con:.truction employment during 1973.

According to

the union, these operating engineers worked less than what the industry

considers full-time and could improve their employability through upgrading
training.

The pension fund tcerds of the union show the number of weeks of
work for each of the members of Local 1R1, about 1,350 of whom were active

members who worked less than the equivalent of thirty weeks on union
constriction jobs during 1973.

In order to determine if local union

employment records could provide the necessary information to identify
likely candidates for upgrading training, NPA selected the 391 union
members who worked between ten and twenty weeks for intensive review.
The local union records contained detailed information for 340 union
members ta.this group.

Table 6 shows that of these Local 181 members,

there were 152 under the age of fifty and 80 fifty years of age or over
who were at low skill. levels and could benefit from upgrading training.

The remainder already appeared to be at high skill levels rincc they
could operate two or more pieces of heavy equipment.
If the proportion of workers at the lower skill levels were applied
to all active members of Local 181 uho worked less than thirty weeks on
union construction jobs during the year, there would be approximately
916 workers who could improve their employability by upgrading their
skills of whom 450 would be under the age of fifty and would be
particularly suitable eapdidates for upgrading training programs.

Table 6

Local 181 Members Employed in Union Construction Jobs
the Equivalent of Ten to 'RN-slty Weeks During 1973, by Skill

Workers Under
50 Years of Age

Skill

High skill level (operate two or
more heavy machines)

Workers Over
50 Years of Age

68

40

Candidates for upgrading
Misc. light equip. operators
Oilers/greasers
Mechanics
Heavy equip. operators (low
skill or operate only
one machine)

152
73
15

80
34

4

4

60

40

Total

220

120

2

Of those workers who could benefit from upgrading, the light equip
ment operators include such workers as small compressor and pump operators
or welding machine operators.

In most cases the work history of these

members showed no experience with heavy equipment.
existed with regard to the oilers/greasers.

A similar situation

AlLhough most of these

workers would have some familiarity with heavy equipment, they more than
likely would need full training programs.

Some of the heavy equipment operators are experienced in only smaller
pieces of equipment, for example, tractors, tuggers, or cherry pickers,
and require upgrading training in order to prepare them for employment on
the larger and more complex equipment.

Even some of the more complex heavy

equipment operators, such as bulldozer, backhoe, or highlift operators,
could also benefit from training, since they are experienced only in a
single machine and their empJoyment opportuaities are, therefore, limited.
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These workers appear to have considerable experience with heavy equipment and night be upgrnied in shorter training programs.
Data on anticipated demand for operating engineers in Kentucky over the
next few years indicate a need for over 250 new engineers annually stemming
from gro.ih dad replacement.11 An opportunity exists, therefore, to prepare

underemployed operatin:; engineers for full employment at the desirable well

paying jobs offered in the construction industry through upgrading training.

Toe NASA/Rocketlyne SSME Award.

The basic methodology for preparing

projections is essentially the same for NASA awards, involving projections
of the work level in dollar terms and translating these dollar figures
into manpower requirements.

Because the procurement and monitoring

practices of NASA differ front those of the Corps of Engineers, however,
the data base is different.

in the case of NASA procurements, data are

available within the contracting agency that permit the preparation of
projections of total employment at the contractor's establishment.
Detailed occupation,1 Ineakouts, however, are not available from NASA
officials, and this information must be assembled from a variety of
sources, including Affirmative Action Plans, company estimates, and
Census data.

The program managers for NASA are able to provide historical data
on "in-house" costs, and man-years of direct and administrative work
expended on projects at Rocketdyne from which manpower coefficients can
be calculated.

In the Rocketdyne case the historical data indicate that

every $1 million of expenditures at the plant normally generates employment
equal to 21 man-years of direct labor and 16.7 man-years (or 76% of the

1/

See Appendix I for further discussion and derivation of demand estimate.
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direct employment) or overhead labor.

These coefficients will identify

the number of employees in direct work on the awards (e.g., engineering,
production, quality control, etc.) and those employed in support
positions (e.g., general administration, personnel, bookkeeping, service
and maintenance, etc.) for every $1 million spent at the plant.

Esti-

mated in-house expenditures for the coming fiscal year (total expenditures
less subcontracts and materials costs) are also available from the same
sources at NASA which permits the calculation of total direct and
indirect employment at the plant.

In addition, for each major award there are "manning curves" which
indicate the number of man-years of direct labor required each year by
occupational category (e.g., engineering manpower, production manpower,
testing manpower, etc.) and, where the establishment is working on other
projects at the same time, NASA can make available estimates of current
and anticipated employment by occupational category prepared by the
contractor for all ongoing projects at the plant.

Although these estimates of employment by category provide some
information on the occupational mix required to perform the work, they
may not indicate accurate levels of employment since, as was the case

with the Corps of Engineers, annual appropriations on which these manning
curves are based cannot be forecast with accuracy beyond the coming fiscal
year.

The appropriate manning curves, however, can be applied to the total

direct in-house employment figure generated by the use of the historical
manpower coefficient and the estimated expenditures for the coming fiscal
year.

The resulting projections of employment at the plant by broad
occupational group can be refined into more detailed occupational
projections by the application of data from the firm's Affirmative
Action Plan, since, where there are to be no major changes in the
character of the work, the occupational distribution within the broad
categories can be expected to remain relatively constant.

In some

cases the Affirmative Action Plan may not contain a complete occupational
breakout.

For example, it may only indicate the number of craftsmen,

operatives and helpers.

In such a case, company production managers

may provide detailed occupational information within the categories.
And, as a final resort, Census data for the industry by state may be
used for further detail.

This may be necessary where the projections

indicate an increase in service or clerical workers but occupational
details are lacking.

Where this occurs, the Census data for the aerospace

industry for the state can show that thr bulk of the service workers in
this industry and area are janitors, porters and guards, or that most of
the clerical workers in the industry and area are secretaries and typists
rather than office machine operators or clerks.

Finally, the prcjected increase in employment by occupation can be
adjusted for turnover based on data from the Aff*.rmative Action Plan.

Adjustment for quits is not considered feasible since this fluctuates
due to factors which may not be related to the work level at the
establishtent.

Deaths, retirements, promotions, etc. may also be ignored

where they account for fe:, workers.

However, if the firm has an active

promotion or upgrading program, for instance, involving a large number of
workers annually, the upgrading of these workers could create a substantial number of additional job opportunities at lower skill levels and

this data should be used in preparing projections.

In a period of

rising employment at the establishment, this would be of considerable
significance.

In the case of the Space Shuttle Main Engine award, the historical
manpower data for the Rocketdyne plant indicated that in FY 1973 $27.2
million was spent at the plant on the SSME and direct employment amounted
to 598 workers, resulting in a manpower coefficient of 22 man-years of
employment for every $1 million of in-house expenditures.

Although

overhead employment generally amounts to 76% of direct employment at the
plant, according to NASA program officials overhead employment on the
SSME in 1973 was equal to direct due to the developmental character of
the current phase of the SSME project.

In FY 1973, therefore, estimated

total employment at Rocketdyne on the SSME was equivalent to 1,196 man-years:

Rocketdyne reported that FY 1973 total employment at the plant was
3,144 man-years.

The total number of workers employed on all other

projects at the plant was calculated at 1.948 man-years by subtracting
the 1,196 man-years for the SSME from the plant total.

Since NASA

supplied data on the number of direct employees on all other projects
at the plant, it was possible to compute the percentage of employment on all
other projects at the plant attributable to direct and to overhead employment.
An example of the application Of these relationships to FY 1974 is
contained in Table 7.

Given the estimate of $43.5 million for SSME in-house

expenditures by NASA in FY 1974, application of the SSME direct manpower
coefficient indicated that SSME direct employment would amount to 906 manyears.

(The coefficient was reduced to 21 man-years per $1 million of expen-

ditures to take into account productivity increases and the lower labor intensity of the work as the project moved from the design phase towards production.)

Table 7

Derivation of the Manpower Coefficients for Rocketdyne in FY 1973
and Their Application in the FY 1974 Estimates

Actual
FY 1973

Estimated
FY 1974

3,144

3,512

ALL PROJECTS

Total Man-Years
SSME
"in- house" Expenditures
(in millions)

$

27.2

$

43.5

598

906

Direct Manpower Coefficient
(man-years/$1 million expended)

22

21

Overhead Nan-Years as a Percent
of Direct Man-Years
(estimated by NASA)

100%

Overhead Man-Years

598

779

1,196

1,685

Total Man-Years
(total all projects less total SSME)

1,948

1,827

Direct Man-Years
(provided by NASA)

1,107

1,038

841

789

Direct Man-Years

Total SSME Man-Years

86%

OTHER PROJECTS

Overhead Mnu-Years
(total other projects less
direct ocher projects)
Overhead Man-Years as a Percent
of Direct Man-Years

76%

76%

SSME overhead employment was calculated from the direct man-years
using an 86% rate because, according to NASA, the overhead rate would
also decline towards, the rate for other projects at the plant as the

SSME moved towards the production phase.
Direct man-years figures for all other projects at the plant were
provided by NASA and overhead employment for these projects was calculated by using the 762 rate derived from the FY 1973 data.

These

procedures are described in greeter detail in Appendix I.
NASA data on anticipated expenditures on the SSME, NASA-furnished
company projections of direct employment on other projects at the plant,
and the application of the coefficients derived above indicate that total

man-years of employment at the plant is expected to rise to 3,512 in
FY 1974 and to 3,832 in FY 1975.

The SSME iR expected to constitute an

increasing proportion of total employment over this period.

By FY 1977,

employment on the SSME alone is expected to reach 2,760 man-years.
The development of occupational projections from these totals is
more difficult than in the case of the Corps of Engineers award. However,
occupational detail can be secured from numerous sources, including the
Rocketdyne Affirmative Action Plan, the Rocketdyne production management
staff, NASA program officials, California census data and BLS survey data.
These occupational data were used in what may be termed an "iterative"
process.

Total employment was broken into broad occupational groups

(e.g.. professional, technical and kindred workers; craftsmen and
operatives; etc.) based on the company's Affirmative Action Plan.
Specially prepared company cute was supplied for key occupations, such
as tool and die mnkers and velders, In the craftsmen and operatives
category.

The remaining employment in the craftsmen and operatives

group and in other groups was distributed by "fitting" occupational details
obtained from 1970 California census data on occupations by three-digit
industry to the control group totals.

For example, in the office-clerical

group, the ratio of office-clericals to total employment was put at 15.5
percent based on the AAP.
at 18 percent.

California census data for SIC 372 put the ratio

Data for specific occupations within this group (i.e.,

secretaries, stenographers, typists, office machine operators, etc.) were
estimated by applying the census distribution of occupations within the
category to the office-clerical ratio obtained from the AAP.

The occu-

pational projections prepared for the Rocketdyne plant must undergo
adjustment for such items as deaths, retirements, and terminations.
for these changes are available from the AAP.

Data

In the case of Rocketdyne,

historical information shows that over 2 percent of the work force at the
Plant die, retire or are discharged annually, an amount which is of
sufficient magnitude to warrant making these adjustments.

The results

of these calculations are presented in Table 8.

When adjusted to show employment by six-month intervals, these
projections by occupation for the Rocketdyne facility indicate a moderate
level of new job openings in many occupations during 1974.

As much of

the design work is completed during this period, employment of engineers,
scientists, etc. is likely to decline, resulting in some lay-offs.

In

production occupations, however, new hires are expected to rise as the
firm begins an efrort to produce prototypes of its designs for test
purposes prior to going into full production.

The projections indicate

that the increases are likely to occur for sheet metal workers, assemblers,
and checkers and examiners, all of which are suitable occupations for

1,440
822
379
172

Professional, Technical and Kindred
Scieltists and Engineers
Othet Professional

ea

140
545
179
158
43
165
105

Clerical
Secretaries, Stenos., and Typists
Clerks
Office Machine Operators
Other Clerical

Service Workers and Laborers

5]

23

0

.1]

28

Note:

Bracketed figures indicate the amount by which lay-offs exceed normal replacement needs.

Employment increase adjusted for deaths, retirements and discharges.

(2)

15

Includes all craftsmen and operatives in occupations which account for less than .5 percent of total employment.

4

120

8
1
10
15

115

29
10

58
20

19

5
3
38

17
26
30
24
28

8
3
12

194
[ 18]

[

[

[ 21]
[ 15]

261

January-June
1975

10
82

8

56

617
203
179
47
188

251

33
25

39

23
27
44
49

141
86
183
153
128
174

81

232

71

360
[ 46]
16
6

46

2]
0

1,563

[

[ 42]
[ 30]
[ 10]

492

1974

593
195
172
46
180

1,399
89
226
78
129
70
157
130
105
149
23
22
216

345

360

1,350
768
356
162
64

1,380
786
364
165
65

4,010

6/75

3,832

12/74

Projected__

Estimated Job Openings(2)

(1)

12

84
68
96
20

135
215
72
106
44
114

1,106

316

Craftsmen and Operatives
Tool Makers
Machinists
Welders
Sheet Metal Workers
Precision Assemblers
Other Assemblers.
Foremen
Checkers and Examiners
Engine Mechanics and Repairmen
Electricians
Patter? and Model Workers
Other Production Workers(1)

Managers and Sales

Draft
67

3,512

Total

Techeal

12/73

Occupation

Estimated
Actual

Employment

Employment and Job Openings, by Occupation, at Rockwell International Rocketdyne Division, December 1973-June 1975

Table 8

t

1
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training.

Precision assemblers, engine mechanics and repairmen, and

machinists are less likely candidates for training because of the high
skill level involved; however, special recruitment efforts may be
required to fill these jobs and if workers cannot be recruited it is
probable that training to upgrade lower level workers into these jobs
will be needed.

Training could also be provided for the additional

clericals and service workers needed, although the numbers required
are modest.

The Rocketdyne projections indicated a moderate increase in employment over the next year or so which the firm felt could be managed for
the time being through the recall of laid-off workers, recruitment
from other divisions of Rockwell, etc.

The Space Division, however,

which is working on the $2.6 billion space shuttle orbiter, and the 8-1
Division, which has a Department of Defense contract for the $2 billion
8-1 bomber, are also located in the Los Angeles area and arc expected
to require much larger additions to staff that might require the support
of government training, recruitment, or other manpower programs.
Accordingly, the Space and 8-1 Divisions were included in the NPA study.
Due to the late involvement of the Space Division in this project, the
estimates of employment by occupation prepared for the Space Division
plant have relied primarily on NASA and industry data, with a minimum of
company information.

Table 9 shows the projected manpower needs of the firm and the
increases estimated for each occupation.

These figures have been adjusted

to reflect the additional workers needed due to deaths and retirements.

The occulmtional detail is subject to revision, since the award is still

-

1,107
252

5,950
2,047
465

1,966
105
446
51

19,239
7,750
1,716

4,560
234
1,000
112
123

16,304
6,701
1,484

3,619
184
785
88
96
586
404
296
425
78
61
616

10,717
4,747

1,051
1,704
82
349
39
43
261
273
132
189
35
27

Professional, Technical and Kindred

Managerial and Sales

Crafts=en and Operatives

Chce:ers and Examiners
Engine Mechanics and Repairmen
Electricians
Pattern and Model Makers
All Others(1)

Asse7.blers
Foremr.n

Machinists (incl. mach. op.)
Welders
Sheet Metal Fabricators

Tool :Takers

173

752
215
60
227
77

350

1,327
439
380
105
403
145

782
4,752
1,574
1,362
374
1,442

461

4,109
1,361
1,178
323
1,247

391

2,958
980
848
.232
898
257

Employment growth plus deaths and retirements.

(2)

249

for less than .5 percent of total erploynnnt.
Includes all craftsmen and operatives in occupations which account

274

17
35

77

Sr,

121
23

469
377
541
100

745

55
333
137
168
241
45

23
165
69

25

223

52

(1)

Service Workers and Laborers

Clerical
Secretaries, Stenos., and Typists
Clerks
Office Machine Operators
Other Clerical

Total

90

3,163

1974.

Occupation

6175

1975

Janual7.--Sune

12/74

Projected

Estimated Job OFenins(2)

12/73

Estimated
Actual

Employment

Employment and Job Openings by Occupation at Rockwell International Space Division, December 1973-June 1975

Table 9

w

.p.

s

in the design phase, which may involve changes in concept and focus that
can influence the character of the plant work force.

Once the project

approaches full production, however, estimates of the number of workers
needed by occupation should be less subject to modification.
Although much of the new hiring requires' will be for professional

and technical personnel, there will be opportunities for machine operators
and assemblers, which are potential fields for manpower training.
the clerical openings also are suitable for training pronrams.

Most of

In addition,

the firm has an immediate need for special recruitment assistance for
hiring minority workers in

professional, technical and clerical occupations.

in order to fulfill its affirmative action program.
No projections were prepared for the B-1 Division since this would
have involved a totally new effort in identifying data and data sources
in the Department of Defense for which there was not sufficient time.
The firm, however, reported that if the B-1 bomber program goes according
to schedule, they will be hiring upwards of 14,000 workers over a one to
two-year period beginning in FY 1976.

According to the firm the bulk of

these openings would he suitable for training or other manpower program
activities.

The Urban Mass Transportation Administration/Pullman-Standard Award.
In the cane of the Corps of Engineers and NASA awards, almost all the data
are available from government sources.

This is not the case where Urban

Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA) grants are concerned.

Accurate

projections for awards resulting from Urban Mass Transportation Act grants
will require substantial cooperation from the contractor.

UMTA does not
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investigate or project the contractor's manpower requirements, but merely
acts as a conduit for Federal grants to local transit authorities.

All

UNTA receives once the contract is awarded is a monthly accounting
statement from the local authority showing dispersal of funds.
While the local transit authority is similarly not concerned with
manpower at the plant, it is concerned with receiving deliveries on
time.

Consequently, in the award studied by NPA, progress payments by

the New York City Transit Authority (NYCTA) to Pullman are based on a
scale which provides 20 percent payment when work is 25 percent complete
on a particular car, 20 percent more for the next quarter of work, 20
percent mare when the car is 75 percent finished, 30 percent payment
upon delivery, and the final 10 percent upon acceptance.

also provides for delivery of the cars on specified dates.

The contract
The Transit

Authority has charted the anticipated progress payments over the life
of the contract based on this information.

This "payment schedule" is

a suitable measure of work effort over time.

The appropriate manpower coefficients to apply to the dollar measure
of work effort to obtain employment cannot, however, be derived from
government sources or industry-wide data in the case of subway car projects.
There are only about a half dozen firms producing subway cars, and the
production techniques even among these six or so vary considerably.

For

example, the truck bodies for the cars account for 15-20 percent of the
cost of a car, and the manpower requirements at the contractor's plant
will vary considerably depending on whether or not he normally subcontracts
this work to another firM.

Census data, therefore, are not satisfactory

for developing projections of occupational requirements.

Company data are therefore necessary for estimating occupational
manpower needed per unit of output.

While the firm may be reluctant to

release certain types of proprietary information, our experience indicates that the firm will provide the minimum data required.

In the

case of the Pullman Company, for example, the company estimated that it
would need a work force of 1,184 to produce at the rate of two completed
cars per day.

The company further revealed the occupational composition

of these workers, for example, 95 punch operators, sheer operators and
press operators; 19 hole and milling machine operators; 190 electrical
workers; 247 fitters; etc.

Pullman-Standard also provided data on

turnover at the plant.

Knowing the number of workers required to produce two cars a day
and the cost of the two cars, it is simple to calculate the number of
man-days expended per dollar of expenditures at the two-car-a-day rale.
This coefficient can easily be converted to the number of man-days
required per $1 million of expenditures at the two-car-a-day rate for
convenience.

Since expenditure figures were on a monthly rather than

a daily basis, the coefficient was converted into man-months of work by
dividing by the average number of working days in a month (21), resulting
in a manpower coefficient which represents the number of man-months of
work per $1 million of expenditures at the two-car-a-day rate.

Table 10

shows how these data were used to prepare the projections of peak employment at Pullman.
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Table 10
Estimated Peak Employment at Pullman-Standard
Based on Company Production Data
Company
Production Data
(Two-Car-A-Day Rate)

Number of Workers Needed

Dollar Cost of Production
Per Day (in millions)

?IPA Estimate

(at peak production)

1,184

1,178

.556

Oda

Dollar Cost of Production
Per Month (iu millions)
Man Days Per $1 Million
of Expenditures
Man-Months Per $1 Million
of Expenditures

11,615

2,131

101.38

11111

101.38

For the subway car contract the manpower coefficient amounted to
101.38 man-months of work per $1 million of expenditures.

(Had the

scheduled production level differed substantially from two cars per
day, a different manpower coefficient would have been required due to
the effects of economies of scale.

In the Pullman case, the company had

also provided data on manpower requirements at the one-car-a-day level
to provide for this contingency.)

This coefficient was applied to the

NYCTA work flow estimates as measured by prOjected expenditures, which
averaged $11,615 million during the peak production period.

The result-

ing projections of total employment - 1,178 workers - were distributed
by occupation according to the company staffing pattern.

These occupa-

tionnl projections were then adjusted for deaths, retirements and discharges.
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The projections show that during the peak production period
(July 1974 through September 1975), Pullman-Standard will need 1,260
production, maintenance and service workers to meet its production and
delivery schedules.

This includes some 80 workers required for other

work at the plant, based on data also supplied by the company.
Pullman currently has about 300 production, maintenance and
service workers employed at the plant.

It expects to be able to recall

only about 165 workers who are currently on lay-off status.

The company

will, therefore, need about 800 new workers by the last half of the 1974
calendar year, when it reaches full production on its current contracts.
Labor turnover will increase the number of "new hires" needed.
During the first nine months of 1973 there was a 26 percent turnover
in the plant work force, or about 3 percent a month.

Company officials

have indicated that with the huge increase in hiring of new workers
without company loyalties, attachment to the work, etc., they expect the
rate to rise.

Since these rates might be reduced through careful recruit-

ment and appropriate training programs, and since quits fluctuate greatly,
a rate of 1 percent per month was used in developing the projections.
Table 11 shows the projected manpower needs of the firm and the increase
in each occupational category.

Key occupations for which manpower programs

appear suitable include machine operators, fitters, welders, and electrical
workers.

Additional occupations may also be suitable for special attention,

although they may involve smaller numbers of workers.
All of the production jobs at the Pullman Plant may be suitable for
training.

In many crafts, learners may be hired at the entry

which manpower progr am could provide training.

.wel, for

An opportunity also

Table 11
Employment and Job Openings, by Occupation,
at Pullman-Standard, December 1973-June 1975

Estimated Job Openings(1),

Employment
Estimated
Actual

21:219sIti_

1974

January-June
1975

Dec. 1973

1974

June
1975

307

1,260

1,260

897

76

27

100

100

83

6

4

20

20

17

1

Fitting
Fitters

42

257

257

190

17

joining
Joiners

17

132

132

105

8

Welding
Welders

18

66

66

47

4

6

111

111

63

5

12

40

40

31

3-

12

220

220

205

13

77

52

5

236

104

14

Dec.

Occnpation

Total
Fabrication
Machine Operators
(punch, shear, press)

Production Machinery
Machine Operators
(hole and milling)

Sub-Assembly
Assemblers

Pipe
Pipe Fitters
Electrical
Conduit Installers
Wiremen
Testers
Cutters and Taggers
Paint
Painters

Service, Labor and
Maintenance

12

151

77

236

INIIINO,

(1)' Employment increase adjusted for deaths, retirements, discharges and recalls.

exists for upgrading training for current workers w].o wish to switch

to higher skilled occupations or who r,quire advanced skills because of
the introduction of new production techniques.

An example of upgrading

training which may be required at the plant is in the welder occupation,
where the firm intends to shift to the use of continuous welding
equipment.

The monthly projections of expenditures indicate that major new
hiting will not begin until towards mid-year.

This provides sufficient

time for local manpower vrograms to respond.

Even after peak employment

is reached there will be a need for a substantial number of additional
workers due to the anticipated.rate of turnover at the plant.

In all three of the Federal procurements studied in this phase of
the project, the basic expenditure data for major awards become
available in January of each year covering the coming July through June
fiscal year.

This allows estimates of the flow of work to be prepared

up to eighteen months in advance.

The Mkt! 'power data provided by the

contracting agencies are also available on the same advanced
basis.

This permits projections of employment opportunities to be

prepared for all major Corps of Engineers awards by detailed occupation
and for all major NASA awards by occupational group.

Given the coopera-

tion of the firm, detailed occupational projections can be prepared for
all NASA and UNTA awards as well.

II.

Assessment of the Projections

The value of these projections of job openings for manpower program
planning will, of course, depend on their reliability.

Although a true

test cannot be completed until the projections can be compared with
future actual employment levels, the methodology used produced results
which conformed closely to available company estimates of overall
employment or to known employment when tested for a prior period.
The Smithiand locks project is the only one of the three awards
studied for which the required data were available for a prior period.
As a test of the methodology, employment projections were prApated
using dollar expenditures by work task for the January-June 1973 period
at Smithiand and applying the manpower coefficients to these measures
of work flow.

The resulting "prol,?ctions" of employment levels during

this period were compared with actual employment during the same period
at Smithiand.

This comparison appears in Table 12.

Table 12

Comparison of Actual and Predicted Values
for Total Man- Hours(1) at Smithiand, January-June 1973

Month

Actual

January

24,973

21,866

- 12%

February

31,597

22,061

- 30%

March

30,988

32,962

+

6%

April

27,306

29,520

+

8%

May

31,696

33,286

+ 5%

June

31,737

34,740

+

9%

Six-Month Average

29,716

29,073

-

2.2%

Predicted

Predicted/Actual

Average Monthly Difference

11.7%

01111
(1)

Figures refer to average weekly man-hours per month.
explanation, see Appendix I.

For detailed
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Except for the month of February, the estimates were within 12
percent of the actual.

Since manpower programs would not be exonted

to respond to temporary peaks of this kind, a six-month average would
be more likely a basis for identifying changes in employment levels
which would warrant the involvement of manpower programs.

For the

six-month peiiod, the estimated employment difference between the
k

It is

projected and the actual employment was less than 3 percent.

important to note that the projections properly identified the peak
and trough months.

Of even greater significance is the test of specific occupations
at Smithland for March and May of 1973, the only months for which complete
actual occupational detail was. available at the time.

Table 13 compares

the actual and predicted values by occupation for these two months.

Although the values are, of course, different in each occupation, the orders
lose to form the

of magnitude for the various occupations are sufficient'

basis for plannini; manpower training an:' recruitment programs.

Table 13
Comparison of Actual and Predicted Man-liours(1),
by Occupation, for Two Months at Smithland

March 1973

May 1973
Actual

Predicted

Occupation

Actull

Carpenters

8,405

9,951

9,463

10,531

Teamsters

1,688

1,520

1,637

1,609

11,408

11,980

10,901

12,675

Operating Engineers

2037

2,921

2,509

3,091

Mechanics

1,412

1,590

1,384

1,683

011ers/Grca&ers

1,197

1,300

1,315

1,377

30,988

32,962

31,696

33,286

Laborers

Total

(1)

Predicted_

Figures refer to average weekly man-hours per months.
explanation, see Appendix 1.

For detailed
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In neither the NASA nor the LIMA award has it been possible to
conduct such a test, and the validation of the projections will have to

wait for data on the actual employment which occurs in the periods for
which the projections were made.

The projections prepared by NPA are the most detailed available
from any source for these awards and are significantly different from
the results which would have been obtained using macroeconomic data.
Table 14 shows the figures which would have resulted from the use of
industry data for the Rocketdyne-SSME award.

.

Table 14

Comparison of Projections of SSME and Total Rocketdyne Employment,
Based on NASA Data and on Department of Commerce Data, FY 1974

Source of Data
for SSME Projections
.

NASA DATA

Projected
Employment
SSME(1)

Projected
Employment(2)
Other Projects

Projected Eve-

ployment Total
Rocketdyne

1,685

1,827

3,512

Missile and Space Vehicle
Engine R&D

2,050

1,827

3,877

Aircraft and Parts Los Angeles/Long Beach SMSA

2,050

1,827

3,877

2,335

1,827

4,162

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE DATA
1967 Census of Manufacturers(3)

Shipments of Defense Oriented
Industries 1970(3)
Purchases by NASA from
Aircraft Engine and
Pasts Firms

(1)

Employment figures obtained by applying the manpower coeffiel,:nt calculated
from each of the sources to FY 1974 expenditures.

(2)

Employment estimate obtained from company data provided by NASA.

(3)

AdjustAll for productivity and price changes to 1974 levels.
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The firm-specific (L.ta available from NASA, for example, produced

projections of 3,512 man-years of employment at the Rocketdyne plant
during FY 1974.

The comparable figures which would have resulted from

the use of Census of Manufacturers aggregate data or data from
Shipments of Defense Oriented Industries would have been 3,877 and 4,162,
respectively.

Because NASA felt that the cigures for total employment

for all the other projects at Rocketdyne would not be subject to more
than a small error, no effort was made to calculate these figures
independently, and the differences in the totals are due entirely to

differences in estimates of SSE manpower.
The occupational breakout. would similarly have been different.

Use of Census of Population data for California on employment by occupation for SIC 372 - Aircraft and Parts, in which Rocketdyne is classified,

would have produced major differences in the occupational projections
even if the same total employment base had been used (see Table 15).

Professional, managerial and sales workers would have been underestimated by more than 500 workers, while production workers would have
been overestimated by almost 500.workers.

Machinists would have been

estimated 130 workers too high and assemblers by almost 100 too many.
Tool makers and sheet metal workers would have been projected 53 and 62
too few, respectively.
The importance of these differenk;L:o to manpower program planning
are obvious.

If aggregate data had been used for preparing the occupa-

tional projections, too much emphasis would have been placed on machinists,
assemblers, foremen, etc., and too little on tool makers and sheet metal
workers.

The role of manpower training might also have been misinterpreted

Table 15

Comparison of NPA Occupational Projections with
Projections Based on Aggregate Data, Rockctdyne Plant, FY 1974

NPA
Projections

Projections
Using
Census Data

3,512

3,512

Scientisis and Engineers

822

579

-

30

Other Professional

379

267

-

30

Technical

172

122

-

30

Draftsmen

67

47

-

30

Managers and Sales

316

224

-

29

Tool Makers

135

82

-

39

Machinists

215

345

72

38

-

47

Sheet Meta] 1/orkers

106

44

-

58

Precision Assemblers
Other Assemblers

158

252

+ 59

Foremen

84

162

Checkers and Examiners

68

130

Engine Mechanics and Repairmen

96

186

Electricians

18

35

Pattern and Model Makers

14

27

Other Production Workers(1)

140

270

Secretaries, Stenon, and Typists

179

205

Clerks

158

180

43

49

Other. Clerical

165

190

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

93
91
94
94
93
93
14
14
14
15

Service Workers and Laborers

105

78

-

26

Paq1141.12a

Total Employment

Welders

Office Machine Operators

(1)

Note:

Percent
Difference
-

+ 60

Includes all craftsmen and operatives 4n occupations which account
for less than .5% of total eraployment.
Figures may not add to total due to rounding.

since the projections would have identified the wrong jobs for training,
as well as the total number of such jobs, due to an underestimate of the
number of professionals needed during this phase of the work at the
Rocketdyne plant.

Similar discrepancies in the occupational projections would have
resulted in the other awards studied and are discussed at length in
Appendix T.

To the extent that the NPA projections are reasonably accurate and there is reason to believe that they are - they show that firne
specific data are a significant improvement over the use of aggregate

data, and are a better basis fbr planning and establishing local manpower
programs.

Efforts to use the NPA projections for local manpower planning

are described in the next chapter.

CHAPTER III

THE FIELD EXPERIENCE
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SPA'S efforts to encourage the use of the projections at the local
level indicate that advance: warning of job opportunities generated by
major Federal procurer:onts can act as a catalyst to improve local manpower

program planning and operations.

The projections can provide an opportun-

ity for the local Employment Service to gain entry into major local firms
and can help identify important training needs.

The availability of pro-

jections prepared by outsiders can also stimulate the firm to improve its
own manpower planning and prompt it to coordinate its manpower efforts
with those of local manpower planning authorities.

The Employment Service

has a central part to play in these activities, both in improving its performance in its traditional role and in expanding its functions to include
new services.

It is unlikely that the projections would have the desired

results without a field mechanism to provide technical assistance in interpreting and using them.

I.

In all the ccn

The Field Effort

involved in this study, the magnitude and

importance of the Federal procurement was known to local manpower program
personae' soon after the award was made.

In none of these cases, however,

was any special effort made to assist the company to specify its needs and
to coordinate the prospective increases in employment with local manpower
activities.

The firms themselves did not have much detailed manpower in-

formation on which to base such cooperation.

Table 16 displays the

manpower activities of the parties prior to the field effort.

In the Paducah area, a long history of the use of union hiring halls
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Table 16

Company and Local Agency Manpower Activities Relevant to the
Federal Award Prior to the Field Effort

Locality

Man)ower Activities Prior to the Field Effort

CHICAGO

Pullman-Standard
Division

Specific manpower requirements not identified
by the firm.

Local Agencies

Aware of the magnitude of the award, but no
follow-up with the firm.

LOS ANGELES

Rockwell International

Rocketdyne Division

Detailed occupational projections not prepared
by the firm.

Space Division

Detailed occupational projections not prepared
by the firm.

11-1 Division

Detailed occupational projections not prepared
by the firm.

Local Agencies

Aware of the awards, but no special programs
designed or the firm.

PADUCAH ARCA
Dravo Joint Venture

No contact by the firm with local manpower
agencies due to reliance on the unions for
recriitment and referral.

Local Agencies

Aware of the award, but no contact initiated
with the firm.

GROTON
Electric Boat Division

Company expressed an interest in using government training funds, but had not prepared
estimated of occupational training needs.

Local Agencies

In close working contact with the firm. Did
not supply technical assistance in the preparation of occupational projections but did
prepare request for funds to state manpower
training authorities for overall training needs
of the firm.

-59for recruitment and referral precluded any involvement of the local
Employment Service in the work at Smithland, although the project generated a substantial increase in local construction employment.

In Chicago,

the local Employment Service labor market analysts reported the PullmanStandard award and indicated that it would probably entail an increase of
about 1,000 workers at the plant.

The detailed occupational projections

necessary for the development of manpower programs were not available,
however, and the firm was not approached by local authorities until notified of the projections prepared in this study.

At the time of the

initial contacts by the research staff, the company itself had no projections of its manpower needs.

According to Rocketdyne and Space Division

officials, a similar series of events occurred in Los Angeles, except for
a routine contact with the firm made by the local Employment Service.

No

cooperative programs were developed since the firm felt that staffing
.

could be handled without the assistance of the agency.

Under these con-

ditions, detailed occupational projections were not prepared by the firm.
And finally, in the case of the Electric Boat contract in Groton, Connecticut, the firm, working clogely with the local Employment Service,
prepared estimates of its total training needs as a basis for requesting
state training funds.

The company had not prepared estimates of training

needs by occupation, however, and state manpower program authorities
refused to finance the training at the time the request was originally
made.

It was in this typ2 of environment that NPA undertook to attempt-

to influence local manpower program planning and operations by focussing
the attention of local program personnel on the potential need identified
by the projections of job openings.

The field effort involved the

-60identification of the local decision-makers, the dissemination of the pro-

jections, and the provision of technical.assistance in using the projections
as a bx3is for selecting appropriate local manpower program activities.

Preliminary meetings were held with the parties individually and a series
of workshops were scheduled to stimulate cooperation and communications
between manpower program authorities and the firms.
The field effort met with different responses, depending on conditions
in the company and the labor market, and the historical relationship
betweeti the local manpower agencies and the firm.

In all cases, however,

changes took place in manpower planning either on the part of the firm, the
local manpower agencies, or the unions.

The manpower planning which took

place subsequent to the field effort is displayed in Table 17 and a
detailed discussion of the results of the field work is contained in the
following section of this chapter.

II.

The Results of the Field Effort

The experience in the project shows that an active program for disseminating the projections of job openings can result in the development
of cooperative efforts between the employer and local manpower programs

probably would
and the establishment of special program activities which
not have occurred otherwise.

The degree to which these results can be

achieved appears to be directly related to local labor marker conditions.
Local manpower program planners will tend to limit their cooperation

light of the
with the firm to activities they consider appropriate in
availability of workers.

If sufficient workers with the required skills
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Table 17

Company, Union, Local Agency Manpower Activities

Involved in the Field Effort Through May 1974 4

Locality

Manpower Activities Involved in the Field Effort

CHICAGO
Pullman-Standard
Division

Company prepared staffing requirements per unit of
production and cooperated in the preparation of projections of job openings. Company has listed 714
job openings with the Employment Service.

Local Aneacies

Employment Service has undertchcn special recruitment
effort for firm. Company and manpower training authorities have reached tentative agreement to establish
training programs for jobs not filled by recruitment.

LOS ANGELES
Rockwell
International

Rocketdyne
Division

Rocketdyne has prepared detailed projections for some
occupations and has requested the assistance of local
agencies to recruit and/or train minority workers.

Space
Division

Space Division will not prepare detailed occupational
projections until production phase is reached, but
has reqested the assistance of local agencies to
recruit and/or train minority workers.

B-1 Division

B-1 Division will not prepare detailed occupational
projections until production phase is reached, but
has estimated new job opportunities for FY 1976 and
FY 1977 at about 14,000 workers if work goes according to schedule and has requested the assistance of
local agencies to recruit and/or train minority
workers.

Local Agencies

Program Operators and the National Alliance of
Businessmen are interested in establishing working
City and county manpower
relations with the firm.
planning groups appear less concerned due to the
pressures of reorganizing under CETA and other
priorities.
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State Agencies

The State Manpower Planning Council and the State
Department of Manpower Services have requested the
union to submit a proposal for an upgrading training program for underemployed operating engineers
in Kentucky.

The Unions

The
the
the
ing

Dravo-GrovesNewburgh

The firm continues to rely on the local unions for
recruitment and referral.

Local Agencies

Illinois Employment Service and Oak Ridge Training
Center both contacted the firm as a result of the
follow-up in this study. Graduates of the Oak Ridge
welding course may be referred to the Smithland site.

national office and the Kentucky local union of
Operating Engineers are preparing a proposal to
State of Kentucky for a special upgrading trainprogram to he financed out of MDTA funds.

GROTON

Electric Boat
Division

Meeting held with the firm.and Department of Labor
staff as part of the follow-up. Estimates of training needs by occupation prepared by the firm after
NPA projections were.made available.

!ax.al Agencies

The local Employment Service resubmitted the request
for training funds to state authorities with occupational detail required and approximately 1,000
trainees have been enrolled in training programs to
meet the manpower needs of the firm..

-63are unemployed in the area, the manpower planners can be erected to
restrict their involvement to the development of special recruitment programs rather than training.

Similarly, where the employer expects to

encounter difficulties in finding workers with the necessary skills, they
are more likely to evidence an interest in coordinating their efforts with

those of the local manpower programs, even where they would not normally
deal with the Employment Service.

In Chicago, for example, the local man-

power agencies have committed themselves to training workers for PullmanStandard only in those occupations which are known to be in shortage.
Pullman-Standard, on the other hand, which was reluctant to use the
Employment Service but which anticipated difficulties in recruiting workers, has developed a working arrangement with the Employment Service as
a result of the field efforts of this study.

The Pullman-Standard Award - Chicago.

In Chicago, where the field effort

is furthest advanced, the published labor market information revealed that
the SMSA experienced an unemployment rate of about 4 percent in 1973.

Employment growth in the manufacturing sector and in transportation equipment manufacturing increased during the year.

Moreover, occupations

widely used in the transportation equipment industry (and needed by PullmanStandard), such as drill press operators and welders, were removed from
the "surplus" category in mid-1973 and by the era of the year machinists,
tool and die makers, electrical assemblers, and arc welders were in short
supply.

The data clearly indicated that Pullman might be faced with a severe
problem in recruiting the hundreds of new workers needed as it moved into
full production on the subway car contract.

Even under these conditions,
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however, the firm did not contact the local Employment Service because,
according to company authorities, they did not feel that the Employment
Service could serve their needs.

Given the labor market conditions, how-

ever, a workshop attended by the firm and Inca' authorities and using the
data provided by this study has produced a significant degree of coordination between local manpower programs and tne company.

At the Chicago workshop, each of the participants agreed to assemble
additional data which was needed to work out program details.

This has

been followed up by a series of meetings between the company and manpower
program staffs.

A set of job descriptions has been prepared by the firm

and checked out with the local Employment Service.

From these job des-

cription's, all of the jobs at Pullman-Standard have been classified by

the Dictionary of Occupational Titles code for the first time as an initial step in developing programs responsive to the needs of the firm.
Over 700 job openings have been listed with the Employment Service and an
active recruitment effort is now under way.
reported to be at the entry level.

About 500 of these jobs.are

In these cases, the Employment Ser-

vice can make a major contribution in serving the needs of less skilled
job seekers while at the same time helping the company avoid the problem

of manpower bottlenecks which could result from a rapid increase in the
work force.

In addition, alternative training program arrangements have been discussed.

The Employment Service hns estimated that a considerable number

of the job openings are in shortage occupations which will require special
training efforts.

At the present time, there is an understanding that

training programs will be developed for those jobs for which qualified

workers cannot be recruited if the company and the union can agree on the
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to establ4sh a training program for "car-builders."
This is a significant improvement over normal procedures.

According

to-Pullman-Standard officials, the common practice of the firm was to
attempt to recruit through other sources, such as gate applicants, news-

paper ads, etc., when the job openings developed and to turn to the
Employment Service only when all other efforts had failed.

In this

approach, information on the occupational needs of the firm would be pro-

vided to the Employment Service at too late a date for the government
programs to react with any degree of success.

Based on an early warning

of occupational needs, however, the present recruitment and training acti-

vities are now taking place with sufficient lead time for successful
efforts to be launched by the local manpower programs.

The prospects,

therefore, for having a significant impact on the employment requirements
of

he firm and on manpower program planning in the Chicago area appear

to be very promising.

Rocketdyne SSW. Award - Los An eles. Although the unemployment rate in Los
Angeles was much higher than in Chicago--over 6.5 percent in 1973--labor
market conditions improved during the year.

The area, in which the Rocket-

'dyne plant is located, had experienced an increase in employment of 159,000
between January and December of 1973.

Almost one third of the increase was

in manufacturing.

Under these labor market conditions our initial contacts with Rocketdyne were successful.

The firm provided data on manufacturing employment

specially prepared for this study and indicated a willingness to cooperate
with tile local manpower programs.

Subsequently, however, NASA's budget

plans for the SSME were revised downwards and the stretch-out of the project resulted in an anticipated increase in employment of about half of
the level originally expected.

At this point Rocketdyne officials became

reluctant to involve themselves with local programs since they felt that
they had a sufficient supply of workers from their own recall lists.
Under these conditions it was decided to maintain contact with the
firm in order to spot developing manpower bottlenecks, since with the
passage of time the firm was likely to exhaust its roster of laid-off
workers and, if the economy of the West Coast continued to expand, the

workers and
firm might encounter difficulties in recruiting the necessary
need the assistance of local manpower programs.

Manpower shortages could

in order to meet
even occur by FY 1975 if SSME expenditures are speeded up
the original delivery schedule.

In the course of maintaining contact with the Rocketdyne Division,

it was learned that staffing problems might also arise at its sister
firms--the Space Division, which is working on a $2.6 billion NASA award,
and the B-1 Division, which is working on a $2 billion Department of
Defense contract.

Through the Rocketdyne Division, contact was estab-

lished with officials at the corporate headquarters in Pittsburgh and the
parent company, Rockwell International, involved the Rocketdyne, the Space,,
in a workand the B-1 Divisions, all, of which are located in Los Angeles,

shop with local manpower program authorities.
Representatives of the three divisions of Rockwell International in
the Los Angeles area, the city and county manpower planning councils,
of
manpower program operators, the local office of the National Alliance

Businesbmn, and the Department of Labor Regional Office attended the conference conducted by NPA in Los Angeles.

-67Although none of the three divisions were as yet infull production
and had been able to recruit workers from their recall lists, all of them.
were interested in working with local manpower agencies.. At the present
time all three divisions of Rockwell in the Los Angeles area have a need
for special recruitment services to help them increase the number of minor-

ity workers in professional, technical and clerical occupations.

They also

anticipate difficulty over the. long run in hiring the necessary workers

when they are at full production and peak employment is reached in the
next few years.

The local manpower program operators were prepared to work

with the firm due to the good jobs and high pay offered by these employers.

However, the local manpower planners appeared reluctant to provide

special services to the firm.

This seemed to be. in Part. due to the feet-

that the funds available would meet such a small part of the need in the
local area that the manpower program planners felt that special efforts
"'directed towards selected firms were not warranted.

Moreove...

under CETA

six separate prime sponsors will be designated for the area from which the
firm normally recruits its workers and the manpower planners appeared to
feel that the firms might best coordinate their manpower activities with
the prime sponsor with jurisdiction over the area in which the plants were
situated.

It is not likely that the desired cooperation will be obtained

unless the Department of Labor continues to work closely with the local
agencies in an effort to influence their use of manpower program resources.

Smithland Civil Works Pro ect - Paducah.

the experience in the Smithland

project in the Paducah area indicates that a different approach is required
for the heavy construction industry.

In heavy construction, the unions are

likely to make more use of an early warning system than the employers since

.
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the unions bear most of the responsibility for recruiting and supplying
workers.

In the case of the Smithland award, once the projections had been
prepared, the contractor was contacted in order to develop appropriate
manpower programs for the Smithland site.

Except for some specialized

workers, however, the firm relies almost entirely on the local unions for
1/

recruitment and referral.-

As an alternative to working through the firm, efforts were begun
to involve the unions in the project.

Discussion with persons familiar

the construction labor unions revealed that most large contractors
with the
in the heavy construction field (if they are unionized) have contracts
with the national office of the various crafts rather than with the local.
Moreover, some unions maintain their own training facilities.

For example,

the International Union of Operating Engineers sponsors a number of Job
a
Corps Centers located throughout the country.

The two crafts (operating

engineers and construction laborers) for which the projections indicated
the bulk of the increase in employment at Smithland were therefore contacted.

the national office of the construction laborers felt that it was

not profitable to coordinate their programs in the case of Smithland because of the small number of workers involved and the fact that laborers
in the area were not highly mobile.

They would, however, cooperate in

other cases where large shortages could be anticipated.

I/

The national

The firm did evince an interest in a special program for "certified"
Contact was initiated between the contractor and the. Oak
welders.
Ridge Training Center and the Center hnn agreed to refer to Smithland
any of their gr.7.duate certified welders who remain unemployed.
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office of the Operating Engineers Union, on the other hand, was willing
to work with state and local manpower program authorities for recruitment,

referral and training, since the type of information provided by an early
warning system would permit the union to expand training opportunities or
to use the project site for placement of their graduates.
A meeting took place in January which was attended by the Director

of Training of the International Union of Operating Engineers, the union
locals in the region, and NPA.

The local unions did not see a need for

recruitment or entry level training programs organized in conjunction with
state and local manpower program authorities, but expressed considerable
interest in arranging upgrading, training activities.

The operating engineers locals in the Smithland area were concerned
about numbers of union members with limited skills who cannot find steady
employment and experience lengthy periods of unemployment when the equipment they are capable of operating is not needed.

The unions are anxious

to broaden and upgrade the skills of these workers in order to improve
their employability.

A successful upgrading program may, in time, also

increase the need for workers on smaller or less complex pieces of equipment and create entry level training needs.

The local unions, therefore,

agreed to meet with state manpower planners to discuss upgrading training
programs for workers, not only at the Smithland site but for all projects
in their jurisdiction.

A workshop, such as was held in Chicago, was conducted in Louisville,
Kentucky.

Members of the operating engineers' national office and the

local with jurisdiction in Kentucky, as well as the Executive Secretary
of the State Manpower Council and the State Commissioner of Manpower Services, attended the conference conducted by NPA.

A presentation VR8
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made of the data on underemployment among union members with limited skills
and a discussion of the need for upgrading training.

The union indicated

that it is required to recruit both union and non-union members for employment and training and would be prepared to follow these practices in
selecting trainees for upgrading PrograMs as well.

The Commissioner of Manpower Services approved of the idea of an
upgrading training program for'operating engineers sponsored and conducted
by the union, especially if it could be focussed on the eastern Kentucky
area where so many workers were underemployed and where incomes were at.or
below the poverty level.

A special proposal for such a program, however,

will have to be submitted to the State Manpower Council under existing procedures.

NPA has assisted the union in preparing the proposal which should

be submitted shortly.

There is, therefore, strong likelihood thht a spe-

cial upgrading training program to improve the employability and income of
operating engineers with limited skills will be established in Kentucky.
In the unionized segment of the heavy construction industry, it
appears that the most promising approach to developing special manpower

program activities is through direct contact with the national and local
offices of the unions involved rather than with the employer.

The approach

of working through the unions also appears to be particularly well suited
to the problem of increasing the representation of minority workers in the
construction trades in those localities which are too small to have local
Affirmative Action Plans for the construction industry.

The national

offices of the construction unions have, by and large, made an effort to
accommodate to Federal requirements relating to equal employment opportunity.

Advance notice of an increase in the need for training and recruiting

workers for the construction industry could permit the unions to plan their
training, pl aiment and recruitment efforts with greater effect.
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III.

Conclusions

Based on the field experience it is fair to say that under the proper
condition; local employers, unions and manpower planners will resoond to
the type of projections of job openings prepared in this study and will
cooperate to identify and establish appropriate manpower program activities.

This can result in better manpower planning by both employers and

local authorities and the improvement in the performance of local training
and olacement programs.

The local Employment Service has a major role to play in this process, since it is the best informed agency regarding local labor market
conditions, which, to a large extent, determine the appropriateness of
alternative manpower program activities.

Where experienced workers with

the necessary skills are available, a special recruitment effort would

be called for; where they are not, a training program would be in order.
In Chicago, for instance, welders are being recruited for Pullman-Standard
from the experienced labor force but a training program is being planned
for car-builders, which is an occupation in short supply.

Similarly, the

existence of experienced workers who are unemployed or underemployed due
to limited skills would warrant an upgrading training program, as is the
case for operating engineers in Kentucky.

The Employment Service is also a prime point of contact between local
manpower program planners and the firm, since it' normal functions involve
continuous interaction with employers, and the staff are knawledgeable
about many of the larger local firms.

Moreover, the experience in this

study indicates that where the employer anticipates a tight labor market
and difficulty in recruiting the necessary manpower, advance notice of
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job openings resulting from a major Federal procurement award can influence
the employers to cooperate with public manpower programs and to gain the

Employment Service entry into large local firms which they may not have
serviced before.

This appears to be the case even with employers who are

reluctant to deal with the Employment Service, as was the case with PullmanStandard in Chicago.

The field work undertaken in this study also emphasizes the need for
a follow-up effort in which the local manpower program planners and operators must play a large role.

The potential improvement in the functioning

of local manpower programs possible through an early warning system, however, is not likely to be achieved without some effort on the part of the
Department of IANDir- since- such improvements would require that local

authorities expand their activities beyond those routines which have become
traditional and accepted practice.

The Department of Labor will be

required to contact the parties, arrange for meetings and conferences to

work out the details of manpower program-employer-union cooperation, provide technical assistance in developing and interpreting the information
on job openings, etc.

These activities on the part of the Department of Labor can also stimulate the companies and/or the unions to initiate or improve their own
manpower planning.

As a result of the field activities of this study, for

example, Pullman-Standard developed staffing requirements per unit of
production and Rocketdyne expanded its manpower forecasting efforts to
include selected occupations in its manufacturing department.

The three conferences held in conjunction with this study also indicate that, at lea:A initially, the necessary field work and technical
assistance must be provided by the national office of the Department of
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Only limited support can be expected from the regional offices

during the establishment of the system.. In the case of the Chicago conference two regional office representatives were present, and one
regional office staff member attended the Los Angeles conference.

Each

of these Department of Labor representatives supported the efforts of the
project but could not contribute much to the discussion because their knowledge.of the data sources and the projections*was limited.

At the

Kentucky conference no regional office personnel attended due to the pressures of other business.

Under these conditions the major change agent

role would have to be assumed by the staff of the Early Warning Unit.

The movement to decentralization and manpower revenue sharing under
the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act will also require the involve-

ment of Department of Labor national office staff as catalysts in
stimulating the use of the projections in local manpower program planning.
Even in Chicago, where both the company and the local manpower planning
council were convinced of the benefits of working together, it was necessary
to provide the stimulus through a series of meetings organized by an outside
group (i;PA).

In Kentucky, although the union and state manpower program

authorities were anxious to cooperate, a special proposal to the State Manpower Planning Council was required.

Much of the data and analysis for

such a proposal could best be prepared by the Early Warning System unit.
The Los Angeles experience indicates even more strongly the need for the
involvement of the Early Warning System unit in the field effort.

While

manpower program operators and the company were ready to coordinate their
activities, the representatives of the manpower program planners seemed
less comrAtted.

To gain the benefits of an early warning system under such

conditiewl gill require substantial field activities on the part of tha
Early Warning System staff.
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I)ue to the time and perl;onnel required for these field activities,

the Early Warning unit would probably have to restrict its review of
Federal procurements to a relatively small number of the largest awards
during the early stages of the establishment of the system.

A good part

of the field work, however, may be assumed by the Department of Labor

Regional Offices as they become more familiar with the work of the "sys
tem" and gain experience in its use at the local level.

As the Regional

Office became more actively involved in the field, the Early Warning Unit
could substantially increase the number of Federal contract awards
reviewed annually.

CHAPTER IV

THE MODEL EARLY WARNING SYSTFM

The findings in this study make it evident that an operating early
warning system can serve a useful function as a regular, ongoing activity
of the Departtrent of Labor.

Such a system would identify major Federal

procurement awards likely to create sizeable numbers of job openings in
the local community, collect the data relating to the award from a variety
of sources, and prepare projections of the job opportunities resulting
from the procurement.

The system would also conduct a field effort which

would include disseminating the projections and providing technical assistance to the users at the state or local level in order to develop special
training, recruitment, or other manpower program activities.

A function-

ing early warning system could yield significant benefits in terms of
improved local manpower program planning and operations, motre assured and

better paying employment for trainees, and fewer staffing problems for
large local employers.

Chart 1 displays the relationship between the Early Warning System
and the manpower program decision-makers and other users of the projections,
and identities the specific tasks that an early warning system unit should
undertake in order to influence the operations of manpower programs at the
local level.

I.

The Functions of an Early Weirning System Unit

The thsks of an early warning system unit outlined in Chart 1 fall
into three categories:

identifying and selecting contracts to be studied;

collecting tho require-.l data, prepnring the projections of job opportuni

ties, and malng an initial determination Of the need for local training,
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recruitment, or other manpower program activities; and a field effort
designed to disseminate the projections to the users, provide technical
assistance in their use in manpower program planning, and assist in assessing the results of the Early Warning System and in identifying ways for
improving rhe services provided.

Selectiro the Contracts for Study.

The initial tasksidentifying agen-

cies with major procurement programs and selecting specific awards for
study--require a review of the Federal budget and contact with the office
of the chief procurement officer in each agency with a sizeable procurement budget.

The results of the review conducted in this study are

described in detail in Appendix II.

The procurement officials in each

agency can provide data on all major awards of the agency and can obtain
information from the program staff responsible for each award on the likely
manpower impact of the award and any detailed manpower data collected by
the-agency.

From this information, almost all of it available from within

the Federal establishment, it is possible to select specific contracts
which promise to have a measurable impact on local labor markets.

In selecting the specific contracts to be studied, the Early Warning
System unit would apply a series of criteria to identify those awards most
likely to result in the need for special manpower program activities.
These criteria include:

1) the number of job opportunities likely to

occur- over the coming fiscal year; 2) the wage rates the jobs will pay;

3) the occupations in which the job openings will occur; and 4) prospects
for the job leading to reasonably continuous employment.

Contracts to firms which will create job openings that pay less

than die average for the area hcause the Om Is, for example, in a low
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paying industry, are not likely to be of interest to workers, trainees,
or the local manpower program operators and would not be suitable candidates for an Early Warning System.

Similarly, where a surplus of workers

is available for the job openings there wonldbe little need for special.
efforts for recruitment or training.

Awards which will generate employ-

ment only for professional or administrative workers would also be of

little interest to the Early Warning System since such workers are normally recruited or trained through other channels.
-

By and large, contracts which will provide only short-term employment, such as Federal procurements which are expected to be completed
within a six-month period, should not be considered.

In some industries,

however, like heavy construction, employment normally fluctuates.

How-

ever, high mage rates and opportunities for Other employment elsewhere,
compensate for the lack of job stability.

These contracts, if they meet

the other criteria, would be suitable candidates for an early warning
System.

Another useful criterion to employ is that only procurements which
result in an annual increase of $5 million or more of "value added" at
the individual establishment over the prior year's level should be
reviewed.

Increases of less than $5 million in value added are likely to

generate too few job opporturfties, generally less than 250, to be worth-

while subject: for an early warning system.

For example, some large awards will be spread over so many employers,
oltIlantS, that the impact of any single cormainity would be too small to

re,pire the special attention of the local manpower program authorities.
In checking uo the procurements of the Atomic Energy Commission, it was
di7x0vered that, although each of their current awards for nuclear power

-79plants was in excess of $100 million, typically less than $5 million of
the total award would represent production and employment at any one
plant.

The manpower impact of the award, therefore, was not likely to be

significant in any -sinrle community.

In addition, a number of major awards which involve substantial

expenditures for a single plant may be found which do not have any significant implications for employment and, therefore, for manpower programs.

This will occur where there will be no change in manpower requirements at
the plant because the value of the current contract merely offsets declines
in the value of other awards at the plant.

The number of workers required

at the facility, therefore, is likely to remain the same.

In reviewing

Department of Defense procurements during the ini tial phase .of this pro-

ject, for instance, an aircraft manufacturer was identified who had received
in excess of $400 million in awards from the Air Force but whose work force
was expected to decline by over a thousand workers because the total business of the firm had declined from the level of the previous year.

This

information on potential future mass lay-offs, however, should be communicated to the local Employment Service.

In the case cited above, the local

Employment Service, although it knew that business at the firm had declined,
was not aware of the magnitude of the lay-offs which were likely to occur
until contacted by the project staff.

The information required for selecting awards is normally available
from the contracting agency and published labor market data.

In the four

agencies studied in the project, only the Urban Mass Transportation Administration was unable to provide any of the necessary information and, even
in that. case, Liome of the data could be obtained from the New York City

Transit Authority.
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Once having selected the contracts to be

studied, the Early Warning System unit must collect the required detailed
manpower data, prepare the projections, and determine if the job openings
by occupation indicate a need for special training, recruitment or other
'manpower programs in the local area.

Where projections of employment at the establishment have been prepared by or for the contracting agency they can be collected from the
program office responsible for monitoring the contract (see Appendix III).
In the Rocketdyne case, for instance, the NASA program staff were able to
provide not only their own projections of employment by department at the
factory but also those prepared by the firm.

Additional inforration, such ar staffing patterns for the firm, turnover by occupation, workers with recall rights by occupation, etc., can
best be obtained from the firm directly, and the Early Warning System unit
should contact the firm early in its examination of the award.

From'the

experience with the four awards studied there in no advantage to deferring
these contacts until the Early Warning System has prepared its own prelim 'nary projections.

Where tha firm Will not or cannot supply the required data, use can
be made of the firm's Affirmative Action Plan and ind...stry information.

This requires that the Early Warning System unit establish a close working
relatio ::hip with the Office of Federcl Contract Compliance, the Bureau

of Labor Statistics, the Department of Cmmerce, and private trade Rssocia-

dons.
One the appropriate employment levels have been determined ;Ind job
opportunities pryjectcd, they t;hould be analy..:ed by the Early Warning
Syctcm cLiff in 11::1it

of such thii0;!-; ah iocal occupational churl:ages, plant

in order to identify
turnover, and numbers of workers with recall right
"potential" manpower program action.

The Early Warning System staff will

available
have to rely initially on published labor market data which are
from all larger communities in the country.

However, final judgments on

rely heavily on the
the suitability of particular manpower programs must
local staffs.

The local labor market analysts will have more recent and

than is contained in the published
more detailed labor market information

of a special manreports and any final conclusions as to the suitability
the priorities of the local
power program activity must take into account
manpower programs themselves.

special manWhere the published labor market data indicate that a
satisfy the job needs
power program activity wiLht be required to

would be required to
projected for the firm, the Early Warning System unit
dissemination of
institute a series of field activities which include the
the projections, provision

)17 technical assistance to the local manpower

bring together the interested
program authorities and a workshop designed to
activities.
parties and to generate the necessary special manpower program
special manpower. training
The Field Effort.' The key figures in developing

or recruitment programs at the local level are:

the officials of the state

similar group; the local
and local Manpoixr. Area Planning Council (MAPC) or

officials such
Employment Service and manpower training personnel, company
personnel depart.lents; and, in
as the directors of industrial relations or

some cases, the unions.

matting with these
Thy field experience indicates that a preliminary
workshop increases
parties individually prior to bringing them together in a
the 11kvlihood that the of tort. %MA_ be successiul.

These preliminary

-82contacts can provide an opportunity to describe the services available from
prograM planners.
the Early Warning. System to the firm or the manpower

A

and expendidescription of these services and a discussion of the manpower
needed for gaining the
ture data already collected can provide the leverage
necessary cooperation of the parties.

Preliminary contacts were also instru-

data.
mental in stimulating the companies to develop their own manpower

prepared the
In Chicago, for instance, the Pullman-Standard staff

after such a
basic data necessary for the preparation of the Projections
reservations about coopersession, although they had originally expressed
provide any
ating in the project and had stated that they were unable to
manpower information at all.

In the case of Rocketdyne, a request for more

provided the infordetailed data resulted in a special company effort which
mation, and, at the Electric Boat Division, detailed projections were
prepared only after the firm was provided with a set of the NPA projections
and a description of the methodology used.
(or in the case of
The workshop itself should bring together the firm

and/or state manpower planthe construction indUstry, the unions), local
and manpower training
ners, representatives of the labor market analysis
the projecoffices of the Employment Service, and the staff which prepared
tions.

members of the
In Chicago, it also proved useful to have staff

the objectives
Department of Labor Regional Offices to ?rovide support for
of time projcci.

The exprience in the field also shcias that even where the firm is
not interested in a workshop, contort should be maintained.

In the Rocket-

supply of the
dyne case, time (irm was disinterested because of an assured

necessary urkers fro

Its recall. lists.

Dowever, continued contact

shortage at the
resulted in the idcutification of a potential no.spower
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Space and B-1 Divisions and a willingness on the part of the firm to arrange
a workshop session with local manpower program authorities, as described
in Chapter III.

The final activity the Early Warning System unit must undertake is a
follow-up effort to provide continuing support to the local parties.
Reviewing the results in the locality will enable the unit to provide additional data if needed and to suggest ways of coordinating the manpower
needs of the firm with the program activities of local manpower planners
where this has not been already accomplished.

For example, in the Elec-

tric Boat award, one of the reasons given-by state authorities for their
initial reluctance to finance any sizeable training requirements of the
firm was that the.nmount of funds required would "short-change" other labor
market areas in the state.

In the report on that contract, NPA suggested

that training programs could be established in other, close-by communities
which could prepare residents of those areas for jobs at Electric Boat.
A recent check with state manpower planners has revealed that this alternative has been implemented and that training programs for Electric Boat are

in operation in two near-by labor market areas.
The follow-up will also help the Early Warning System unit in assessing the value of the services it has provided and in devising ways for
improving or expanding these services, where needed.

The unit could iden-

tify the occupational detail likely to he most useful to local manpower
agencies, the labor market conditions most likely to involve training
programs, the most appropriate type of training, and similar considerations.
In KentuCsq, for instance, the follow-up identified the need for upgrading

rather than entry-level traininr, the data necessary to substantiate this
need, and permitted the project staff to participate in the preparation of
the snecial proporil for sub mir:sion to tile Stale Manpower Council.

The activities described above arc best carried out by a unit located
in Washington, D.C., since most of the information and the procurement
offices of the contracting agoncies are centrally located there.

The

Department of Labor is the Most reasonable base for such an operation,

since the activities of an early warning system require extensive involvement with manpower data and dealings with local manpower program staffs
whose backgrounds, experience and functions are most closely reflected in
the Department of %abor.

Regardless of its geographic or organizational location, an early
warning system unit would require a staff of manpower economists with a
-

background in manpower projection. techniques and data sources, along with
manpower program specialists knowledgeable. in the proceJeres, policies

and practices of the various Federally supported manpower training programs
and the Employment :service as well as experience in labor market analysis.

A critical skill needed for the rperation of an early warning system must
be the ability to work with personnel of dissimilar organizations, that is,
the companies, the local program staffs, and the engineering-oriented contracting agency staffs.

II.

The Functions of the NAPC and Other Users of the Projections

The Rol of the Manpower Area

Ceencil.

Under existing manpower

revenue sharing policies, Federal manpo,der funds are allocated on a formula

basis to the chief executive officer of cities and counties which meet

minimupopularion criteria, with th,2 re7lainder of the state allocation
goine, to the Covcrnor.

rcgulations delegate broad discretion in the
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use of these funds to the Governor, Mayor or County Executive and call for
the establishment of state and local manpower planning groups which are
responsible to the appropriate chief executive officer.
The follow-up effort in this project indicates that the state and
local MAPC's or similar planning groups can be prime users of projections
of job opportunities, and it is through them that the Department of Labor
can influence local manpower program decisions.

Since the local manpower

programs are represented on the planning committees, these committees

can be instrumental in developiLg the' cooperation of local program personnet and in insuring their participation in the Early Warning System.
In Chicago, for example, the local MAPC sponsored the workshop, provided
the facilities for the meeting, and secured the attendance of Employment
Service personnel.

The Role of the Other Participants.

A critical party to the functioning

4.

of an early warning system is the local Employment Service.

The initial

determination of training program offerings, development of special recruit
ment efforts, and the primary contact with the firm are all responsibilities
of the local Employment Service staff.

In coordinating manpower training and recruitment programs with the
manpower needs of the employer, the role of the Employment Service labor
market analysts is to update the published data which identify specific
conditions In the local labor market (such as a shortage of woaers with
heavy metal - working experience) which indicate.a need for special manpower

program activities.

ErLployment Service personnel must: also provite many

of the special service:: required.

For example, the Employment Service is

the sole local agency that can pruNire and analyze the job descriptions
according to the di2F;tf:notion:; In the Dictionary of Occupational Titles

-86code so that they can be used by Employment Service placement officers.

Moreover, it is the Employment Service manpower training staff that must
work with the company to identify alternative training; arrangements, such

as a mixture of on-the-joh training and institutional training, use of the
company premises for training, and use of coopany supervisors as instructors.

The role of the Employment Service is illustrated by the experience

with the Pullman-Standard contract in Chicago.

The firm originally had

reservations about relying on the Employment Service, but, after the workshop, coordinated its manpower planning closely with that of the local

Employment Service with the results that have been described in the preceedin3 chapter of this report.

This experience indicates that even where

final program arrangements are not agreed to initially, the stage will
have been set for further contact between the parties that can lead to
the establishment of special manpower training or recruitment programs.

Among the other users of the projections of job opportunities, the
firm is, of course, critical to the success of the Early Warning System.

Jut, aside from the need for the firm's cooperation in planning recruitment and training programs, the employer, as in the case of PullmanStandard, is also a potential supplier of manpower data used in preparing
the projections of job openings.

Moreover, the firm can play an important

role in rev:icwing CIL prOjections for validity.

In the Rockadyne award,

the firm was able to inform the project staff of a change in budget
apprepriiltloss which reduced the projected increase in employment by half.

Roactdyne hid been given advance notice of this change by NASA but the
cut -back had not yet been incorporated into the expenditure figures provided to the staff of this study.
In addition to the local prei;ram aothoritle:t sand the firm, the local

unions will in many instances also be involved in the Early Varning System.

The field experience in this study suggests that the involvement

of the unions will vary by industry and by practices of the firm.

It

appears that in the manufacturing sector the involvement of the unions
will depend on the collective bargaining arrangements of the employer.
As in the case of Pullman-Standard, the development of special manpower
programs raises issues related to recruitment, promotions, etc., which
are covered by the collective bargaining agreement and which the firm
would prefer to negotiate privately with the union.
in the construction industry, on the other hand, where the firms that

are unionized rely on the union to supply workers, the firms are not likely

to expess strong interest in an active leadership role in participating
In manpower programs.

As in the case of Smithland, however, the unions

may fine; It in their interest to coordinate their activities with those of
state and local manpower program officials.

Although the firm should be

contacted and advised of the Early Warning. System findings even in the

construction industry, the focal point of any cooperative effort is likely
to be tha national and local construction unions.
The ezperience in this study shows that the, parties will respond if

presented with projections of manpower needs and sufficient lead-time to
plan arid budget special program activities.

In both Chicago and Croton,

for example, where it appeared that the necessary workers could not be
supplied through normal channels, special manpower programs were devised.

-88The Role. of the Department of Labor

Calliing the benefits of an early warning system

ould require the

estahllshrient of a unit to perform these activities as a regular function of the Federal government.

There is little doubt that a good deal

of the required manpower information is available to the firm in much
more detail than it would be to the government.

This includes such data

as workers with recall rights by occupation, turnover by occupation at the
establishment, etc.

However, it appears from the experience with the

awards studied that many firms do not engage in serious and timely manpower planning, and others regard the manpowet data they do generate as
proprietary information.

At least some government contractors are not at

present capable of preparing reliable projections, a situation probably
related to the fact that the preparation of occupational projections
not required by the Federal contracting agencies.
Barring a major shift in Federal procurement policies or practices,
therefore, projections of manpower requirements related to major government contractors will have to be prepared in large part by.the Early
Warning system itself.

The Dorartment of Labor, should it assume respon-.

sibility for the operation of an early warning system, should recognize
that in addiLion to preparing projections of job openings it would also
be celled upun to :4,3ttisle the role of change agent in stimulating state

and local manpower pAog w1 authorities, mjor employers, unions, etc. to
use this information in planeni; and cstLhlishing training, recruitment,
and other pinpowcr program.;.
rt le, as

initially, the burden of this catalyst

.ated in Chapter 111, won10 fail lhrgely on the shoulders of

the lArly 1:.!rninv,

twit,

in time, a major portion of these
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field activities might be transferred to the Department of Labor Regional
Offices.

The experience with the awards studied in this project has also provided some insights into ways that the Department of Labor could improve
the operations of the Early Warning System.

The Department of Labor could

request contracting agencies to require that staffing plans be submitted
as part of all large bids (and anually thereafter for those contracts
which depend on annual appropriations).

if this procedure were agreed

upon and implemented, it would significantly reduce the work load for the
Early Warning System by providing much of the raw drta needed for the prepaiation of projections.

Although such a procedure would require the

cooperation of other government agencies, it would assist the contracting
agency in assessing the ability of the bidder to perform satisfactorily
and should not be vie;'

as an unreasonable burden on the firm.

Another possibility, which is more within the control of the Department of Labor, and, therefore, should be simpler to implement, involves
the Affirmative Action Plan program.

At present, this program is adminie.-

tered by various govornment agencies under authority delegated by the
Department of Labor.

In many cases the Affirmative Action Plan contains

too little occupational information and may not be available in a timely
fashion.

For instance, the Rocketdyne Affirmative Action Plan did not

contain detailed occupational information, although it would have been
simple for the firm to provide it.

In the case of the Pullman-Standard

Affirmative Action Plan, it took months to obtain a copy of their plan
through the Postal Service, whtch in the compliance agency.

An effort

on the part of the Department of Labor to require more detailed information on occupations, to insure up-to-date Affirmative Action Plans, and

to make them available quickly and easily, would provide an important
source of historical manpower data on selected firms and facilitate the
functioning of an early warning Irstem.

An added tool available to the Department of Labor for improving
the performance of an early warning system involves the financing of,manpower programs.

In some cases, such as in the Electric Boat award, the

manpower planners my be reluctant to act on the projections prepared by
the Early Warning System.

This may result from a basic distrust of the

estimates, or from the fact that the program needs identified by the.projections conflict with state or local priorities in allocating funds.
In some instances, the Department of Labor could offer to supplement local

funds as a means of overcoming any resistance on the part of the Manpower
Area Planning Council to using the projections prepared by the Early
Warning System.

IV.

The Benefits of an Operational Early Warning System

The benefits of an operational early warning system unit would accrue
to many persons and organizations.

These would include government agen-

cies, individuals seeking employnt or better jobs, and firms attempting
to fulfill government contracts on time and with minimum costs.

The Employment Service would be a primary beneficiary of an Early
Warning System because of the Advance notice it would receive of job
openings which could frequently be regarded as among the better paid openings in its labor warket area.

Advance knowledge of these openings in

specific occupation!: would mAc it possible to more effectively plan
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placement or training programs and to undertake special testing and counselling efforts to improve the Service's matching of workers and jobs.

The Early Warning System unit could also assist the Employment Service and
local Unemployment Insurance offices by providing them with information
indicating when work on Federal contracts was expected to be completed and
when major lay-offs were likely to occur.

This information would provide

the basis for special job development efforts to find employment for
workers who would be laid off.

An operational early warning system could also assist the Offic of
Federal Contract Compliance in negotiating better Affirmative Action Plans
because the System would supply the OFCC with knowledge about future job
openings in specific occupations at particular establishments.

Currently,

Affirmative Action Plans are based on information on projected employment
supplied by firms, and the Office of Federal Contract Compliance lacks an
independent data source for judging the degree to which the plans submitted
will help to implement Federal Equal Employment Policy.

The Early Warning

System data could make it possible to identify opportunities for increasing and upgrading job opportunities for women, oldnr workers, or members
of minority groups without dislocating the current work force.

Government procurement activities could also benefit from an effective ongoing early warning system.

By assisting in assuring a supply of

workers with the requisite skills, the system could help avoid manpower
bottlenecks at contractors' plants, and thus reduce thu likelihood of the
cost overruns and production delays stemming from manpower-related bottlenecks.

Large government contracts frequeLtly involve substantial increases

in manpower requirements in individual establishments on short notice.

Similarly, the firvu holding thu contracts could avoid many costly staffing

- 92 problems and improve their ability to produce on schedule by requesting
that special manpower' programs be establlshed to insure that workers with

the requisite skills will be available when needed.

And, the Early

Warning System would improve the functioning of local labor markets by

making it feasible to more cifectively match workers with manpower needs.
The increases in wage, rates in other firms, or the "pirating" of workers

.

which sometimes takes place when establishments receiving substantial
government contracts must hire many new employees on short notice, would
be avoided.

The skills added to the local work force through the train-

ing receiver', or work experience in the firms holding the contracts would

increase the mobility and the skill resources of the local labor force for
many purposes other than the specific contract for which they were
initially hired.

Most importantly, wage earners would benefit from the Early Warning
System through greater opportunities for employment, for better earnings,
or for upgrading.

The larger Federally funded contracts are typically

in industries paying better than average wage rates such as the aerospace,

electronics, shipbuilding, or construction industries.

In the Pullman-

Standard contract, for instance, entry level laborers are paid $3.63 an
hour, vaterials handlers are paid $3.73 an hour, while fitters "with some
related experience" begin at $4.32 an hour.

More difficult to illustrate

with quantitative example::, but equally real, are the numerous opportuni-

ties for upgrading when firms must expand their work force on short
notice.

There are probably well In excess of a hundred major Federal procurements each fiscal year.

In the Corps of Engineers alone, the 1974 fiscal

of
year budy,et identifie:4 approximately 40 projects costing in exce::s

-93$100 million, including seven projects in excess of $400 million.

Addi-

tiunal numbers of multi-million dollar awards are made by other government
agencies, including the Department of Defense and others described in
Appendix II.

This is certainly a substantial number warranting an early

warning system.

APPENDIX I

METHODOLOGICAL APPENDIX

The purpose of this appendix is to map in greater detail the precise
data, methodology and projection techniques used for the awards studied.
This is done for several reasons.

First, it provides a "handbook", which

should be invaluable if the Department of Labor decides to initiate an Rarly
Warning System (EWS) as one of its regular functions.

Second, it allows

other individuals in and out of the Department of Labor to replicate the
study, one of the tests of a sound methodology.

Finally, it allows stu-

dents of manpower planning and projections to scrutinize and evaluate
the procedures used.

With these objectives in mind, the appendix expands on the discussions of data, data sources and projection procedures discussed in
Chapters I and II, and presents a step-by-step display of the data and
the procedures employed in each of the contracts investigated.

While this format is necessary for the purpose outlined above, it
should be remembered that the techniques and procedures followed in
each award have a common thread in the overall conceptual approach used

as described in the introductory chapter of the report.
involves:

This approrzh

projecting future outlays for the award; deriving a manpower

coefficient (e.g., number of workers for every $1 million of expendi'V

tures) which relates manpower to the dollar figures; projecting the
individual occupations needed over time; and adjusting the results for
such items as deaths, retirements and discharges.

The end result de-

that
sired is to obtain projections of job openings by occupation so

manpower programs can have the necessary lead time to respond.

-

During our investigations we explored every possible avenue in
seeking data.

Much more data was collected than was eventually utilized.

Some data was disgarded because better information was obtained; other

data was not utilized because it was termed unreliable or because it
did not fit into the projection procedures ultimately used.

What is

presented in this appendix is the "end product" of the system as it
relates to the awards.

It is our belief that the procedures used would

apply to all major Corps of Engineers and NASA procurements and a large
number of UMTA grants.

I.

Introduction.

The Smithland Project

The project at Smithland is for the construction of a

lock and dam complex on the Ohio River, which runs between Illinois and
Kentucky near Paducah, Kentucky.

The Emithland project is one of about

a dozen such projects planned to facilitate navigation along the river.
While some of the sites are built to provide hydro-electric power,
Smithland is not.

Tot21 project cost is estimated at $199 million, of which $48.5
million had been spent by the end of fiscal year 1973.11

The lock portion

of the project, which is contracted for separately, was awarded to a
consortium of three firms, Dravo, Groves, and Newburg, and was for $86
million.

The contract for the dam is expected to be let before the

start of the 1975 fiscal year.

1/

The Budget of the United.States Government
Appendix, p. 348.

Fiscal Year 1974

We and Data

Sources,.

effort
The first step in the data gathering

the Army Corps of Engineers in
was to contact the Directorate of
Washington.

that two
Discussions with the Directorate indicated

employment increases:
projects were most likely to undergo
dam.
M011ones lock and dam, and the Smithland lock and

the New

While Mellones

in the very early stages of
was somewhat more desirable because it was
impact was holding up
work, court action related to environmental
construction.

We therefore went with Smithland.

We next contacted

had administrative responthe Corps' Nashville Distcict Office which
From the Construction Division
sibility for the Smithland project.
the "contractor's schedule,"
at Nashville we obtained a copy of
"work progress" reports, and oblearned of the existence of monthly
the
monthly contractor payments for
tained their projection of total
monthly work progress reports
duration of the contract. Copies of the
district
the data processing chief at the
were later secured through
Division provided a copy of the original
office. The Engineering
"reasonable contract estimate".
Corps estimace of costs, called a

obtain several payrolls
Through the District Council we were able to
filed with the office to comply with
for the project which had been
the data:
The paragraphs below describe
the Davis-Bacon Act.
the total cost of
Contractor'c Schedule: contains information on
of each task to be
related work items and the expected percentage
completed monthly during the contract.

Figure 1 (following this pages

shows a copy of this schedule for Smithland.
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Work Progress Reports:
earued to date by work item.

contain figures for the actual dollars
By subtracting the-earnings from those of

the previous month, monthly earnings by work item can be obtained.
Figure 2 (following this page) shows a copy of a month's report from
Smithland.

Monthly Earnings Projections:

contain projections of total monthly

disbursements to the contractor under assumptions of early, average and
late finisa scenarios.

These projections are updated quarterly.

Figure 3 shows the projected contractor earnings for the next three
fiscal years at Smithland.

Reasonable Contract Estimate:

is a.manual which lays out the job

specifications for each work task, estimates the total, material and
labor costs, and number of days needed to complete the task.

It is

drawn-up by the Corps' engineering staff prior to the soliciting of bids.
A page from the Smithland estimare is shown in Figure 4.
Payrolls:

weekly payrolls for the project filed with the contracting

District Office contain data on the occupation, hours worked, and wage
rate for each worker at the rite.
Smithland payroll.

Figure 5 shows an extract from a

Figure 2
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COST SCHEDULE FOR SNITNLAND AS OF 19 JAN 1973
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Figure 4

Reasonable Contract Estimate for Smithland
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Projection Procedures for the Smithland Locks.

The projection procedure

ultimately employed involved applying the manpower experience of a
completed lock project in the same geographic area and in a similar work
phase as the upcoming work at Smithland.

Weekly payrolls and monthly work

progress reports for a twelve-month period for the Uniontown lock project
were obtained frua the Louisville District Office.
The specific steps in the procedures were as follows:
1.

Determining tae relationship between occupational manpower
requirements and expenditures by work item for the Uniontown
project;

2.

Adapting this relationship for differences in wage retie:,

materials costs, profit margins, and similar variables between
Uniontown and Smithland;
3.

Projecting future monthly outlays at Smithland by work item;

4.

Applying the occupational manpower coefficients as adjusted in
#2 to the projected Smithland outlays in #3; and

5.

Converting man-hours into full -titre equivalent workers.

1.

Determining the relationship between manpower and expenditures:

One Uniontown payroll was obtained for each month during 1967,
when the major work at the Uniontown lock (the pouring of concrete) was
comparable

to the projected work at Smithland for fiscal year 1974.

Only one payroll per month was used, to reduce the amount of data collection required.

The expectation was that one payroll would be reflec-

tive of the manpower requirements for that month.

Inclement weather,

floOding and other such disturbances can affect the man-hours of work
in a particular week or month.

For this reason, two months in which

the weekly payrolls showed significant decreases in man-hours of work

while the monthly work progress reports showed increases in expenditures
had to be dropped from the data input.

Two other months were excludei

because no work was performed due to weather conditions.

Eight months

from Uniontown were therefore available for analysis.
First, the man-hours reported on the payrolls were aggregated by.
occupation.

Six occupations were identified as containing the bulk of

the work force:

carpenters, laborers, operating engineers, teamsters,

oilers and greasers, and mechanics.

Men-hours were used rather than

actual employment figures for several reasons.

First, man-hours

should be a better measure of work effort than employment.

This is

because of the possibility of offsetting a reduction in expenditures
by reducing the number of overtime hours rather than decreasing the
number of workers.

In fact, several computer runs were made with em-

ployment, rather than man-hours, as the dependent variable, and the
resulting measures of correlation and significance were not as high
as when man-hours were used. Another reason for working with man-

hours and not employment is that a particular worker may be classified in several occupations during a week (i.e., he may work 20 hours
as a laborer and 25 hours as a carpenter).

This brings up a problem

as to where to classify the individual in terms of occupation.

Ey

using man-hours, this difficulty is eliminated, as the man-hours he
works are simply placed in the appropriate occupation.

some workers work only a few hours during the week.

Additionally,

Is this individual

to be treated as a "whole" worker or as only a "fraction" of a worker,
depending on the number of hours worked relative to the average work
week?

Using man-hours also eliminates this problem.

The monthly work progress reports for the year at Uniontown indicated that, while eight "work items" were being performed during the
period, concrete work so predominated the outlays that statistically
significant correlations using other individual work items could. not be

made because the standard error was so great as to render the coeffi,
cient unreliable.

All work items other than concrete were therefore

combined into an "other" category.

The data on man-hours for each occupation at Uniontown were regressed against the Uniontown expenditures by month using ordinary
least squares formula.

In the case of oilers and greasers and mechanics,

the man-hours were regressed against the man-hours for operating
engineers, as it was felt that employment of these workers would be

most closely related to the number of heavy equipment vehicles being
operated, and that the man-hours of operating engineers was a good
surrogate measure.

The resulti,g correlation coefficients were signif-

icant, as will be discussed below.
general type:

The equation used was of the

man-hours in occupation Z s k(expenditures for work item w),

where man-hours is considered the dependent variable and expenditures on
the work item is the independent variable.

The k term is the coefficient

which, when multiplied by expenditures, will indicate man-hours in the
occupation of the dependent variable.

For oilers and greasers and

mechanics, man-hours of operating engineers was used as the independent
variable.

The equations used for each occupation are shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Equation Representing the Relationship Between Man-Hours
And Expenditures, By Occupation

Dependent Variable

Coefficient

X

Independent Variable

Total Project Man-Hours

32.5

Total Project Expenditures
(in thousands)

Carpenter Man-Hours

12.2

Concrete Expenditures
(in thousands)

Teamsters Man-Hours

1.8

Concrete Expenditures
(in thousands)

14.7

Concrete Expenditures
(in thousands)

Laborer Man-Hours

Operating Engineers (1)

3.6
3.0 & 3.0

a) Concrete Expenditures
(in thousands)
b) Concrete Expenditures and
"Other" (in thousands)

Oilers and Creasers

.5449

Operating Engineers Man-Hours

Mechanics

.4551

Operating Engineers Man-Hours

(1)

Two equations were used to project operating engineers, depending on the
This point will be discussed further in the section
work being performed.
on applying the coefficients to the dollar expenditures.

It should be remembered that the independent variable is in terms of
monthly expenditures (in those cases where expenditures are used), while
the dependent variable is in terms of average weekly man-hours for the month
These coefficients were translated into monthly man-hours by multiplying by
the number of weeks per month (4.3) for presentation in Chapter II of the
report.

The following figure (Figure 6) shows the data input, correlations,
measures of significance for the equation, and the actual and predicted values
using the equation for carpenter man-hours.

Figure 6

BEST COPY AMIABLE

Data Input and Regression Results for Carpenter Man-Hours

VARIABLES-DEPENDENT VARIABLE FOLLOWED BY INDEPENDENT
TRANSFORM

INDEX NO.

NAME

ABBREVIATION

CARPENTER m/H UNION ftv.:

CARP

2

NONE

CONCRETE EXP UNIONtowN

CONE

3

r;

NONE

CONE

AVERAGES ANO STANDARD DEVIATIONS
CARP
._
2.689
1
3.915
2
5.800
10.967
11.615
11.987
11.187

CONE
395.240
395.240
197.620
656.245
707.050
810.525
899.290
988.100

7.452

631.163

4.153

259.117

.

1.461

3
4
5
_

6
7
8

AVG

STD__

2.

MEAN a
SUM OF SQUARES OF Y DEVIATIONS FROM THE

138.019

SIMPLE. CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS__
1

2
3

1

2

3

1.000
0.889
0.901

0.889

0.901
0.938
1.000

1.000
0.938

SUM OF SCUARED WEIGHTS so

FIT
CARP
CORRECTED R SQUARE-

F(RHO)
-0.293929

MEAN
ERROR
OF

RESIDUALS

OBSERVATION
NUM MI
2
3
4
5

6
7

too

8

MEAN
MEAN

SCUAREO
WEIGHT
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

1

WEIGHTED
WEIGHTED

0.8451

STD ERROR OF ESTIMATE s
SIGNIFICANCE OF F s
38.21

CONE
0.0122
0.0009

VARIABLE NAME
COEFFICIENT
STANDARD ERROR

ANALYSIS

8.00

SCUARL

OBSERVED
VALUE

CALCULATED
VALUE

RESIDUAL
VALUE

2.689000
3.915000
1.461000
50100000
10.967000
11.615000
11.967CnO
11,017000

4.850957
4.850957
2.42547R
8.054388
8.677940
9.947935
11.0373E8
12.127392

-2.161957
-0.935957
-0.964478
-2.254388
2.289059
1.667064
0.949611
-0.940392

7.452625
12.794114

7.746554
70.123170

-0.293929
2.670944

1.74714
0.9995 .

The corrected R squared indicates that 84.5 percent of the variation
in the depenient variable (carpenter man-hours) is explained by changes in the
independent variable (concrete expenditures).

The closer this value (R

squared) is to 100.0 percent, the greater the reliability of the coefficient.
Another measure of the "goodness of fit" is the "F" values, which tell
whether the results obtained are better than would have resulted if the mean
calculated value.
observed value was substituted for the regression

The significance of F for the carpenter equation is .9995, showing that
the regression coefficient was a much better measure than the mean.
squared for the equations,
The following table gives the corrected R
the F values and their significances.

Table 2
Corrected I: Squared, F Values and .Significance of F Values
For Regression Equations of Uniontown Occupational Man-Hours

Corrected R
Squared

F Value

Significance of
F Value

Total Man-Hours

.858

42.32

.9996

Carpenter Man-Hours

.845

38.21

.9995

Teamster Man-Hours

.733

19.24

.9967

Laborer Man-Hours

.867

45.45

.9997

Operating Engineer Man-Hours

.812

30.17

.9990

Oiler/Greaser, Mechanic
Man-Hours

.908

68.87

.9999

Rased on these results, it can be stated with confidence that certain
relationships do exist between the man-hours of work by occupation and

the level of expenditures on key work items, and that these relationships should form a solid basis for projecting man-hours of effort
on other projects.

2.

Adapting the manpower coefficients for use at Smithland:

Before the coefficients from one project can be applied to another
one, certain factors must be taken into account.

These factors include

changes in wage rates, materials costs, profit margins, subcontracting
arrangements which alter the direct labor proportion, productivity,
and other related variables.

For example, the average wage for carpen-

ters, the predominant occupation, was $5.01 in July 1967 and $7.44 in
1/
July 1972 in the United States -

It was determined that the best way to adjust for these factors

would be to compute the ratio of average outlays per worker at Smithland to the average outlays per worker at Uniontown, and to apply this
ratio to the individual occupational coefficients.

In this way no

complicated "deflat.or" needed to be developed and -Ate factors uot

taken into account by a deflator such as productivity and subcontracting
arrangements would also be included in the adjustment factor, eliminating
the need for additional adjustments.

Average monthly outlays per worker at Smithland during the first six
workers at Unionmonths of 1973 were one third the average outlays per
town for the eight months of 1967 used in the regression.

The occupational

coefficients derived from the regression were, therefore, multiplied by .33

1/

49.
U. S. Department of Commerce, Construction Review, February 1973, p.

before being applied to the dollar outlay independent variables.

For

oilers and greasers and mechanics, the .33 factor did not have to be
applied since the independent variable was not dollars, but man-hours of
operating engineers.

3.

Projecting future monthly earnings at Smithland:

Projecting the monthly outlays by the contractor involves the
following three steps:
a.

Obtaining the total monthly outlays projections
from the Corps District Office;

b.

Adjusting the monthly figures.above to conform
with the most recent budget estimate of appropriations for the project as published in the

Amendix to The Budget of the U.S. Government;
c.

Dividing each month's outlays into individual
work item expenditures.

It is important to begin with the Corps' monthly projections because
these take into account many factors which would otherwise be difficult
to adjust for.

For example, the proportion of the yearly appropriation

spent in a particular month depends on the phase of work, the type of
weather expected (e.g., flooding during the spring), etc.

These monthly

outlay figures, when totalled for the fiscal year, are generally close
to the latest budget appropriation estimate for the project.

The budget

estimate is obtained from the detailed Corps of Engineers budget in the

Appendix to The Rudet of the U.S. Government.

The adjustment is

the
therefore minor, but it maintains consistency and should improve

accuracy of the projections.

The monthly outlays are divided into

spending on individual work items based on the "contractor's schedule."
Table 3 shows this process.

Although use of the "reasonable contract estimate" manual is not
specifically included in the projection procedures, it can be a valuable
document to obtain.

First, the manual provides some identification of

occupations associated with particular work items.

This can be of

which work
value in determining which occupations to regress against
items, and helps eliminate spurious correlations.

Second, it describes

items from one proeach task and sub-task and helps to relate the work
ject to another to be sure they are consistent.
4.

Applying the adapted occupational manpower coefficients to

the projected dollar expenditures:
between manOnce the projected dollar outlays and the relationship
coefficients, as modihours and expenditures have been determined, the
fied above, are applied to the projected expenditures.

The oilerb and

the projected man-hours
greasers anti mechanics coefficient is applied to
for operating engineers.

As shown in Table 1, two estimating equations

were used for operating engineers.

The first utilized only "concrete"

determining the number of man-hours.
as the independent variable for
expenditures.
The second used both "concrete" and all "other"

The

1974, when concrete
"concrete" equation was used for the first half of

of the monthly
outlays are expected to account for substantial portions
and "other" equation was
outlays for the locks, while the "concrete"

$ 3,256.9
3,433.7

$ 4,536.5

4,782.8
4,798.3
4,597.7
3,456.9

August

September

October

November

December

6
6
2

21
22
15
12

8
2

4
8

14

14
15

13
9

10
9

0

0
0
12

0
0
0
0

0

0
15

18
19
37
3

80
80

83
66

69

7;
64
74
79

59
76

3,444.8
3,300.8

2,481.8
1,804.7
1,553.2
1,375.6
1,640.7
1,183.8

539.1
484.2

24,500.0

2,513.8
2,161,4

1,916.1
2,285.3
1,648.9
750.9

674.4

January 1974

February

March

April

May

June

Total Fiscal Year
34,126.0

7

13

0

80

.

7%

13%

July 1973

0%

Proportion of Outlays for Major Work Items:
Other
Wall Armor
Miter Gates
Concrete

80%

Fiscal Year 1974

Corps Projection Adjusted
to Budget Control Total

Initial Corps Projection of Outlays

1974
Projections of Monthly Outlays at Smithland by Major Work Item, FY
(thousands of dollars)

Table 3

1

d71

used for the second half of 1974, when concrete expenditures are expected to be at a layer level and "other" expenditures would therefore.
be more important as a determining variable.
5.

Translating man-hours into workers:

The final step in obtaining employment estimates is to translate
the weekly man-hours figures into the :lumber of workers needed.

Man-

hours had been used in the regression analysis because they were found
to be more "sensitive" to changes in expenditures than was the absolute
number of workers.

By dividing the total man-hours in each occupation

by an average hourly work week figure, a "full-time equivalent" work
force is derived.

For those months where average weekly man-hours in

used.
an occupation were projected to exceed 1,250, a 46-hour week was

When the projected man-hours fell below 1,250, a 40-hour week was assumed.
The 46-hour week is the equivalent of an average of 15 percent overtime
on top of a 40-hour week.

This was done based on examination of the

average man-hours per worker in the various occupations at Uniontown
and Smithland.

It was noted that when total man-hours dropped signifi-

cantly there was a tendency for the average man-hours per worker to
decline.

Also, when the man-hours in an individual occupation fell

below a particular level, average man-hours per worker tended to be
lower.

This ocurred at about 1,250 man-hours, or with about 30 workers

in the occupation.

Pro'cction Procedures for the Smithland Dam.

With construction of the

begin at
locks sufficiently prov,ressed, work on the dam is slated to
the start of the 1975 fiscal year.

The Corps is currently completing
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its "reasonable contract estimate" and expects to invite bids shortly.

It is therefore important to make projections for the dam as well as
the locks.

As employment on the locks declines, it may be possible

for many of the lock workers to be shifted to work on the dam.

The

degree of transferability is likely to be limited, however, because
of the differing work activities involved in completing the lock and
beginning tne dam.

The procedures used to project occupational requirements for the
dam involve the same basic steps as for the locks.

1.

These are:

Determining the relationship between total man-hours and total
expenditures;

2.

Projecting future monthly expenditures on the dam;

3.

Applying the total manpower coefficient from 01 to the projected
outlays in 02;

4.

Distributing the total man-hours to individual occupations; and

5.

Converting man-hours into full-time equivalent workers.

The only difference in the procedure was that occupation-specific
man-hours coefficients could not be used because the precise amounts to
be spent on each work item is not yet known.

Total project man-hours

were determined by milig the coefficient derived for the locks.

Man-

hours figures for individual occupations were obtained by applying the
percent distribution of man-hours by occupation from the early part of
the Swithland lock work to the total project man-hours figure for the dam.

This procedure should result in accurate projections because the
typcs of work in th,, early stages of the lock and the dam are the same,

according to officials at the Corps District Office; both involving

substantial earth-moving and the building of a cofferdam to hold back
water during subsequent construction.

The distribution used is,

therefore, "project-specific" and need not be adapted or adjusted for
productivity and other similar differences.

:tan-hours were converted

into full-time equivalent workers by using the same guidelines as were
used for the lock.

Monthly dollar outlays for the dam were projected in the same
manner as they were for the lock.
were projected.

First, total outlays for the dam

While the fiscal year 1975 budget is not yet avail-

able, officials at Nashville indicated that the total project appropriation (lock and dam) should be about the same as for 1974, about
$24 million.

Since it is known that about $7.7 million is needed to

complete work on the locks, the remainder could be allocated to the
.

dam.

Second, the $16.8 million for the dam was apportioned into

monthly outlays based on the distribution of outlays in the first.

comparable period in
year of the lock, since cnat year represented a
terms of work effort.

Results of the Snithiand Pro ections.

Table 4 shows the

for
projected employment at Smithland by month and six-month averages

the January 1974 to June 1975 period.

As can be seen, employment on

1975 (July
the dam is scheduled to begin at the start of fiscal year
1974).

figures.
What is of primary'interest are the six-month average

Employment on the locks is expected to decline to an average of 192
dam will
during the duly-December 1974 period, while employment on the
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average 442.

Total employment at the site is expected to average

634, significantly above the prior six-month average of 270 workers,
when only work on the locks was underway.

However, the following

six months, January to June 1975, should show a decline.
February and March are expected to be a period of high water (see
contractor's schedule), during which work cannot be performed.

April,

May and June are the last quarter of the fiscal year, when the
contractor is traditionally low on appropriated funds and must wait
for the next fiscal year's appropriation.

The occupational figures

for this period should be regarded as tentative, because the specific

work tasks for the dam are not yet known and the cofferdam, which
forms the basis for the occupational details, will be nearing completion.
The six-month average figures are preferable to the monthly
projection figures for a number of important reasons.

First, occupational

requirements can vary considerably from month to month in the heavy

construction industry, and it would therefore be unwise for manpower
planners to be concerned with training workers for jobs which may be
needed for only a month or two.

Second, monthly projections are likely

to be subject to a greater degree of error than an average of six
months.

This is especially true when factors such as flooding can occur

and upset construction plans for several months.

Use of the average for

the period lessens the degree to which these factors can affect the
projections.

Of additional interest is the occupational distribution of employment.

Table 5 shows the occupational distribution for the

six-month averages.

Aside from showing changes in the total employment

level, which is a function of monthly outlays, the table illustrates
how sharply occupational trends change as the nature of the work
changes.

The percentage of workers employed as carpenters declines

by two thirds during the first and second six-month periods, while the
proportion of operating engineers more than doubles.
Another important conclusion which can be drawn from the occupational
distributions is that even if total employment is unchanged over time,
there can be significant numbers of job actions (hires and lay-offs)
as the "mix" of skill needs changes.

lf, for instance, total employment

remained unchanged at 500 during the first and second six-month periods,
while there would be no change in overall employment, employment of
carpenters would decline from 132 to 44 and operating engineers would
increase from 41 to 95.

These changes underscore the need to analyze manpower requirements
relative to the work being done, and point up one of the weaknesses
of using "aggregative" or industry data for occupational patterns.

Such

data represent the agglomeration of all similar firms at different
stages of production using various production technologies.

The "average"

which arises from this data can be very different than the firm being
investigated.

Table 5

Percent Distribution of Occupations, Smithland, Six-Month Averages,
January-June 1974, July-December 1974, January-June 1975

Average
Jan.-June 1974

July-Dec. 1.974

Average
Jan.-June 1975

8.7%

4.2%

Average

Carpenters

26.3%

Teamsters

4.1

7,7

5.7

31.9

23.7

15.8

Operating Engineers

8.1

18.9

17.0

Oilers/Creasers

3.7

7.6

7.0

Mechanics

4.4

9.3

8.2

21.5

24.1

42.1

100.0

100.0

100.0

Laborers

All Others
Total

In 1960, the Bureau of Labor Statistics analyzed the man-hours
by occupation for a representative sample of the Corps of Engineers
Civil Works Project:1/
(only one was concrete).

Amci

the 28 "land" projects were five dams

The distribution of on-site man-hours for

the 28 land projects in the study is shown below:
Carpenters

6.4%

Teamsters

14.0

Laborers

22.9

Operating Engineers

24.1

Oilers/Greasers

7.7

Mechanics

4.8

All Other

20.1

Total

100.0

U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Labor and
the Cor s
Material RcIpirements for Civil Works Constructiun by
BLS is currently performof Lnpineerq, Bulletin No. 1390, 1964.
ing a similar study based on the 1970 Corps program.
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These 28 projects not only represent various types of projects
(e.g., dams, levies, pile dikes, bank stabilization, flood protection,
1/
etc.) ,/- but all the projects were completed during 1960.

This means

that the distribution of man-hours is not only weighted according
to type of projects but also skewed toward the distribution during
the final stages of work.

It is clear that application of the man-hours distribution from
the BLS study to Smithland would yield substantially different projections of manpower needs over the eighteen months than is shown in
Table 4.

A constant distribution of man-hours would also have to be

employed, which could lead to the underestimating of employment oppor-

tunities as the work progressed from one phase to another.
The projections as shown in Table 4 are full-time equivalent jobs.
They do not take into account turnover, which in the construction
industry can be substantial.

For example, total employment at Smit'.-

land is expected to increase by 364 from the January-June 1974 average
to the July-December 1974 average.

If labor turnover amounted to

3

percent a month from July to December, the number of new hires would
increase by an additional 115, or by one third of the projected new
job slots.

The BLS does not collect data on turnover in the construc-

which to base
tion industry and there is therefore no benchmark data on
a rate.

Annual deaths and retirements in various construction crafts

(e.g., carpenters, laborers, and operating engineers) run between 1 and

1/

Seventeen dredging projects were also studied, and the distribution
of man-hours for these are presented separately from the 28 "land"
projects.

2 percent annually.11

The work force on a construction project of this nature is not really
a "stock" of workers.
out of a project.

There is a continuous "flow" of workers into and

Several hundred carpenters may be needed during the

first part of a year and perhaps only fifty during the middle portion.
When several hundred are again needed at the end of the year they are not
likely to be the same individuals who were laid off at the beginning of
the period.

However, an adjustment for turnover consistent with the BLS

data on deaths and retirements for the appropriate occupations was made
in presenting the projections in Chapters I and II.

This was done primarily

to be consistent with the projections for the other awards.

Updating the Prpiections

Experience has shown that projections may

need to be revised to take account of government change orders,
delays, and other
changes in the level of appropriations, production
related factors.
weather.

At Smithland the major source of delays is the

The high water levels during February and March may bring

work to a halt.

Excessively high water can cause the cofferdam to be

until the damage is
breached and may mean a delay of several months
repaired.

change
Because the engineering specifications arc detailed,

orders are not generally substantial.

The monthly work progress reports are a key element in updating
the projections.

1/

If the contractor is spending less than projected

Tomorrows
U.S. Departent of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
napower Leeds, Vol. 1, Bulletin 1606, 1969.

in the early part of the year, he can be expected to make up this shortfall during the latter part, if at all possible, by hiring additional
workers, increasing overtime, or both.

A shortfall in the early part

of n fiscal year, therefore, would be proportionally reallocated to
the remaining months for the year.

On the other hand, if the contractor

is substantially ahead of the expected level of expenditures, he may
run out of funds before the end of the fiscal year, and monthly projections for the remainder of the year would need to be scaled downward, although there is also a possibility of redirecting other Corps
funds to such a project.
.

Information which will permit such adjust-

ments are available from the appropriate Corps district office.

Testing the Manpower Coefficients.

Is the use of coefficients of man-

hours per thousand dollars of expenditures derived from a previous
project actually transferable to another one?

The adapted coefficients

the actual data for
were tested retrospectively by applying them to
two months in 1973.

The dollar expenditures for March and May were

taken from the monthly work progress reports at Smithland, and one
payroll for each month was obtained from the Corps to reflect the
man-hours by occupation for those months.

The period selected for the

test was also one which was comparable to the historical Uniontown

data, as the pouring of concrete at Smithland began in late 1972 and
is scheduled to be completed in mid-1974.

Table 6 compares the actual and predicted man-hours for
March and May of 1973.

It can be seen that the predicted values are more

+ 23

+ 22

3,091

1,683

2,509

1,384

1,315

31,696

+ 11

+ 13

+ 8
+ 6

2,921

1,590

1,300

32,962

2,637

1,412

1,197

30,988

Operating Engineers

Mechanics

Oilers and Greasers

Total

33,286

1,377

+ 16
12,675

10,901

+ 5

11,980

11,408

Laborers

1,609

1,637

- 10

1,520

1,688

Teamsters

2

+ 5

+ 5

-

+ 112

10,531

9,463

9,951

8,405

Carpenters

+ 18%

Predicted

Actual

Occupation

Predicted

Percent Difference
Between Predicted
and Actual

May 1973

Actual

Percent Difference
Between Predicted
and Actual

March 1973

Comparison of Actual and Predicted Man -Hours by Occupation for Two Months at Smithiand

Table 6
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than "in the ball park,"

It is also significant that even the occupations

with relatively small numbers of man-hours (i.e., teamsters, mechanics,
and oilers and greasers) are accurately predicted by the coefficients
although larger error would be expected when small values are involved.
It seems clear that Corps of Engineers projects are well suited for
inclusion in an Early Warning System.

Dollar outlays can be easily pro-

jected, and the manpower experience of prior similar projects appear to
form a solid basis for the manpower requirements of later projects.

Once

the complete payrolls of several or each type of Corps procurement were
analyzed and the appropriate manpower coefficient for each type and work
phase determined, projections for any particular award could be made in
a matter of a few days.

Semi-annual updating, a matter of a day's work,

would insure the accuracy of the projections.

Projected Demand for 0 eratin

En ineers in Kentuck

The Smithland lock and dam project is only one of a large number of
Federal construction projects in the region.

The Corps of Engineers

alone is expected to spend $57.5 million in Kentucky in fiscal year 1975.
Much of the hiring for these major construction projects takes place
through the union hiring halls of the various crafts.

The Laborers

International Union and the International Union of Operating Engineers
were contacted to determine their interest in training programs as these
were the two skills projected to show the largest needs at Smithland.
Operating Engineers Union felt that the projected increase at Smithland

The
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alone would not warrant a special training program.

They were, however,

concerned about the fact that many of their members. had inadequate skills
and were fin,ling it difficult to obtain steady employment.

They were

therefore interested in a program designed to upgrade the work skills
of underemployed local members.

The conference/workshop, therefore, addressed the problem of upgrading training for operating engineers not only at the Smithland site but
for all projects in their jurisdiction..

Projected Demand for Operating Engineers.

Three steps were involved in

projecting demand for operating engineers over the next 12 months: 1)
the total construction workforce was estimated; 2) the proportion of the
construction workforce consisting of operating engineers was ascertained;
and, 3) deaths and retirements from the workforce were allowed for.
Estimated total civilian employment in the construction industry in
Kentucky was based on NPA's regional economic projectional/ as follows:

Civilian Employment in
Construction Industry

1974

1975

70,700

72,200

The proportion of this workforce consisting of operating engineers was
estimated at 10 percent based on detailed occupation by industry data provided by the Kentucky Bureau of Employment Security from the 1970 census.
Allowing for deaths and retirements at 1.5 percent annually based on the
rates for the corresponding occupations published in Tomorrow's Hanpower

1/

National Planning Association, Re.lonal Economic Pro ectlons:
Report 73-2-1, 1973.

1960-85,

Needs, the total demand and increase in job openings is as shown in the
following table.

Table 7

Estimated Job Openings for Operating Engineers In Kentucky, 1975

Estimated Employment
1974
1975

Operating
Engineers

7,070

Employment
Growth
1974-75

7,220

150

Deaths and
Retirements

Total Job
Openings

110

260

The NPA projections show continued growth in employment in the construction industry, indicating that approximately 260 job openings can
be expected annually over tl'o next few years.

Relating the Demand Projections to Underemployment Among Operating Engineers.
Data on employment of operating engineers comes from union records for Local
181 which has jurisdiction in Kentucky.

The pension find records of the

union show that 6,302 union members worked in Local 181's jurisdiction during
calendar year 1973, of which approximately 2,000 were members of other locals
working under temporary work permits.
bers of Local 181.

The remaining 4,500 or so were mem-

Table 8 shows the Local 181 members and their full-time

equivalent weeks of work on union construction jobs during 1973.

101

Table 8

Local 181 :embers by Full-Time Equivalent Weeks of
Union Construction Work in Calendar Year 1973
Full-Time Equivalent Weeks
of Union Construction Work
No work reported
Less than 10 weeks
10 but less than 20
20 but less than 30
30 but less than 40
40 but less than 50
50 weeks and over

Number of Members
909
350
391

weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks

606
821
787
627
4491

Total

The 391 who worked between ten and twenty weeks were selected for
intensive review to determine if union employment records could provide
the necessary information to identify likely candidates for upgrading
training.

The union records contained detailed information for 340 union

members in this group.

Table 9 shows that of these Local 181 members,

Table 9

Local 181 Members Employed in Union Construction Jobs
Tha Equivalent of. Ten to Twenty Weeks During 1973, by Skill Level

Skill Level

Workers Under
50 Years of Age

Workers Over
50 Years of 'Age

68

40

Candidates for upgrading
Misc. light equip. operators
Oilers/greasers
Mechanics
Heavy equip. operators (low
skill or operating only one
machine)

152
73
15

80

4

4

60

40

Total

220

120

Already at high skill level

34
2
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there were 152 under the age of fifty and 80 fifty years of age or older

who were at low skill levels and could benefit from upgrading training.
The remainder already appeared to be at high skill levels, since they
could operate two or more pieces of heavy equipment.
If the proportion of workers at the lower skill levels in the sample
group were applied to all members of.Local 181 who worked ten to thirty
weeks on union construction jobs during the year, there would be approxi-

mately 450 members under the age of fifty and 235 fifty years or over
who could improve their employability by upgrading their skills.

Many

additional union members night benefit from such training, such as those
working less than ten weeks during the year.
The average number of annual hours worked on union construction sitesin 1973 was 1,200 per member, according to Local 181 records.

At this rate,

the 260 additional workers needed in 1975 from growth and replacement derived in Table 7 represent 312,000 hours of work.
and-above the number of hours available in 1974.

These hours are overTherefore, it would be

possible to upgrade several hundred underemployed operating engineers (those,

who are currently working below the 1200-hour average) without reducing the
employment opportunities for those who worked full-time (1,200 hours or
more).

The average hours worked on union construction sites during 1973 by
underemployed 181 members was 500.

If upgrading training were to result

in an increase in hours worked from the 500-hour level to the 1,200-hour
union-wide average (an increase of 700 hours per trainee), then 445 trainees

could be accommodated without affecting the number of hours of work available

-30^

to non-trainees, as shown below:

Total Additional Hours Available (332,000)
Average Increase in Hours Worked per Trainee (700)

Number of Individuals
Who Can be Trained
Without Affecting NonTrainees' Hours (445)

The linking of the available data on underemployment among operating
engineers and the projections of future demand indicate that a successful
upgrading training effort could be launched over the next year or so.

II.

Introduction.

The Rocketdyne SSME Project

The Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) contract with the

Rocketdyne Division of Rockwell International is part of the major
space venture for the nation for the seventies.

The goal of the NASA

project is to develop a reusable space shuttle.

The total cost of the

shuttle program is estimated at

5.4 billion.

The SSME contract is

for an estimated $550 million, or about 10 percent of the total.
There are two major work phases on the SSME.
sign stage.

The first is the de-

This stage began in late 1971 and is expected to be

completed at the end of the 1975 calendar year.

From 1976 to 1979

Rocketdyne will go into actual production of the engines for the shuttle.

The Rocketdyne plant is located in Canoga Park, California, in the
Los Angeles/Long Beach area.

Data and Data Sources.

Data were collected from several offices within

NASA, from company officials, from the firm's Affirmative Action Plan
obtained through the Office of Federal Contract Compliance of the Department of Labor, and from various Commerce Department publications
related to industry statistics.

This section details the data collect-

ed and their sources:

1.

NASA Division of Resource Analysis.

The Division of Resource

Analysis, located in Washington, D.C., attempts to assess the overall
manpower impact of NASA procurement programs.

The Division has data

on the historical cost per man-year for the contracting firm and for

all firms producing similar products (i.e., all launch vehicle contracts).

Additionally, the Division has projected outlays for the

SSME by fiscal year through completion.

2.

NASA Shuttle Program Office.

The Shuttle Program Office in

Washington, D.C. has overall control over budgeting of the Shuttle Program and the SSME.

At the time the Federal budget is released (in

January of each year) the Program Office can provide an estimate of
the appropriation for the SSME for the upcoming fiscal year.

The Of-

fice also has data on the previous years' appropriations and direct
equivaletle man-years for the project, the amount of "in-house" expen-

ditures (total expenditures less subcontracts, materials, and supplies),
the recipients of subcoutracts, and other pertinent facts.

3.

NASA Marshall Space Flight Center.

The Marshall Space Flight

Center in Huntsville, Alabama also has an office which is monitoring
the SSME contract.

Staff at the Center have prepared "manning curves"

which show the number of workers needed by department (engineering,
testing, manufacturing, etc.) over the life of the project.

In con-

junction with these curves are key milestones during the development
process.
ments.

These milestones often signal changes in the manpower requireOfficials at the Center also made available to NPA data from

the firm on the numbers of workers in each department needed not only
on the SSME, but on all ongoing projects at Rocketdyne in FY 1973,
1974 and 1975.

Figure 7 (following this page) shows manning curves for

several occupational groups and the key milestones of the development process.
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4.

Rocketdynu.

Rocketdyne officials were able to provide some data

on manpower needs to NPA.

This included total manpower needs through FY 1975

and the manufactitring manpower on the SSME broken down by the major crafts
involved through FY 1976.

5.

Department of Labor.

The Office of Federal Contract Compliance

supplied the Rocketdyne 1972 Affirmative Action Plan, which provides occupational data by major occupational groups and supplementary data on individual
job actions (hires, quits, deaths, retirements, discharges, and promotions)
for a nine-month period at the plant.

6.

Department of Commerce.

Unpublished 1970 Census data on occupa-

tional employment by industry for the state of California were obtained.

This provided a detailed occupational break-down of the aircraft industry
for the state (SIC 372), which is heavily aerospace in character.

Also

collected were aerospace and NASA contract oriented data on employment, value
added, and value of shipments on a detailed industry or geographic basis.
These included:

(a) five-digit detail for R & D in Missiles and Space

Vehicle Propulsion Units (SIC 37225); (b) three-digit detail on the Aircraft
and Parts Industry (SIC 372) in the Los Angeles/Long Beach SMSA from the 1967
1/

Census of Manufacturers;-- and (c) four-digit detail for contractors in

the Aircraft Engine and Parts Industry (SIC 3722) shipping to NASA from
,

2/

"Shipments of Defense Oriented Industries: 1970.1

1/ U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census of
Manufacturers, 3967, Industry_ Series: Aircraft and Parts, MC67(2)-37B,
1970, p.22.
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census of
Manufacturers 1967 Area Series: California, MC67(3)-5, 1970, p.20.

2/ U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Current Industrial
Report: Series, MA-175(70)-1, "Shipments of Defense Oriented
Industries: 1970," 1972, pp.12,13.
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Projection Procedures.

The specific steps involved in the projection

procedures for Rocketdyne are summarized below:

1.

Determining the total and "in-house" dollars for the SSME to

be spent in each fiscal year;
2.

Determining the relationship between the "in-house" dollars
and total manpower (employment per $1 million of expenditures), and applying the coefficient to the projected "inhouse" dollars from #1 to obtain total SSME employment;

3.

Adding the expected employment from other projects at Rocketdyne to the SSME employment figure;

4.

Determining the occupational distribution for the SSME and
other projects and applying the distribution to the projected
total employment from #3;

5.

Adjusting occupational figures from #4 for deaths, retirements and discharges.

1.

Determining the total and "in-house" dollars for the SSME by

fiscal year:

In July 1973 the Division of Resource Analysis provided NPA with

projected appropriations for the SSME.

In October, NPA obtained the

actual 1973 and anticipated 1974 fiscal year figures from the Shuttle
Program Office.

These data are presented in Table 10.

It

can be seen that the 1.973 and anticipated 1974 outlays are below those
originally projected.

It is uncertain whether this will result in a

speed-up of appropriations beginning in FY 1975 in order t

111

catch up"

or whether the short-fall will he rude up at the end of the project.

Budgeting decisions are the domain of Congress, and until a new estimate

$73.8

$89.2 $106.7

1976

NASA, Shuttle Program Office.

$64.1

$78.0

1975

(2)

$42.8

$48.9

1974

NASA, Division of Resource Analysis and Shuttle Program Office

(2)

$ 5.1

1973

(1)

Anticipated Outlays

Actual Outlays (2)

Initial Budget
Outlay Projections (1)

1972

1977

$88.4

1978

$49.7

1979

Initial Projection of Annual Budget Outlays for SSME by Fiscal Year
1973 Actual and 1974 Anticipated Outlays
(millions of dollars)

Table 10

$12.6

To Completion

$552.4

Tota.1

is available from the President's Budget in January

1974 we have

assumed that spending for the SSME will return to the original projected level of $73.8 million.

2.

Determining the relationship between the dollars and total

manpower:

Several factors had to be considered in constructing an employment per $1 million of outlays.
the past years on the SSME?

First, what was the relationship in

Was this relationship likely to change?

How was the relationship affected by subcontracting of work?

It was

found that the degree of subcontracting could vary from one year to

the next and that this caused the man-years per $1 million of total
cost to vary substantially.

Consequently, the coefficient was based

on man-years per $1 million of "in-house" cost.

In-house cost is simi-

lar to the "value added" concept used by the Department of Commerce
in its Census of Manufacturers.

In-house expenditures exclude outlays

for subcontracts, services, materials and supplies.

Manpower on NASA contracts is divided into two categories, "direct" workers, generally referred to as "direct equivalent head count",
and "overhead" workers.

The first category includes all workers di-

rectly involved in design, manufalturing, testing and other production
activities, while the latter includes administrative, managerial and
other support personnel.

This distinction is similar to that found

in the Electric Boat investigation, where manpower was divided between
direct "productive" labor and indirect "overhead" workers.

Officials

at the Shuttle Program Office said the overhead 'rate at Rocketdyne was

about 100 percent of the direct equivalent head count (DEH) in fiscal
year 1973, but that for ongoing projects the rate was closer to 75

percent.

It was brought out that the level of overhead employment was

likely to be greater during the beginning stages of a project, when
production employment is just beginning to rise, than when the project
is fully underway.

Overhead employment at the plant could be derived based on data
supplied by the company and the discussions with Shuttle Program Office
officials.

The process is shown in Table 11.

Given the total

plant work force of 3,144 and the direct work force of 1,705, overhead
employment is the difference, or 1,439.

Then, given that overhead em-

ployment associated with the SSME was 100 percent of the direct project
manpower, or 598, the difference between total overhead already derived (1,439) and SSME overhead (598) is the overhead employment on
other projects, or 841.

Overhead employment as a percent of direct

employment for "other" projects can then be calculated at 76 percent.
This derived percentage is close to the overhead rate of 75 percent
Which NASA officials indicated as normal for ongoing projects.
.

It can be expected that the overhead work force on the SSME will,

over the course of a few years, decline relative to the direct manpower
to conform to the ratio of other projects at the plant.

The overhead

rate for the SSME was therefore set at 86 percent for FY 1974 and the

plant rate for ongoing projects, 76 percent, for 1975.
With the overhead rates, the employment per $1 million of outlays,
and the total and "in-house" dollar projections, total employment on
the SSME can be projected.

Mid-year 1974 figures from the Shuttle Pro-

gram Office called for 906 man-years of effort, total outlays of
$64.1 million, and materials and subcontracts totalling $20.6 million.

Table 11

Derivation of Estimated Overhead Employment
Rocketdyne and Overhead Employment as a Percent of Direct,
Fiscal Year 1973

Given From Company and NASA Data:
Total Employment at Rocketdyne
(Direct and Overhead)

3,144

Direct Equivalent Head Count

1,705

SSME

Other Projects

598

1,107

Derived from Company and NASA Data:
Total Overhead Employment (Total
employment less direct equivalent)

1,439

Overhead Employment:
SSME:

SSME Overhead as a Percent of Direct
(Given by NASA officials)

SSME Overhead Employment

100%

598

Other Projects:

Overhead Employment for Other Projects
(Total overhead less SSME overhead)

841

Overhead Employment on Other Projerts
as a Percent of Direct

76%

Thus, the expected DEH per million dollars of "in-house" cost is 21,
slightly lower than the 22 in 1973.

This decline probably reflects a

productivity increase during the year.

The 21 direct man-years figure

was used to estimate the'1975 DEN for the SSME.
shows the steps involved.

Table 12

For 1975, in-house outlays are estimated at

151.7 million, or 70 percent of total outlays.

This is in keeping

with the upward "trend" (in-house outlays were 63 percent of the total
in 1973 and are estimated at 68 percent in 1974); moreover, as the
project moves closer to "production" more dollars can be expected to
be spent

in-house.

The overhead rate for the SSME is projected at 86

percent of the DEH in 1974 and 76 percent in 1975.

Table 12

shows the historical 1973, the estimated 1974 and the projected 1975
figures for employment and expenditures.

Table 12
Employment and Employment Per Million Dollars of
Expenditures on SSME, FY 1973, 1974, 1975

FY 1973

FY 1974

FY 1975

$42.8(1)

$64.1(1)

$13.8(3)

Amount of Materials, Supplies,
Services, Subcontracts

15.8(1)

20.6(1)

22.1(2)

"In- house" Outlays

27.0

43.5

51.7

SSME Expenditures:

(in millions)

Total Outlays

SSME Direct Manpower:

(in man- years)

598(1)

SSME Direct Manpower Per Million
Dollars of "In- house" Outlays:

SSME Overhead Manpower as a Percent
of Direct Manpower
SSME Overhead Manpower (in man-years)

SSME Total Manpower

22

100%(1)

906(1)

1,085(2)

21

21

86%(2)

76%(2)

598

779

825

1,196

1,685

1,910

(1)

Data from NASA Shuttle Program Office.

(2)

Estimated from NASA data.

(3)

Data from NASA Division of Resource Analysis.

See Table 10 and preceding discussion.

3.

Estimating employment on other projects at Rocketdyne:

Employment on the SSME will not account for all of the employment
There are about teu projects

at Rocketdyne over the next few years.

other than the ...1,14E currently underway at the plant, and most of them

are expected to continue at about the same level.

It is necessary to

project future manpower needs for these other projects as well as for
the SSME because of the possibility of workers shifting from declining
projects to the SSME, or the possibility. of increased employment re-

quirements for the other projects which would increase the total number
of workers needed at the plant.

Company dhta provided to NASA gave the expected direct equivalent
head count for these other projects.

To derive total employment on

these projects, the DEH must be adjusted for the inclusion of overhead
torkers.

The overhead rate for ongoing projects was derived in the

prior section at 76 percent of the DEH.

This 76 percent rate can be

applied to the future anticipated direct employment on other projects
to obtain total employment.

Table 13 shows the estimated employment

on other Rocketdyne projects.

Table 13
Estimatcd Employment on Other Projects
at Rocketdyne, FY 1973, 1974, 1975
FY 1973

FY 1974

FY 1975

1,107

1,038

1,094

Overhead Employment as a Percent
of Direct

76%

76%

76%

Overhead Employment (in man-years)

841

789

831

1,948

1,827

1,925

Direct Equivalent Headcount
(in man - years)

Total Employment (in man-years)

4.

Determining the occupational distribution for the SSME and

other projects and applying t)
from

distribution to the projected employment

#2 and #3.

No single source wen able to p:..vide all of the detailed occupational information needed.

Consequently, data from several sources had

to be combined to derive a plant occupational profile.
able were:

(a)

The data avail-

actual employment by broad occupational groups (i.e.,

professional and technical, craftsmen and operatives, etc.) in October 1972
and the expected employment in October 1973 from the Roeketdyne Affirmative
Action Plan; (b) data provided by the company on the various skills
needed in the manufacturing component for the SSME; and (c) data from
the 1970 Census of Population on the distribution of employment by
detailed occupation for the Aircraft and Parts industry (SIC 372) for
the state of California.

These data were used in what may be described as an "iterative"
process, involving the following steps:

(1) projecting the distribu-

tion of the broad occupational groups to 1974 and 1975 based on the
historical trend, the expected changes in work character, and the
industry data; (2) using the company data on occupations needed in
the manufacturing component of production and inserting these numbers

as "fixed cells" in the detailed occupational breakdown; and (3) utilizing the California census data to fill in detailed occupations not
available from company and NASA data.

(1) Projecting the distribution of broad occupational groups.

First

the occupational distribution in the Rocketdyne Affirmative Action
Plan was examined.

The actual October 1972 and anticipated October

.

1973 figures are shown in Table 14.

These percentages can be compared

with the occupational distribution from the 1970 Census of Population
for the state of California for SIC 372 (Aircraft and Parts).

It can

be seen that there is considerable divergence between the Rocketdyne
professional and technical and craftsmen and operatives distributions
and the census percentages.

This is likely due to two main factors.

First, while the census data for California is heavily weighted by
aerospace type employment, some of the employment is in conventional
aircraft production which could be expected to use more production
workers, such as craftsmen and operatives, because the production proAlso, perhaps one quarter of

cess is fully developed and mechanized.

Rocketdyne's employment in 1972 was on the design of the SSME, which
would require proportionally more professional and technical workers than
craftsmen or operatives.

As parts and components begin to be manufactured for

testing purposes in 1973, the expected proportion of craftsmen and operatives

Table 14
Distribution of Employment: at Rocketdyne, October 1972 and Anticipated
by Broad Occupational Groups, Compared with 1970
October
Aircraft Industry for California

Rocketd/mL__

Occupational Group

Actual
October 1972

Anticipated
October 1973

1970
California
Census for
SIC 372

45.5%

28.92

9.6

8.8

6.4

Craftsmen & Operatives

21.8

27.3

44.7

Office & Clerical

16.2

15.3

17.8

3.3

3.1

2.2

Professional & Technical
Officials, Managers & Sales

Laborers & Service Workers
Total

49.1%

100.0%

.

100.0%

100.0%

rises from 22 percent to 27 percent, while the professional and technical
occupations decline from 49 percent to 45 percent.

As employment on the SSME moves from testing toward production,
employment of professionals can be expected to make up a decreasing
proportion of the Rocketdyne work force, with the decrease picked up
by the craftsmen and operatives.

However, even at full production,

the percentages should be somewhat different than the industry-wide

data because of the differences in the products produced (rocket engines rather than all types of aircraft).

With this information in

mind, the 1974 and 1975 distributions for the broad occupational
groups were estimated by moving the Rocketdyne distribution for professional and technical and craftsmen and operatives toward the industry-wide
percentages.

This procedure approximates the movement of the SSME work

effort out of design and toward manufacturing over the next few years.
These distributions are shown in Table 15 (below).

The distribution

shown for 1973 in Table 15 differs slightly from that in Table 14 because the Table 15 figures reflect the average distribution for the
Table 15
Projected Distribution of Broad Occupational Groups
at Rocketdyne, Fiscal Years 1973, 1974, 1975

1973

1974

1975

46.5%

41.0%.

36.0%

9.0

9.0

9.0

Craftsmen & Operatives

26.0

31.5

36.5

Office & Clerical

15.5

15.5

15.5

3.0

3.0

3.0

Professional & Technical

Officials, Managers & Sales

Laboreis & Service Workers
Total

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

fiscal year rather than the distribution at a point in time, as do the
figures in Table. 14.

(2) Using company data on the skills required in the manufacturing com-

ponent of production and inserting them as "fixed cells".

The number

of workers needed in manufacturing on the SSME and other projects was
derived from company data supplied to NPA and from company data supplied
to NASA.

Adjustments were made so Oat the data would conform to the

U.S. fiscal year (the company fiscal year runs from October to October).
Table 16 shows this inforlaation.

First the proportion of

direct manpower accounted for by the manufacturing group was ascertained from the company data.

This was applied to the estimates of
Table 16

Deriving the Manufacturing Manpower Estimates for the SSME
and Other Rocketdyne Projects, FY 1973, 1974, 1975

1973

1974

1975

18.6%

38.1%

38.6%

Projected Direct Manpower (2)

598

906

1,085

Derived Manufacturing Manpower

111

345

418

34.4%

33.5%

26.3%

SSME

Manufacturing Manpower as a
Percentage of Direct Manpower (1)

OTHER PROJECTS

Manufacturing Manpower as a
Percentage of Direct Manpower (1)
Projected Direct Manpower (3)

Derived Manufacturing Manpower

(1)

Derived from company data.

(2)

See Table 12 for source of estimate.

(3)

See Table 13 for source of estimate.

1,107

1,038

1,094

381

348

288

direct manpower derived previously to obtain total manufacturing manpower requirements.

The rising percentage of manufacturing workers on

the SSME is reflective of the project completing certain design requirements and initiating manufacturing and testing, while the decline
in manufacturing in other ongoing projects reflects the completion of
production, with more workers needed in the areas of logistics and
launch support.

Next, the manufacturing total warn distributed to individual occu-

pations on the basis of occupational data for the group provided to
NPA by the firm.

This data pertained only to the distribution of

skills by fiscal year through.1976 for the SSME.

We used the 1976

SSME distribution to determine the manufacturing manpower on all on-

going Rocketdyne projects, as this distribution was judged to be most
reflective of such projects because it represented a "full production"
work phase.

Table 17 shows the derivation of, the occupational

estimates for the manufacturing component based on applying the

distribution of occupations obtained from the company to the estimated
manufacturing manpower totals.

The occupational figures obtained for manufacturing manpower were
then inserted into the occupational profile as "fixed cells," i.e.,

they were taken as "given" when calculating other occupations within
the craftsmen and operatives group.

94
32.8
11.9
17.5
11.3
114
41
61
39

32.8
11.9
17.5
11.3

125
45
67
43

492

32.8
11.9
17.5
11.3

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

TOTAL MANFACTURING MANPOWER
AT ROCKETDYNE

N.A. - Not Applicable

Tool Makers
Machinists (including
machine operators)
Welders
Sheet Metal Fabricators
Precision
.

31

10.7
37

10.7

41

10.7

Tool Makers
Machinists (including
machine operators)
Welders
Sheet Metal Fabricators
Precision Assemblers

226
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

215
72
106
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

147
48
68
43

44

89

N.A.

135
N.A.
85

78
129
70

706

N.A.

693
N.A.

32

50

34

288
100.0%
348

100.02

5

1.5

381

45

.12.9

100.0%

1
0

3

OTHER ONGOING PROJECTS
MANUFACTURING MANPOWER

132
44
79
38

31.6
10.5
18.8
9.0

101
31

29.2
9.2

22

19.7
2.6
1.3
0.0

58

13.9

28.4

44

39.5

Tool Makers
Machinists (including
machine operators)
Welders
Sheet Metal Fabricators
Precision Assemblers

SSNE MANUFACTURING MANPOWER

345
.98

Number
418

% Distribution
100.0%

Number

100.0%

2 Distribution

1975

111

Number

1974

100.0%

Distribution

1973

Derivation of Occupational Estimates for Manufacturing Manpower at Rocketdyne, FY 1973, 1974, 1975

Table 17

(3)

Utilizing the California census data to fill in the remaining occu-

pational details.

Figures for the remaining occupations were obtained

by applying the distribution of workers within the census broad occupational groupings to the numbers projected for those groups for
Rocketdyne.

For example, in the professional and technical category,

scientists and engineers, according to the census data, account for 57
percent of total employment (16.5 percent of total employment are
scientists and engineers, while 28.9 percent of total employment are
professional and technical:

16.5 ; 28.9 w 57 percent).

This percent-.

age is then applied to the projected total employment expected to be
professional and technical in 1973, 1974 and 1975.

Thus, when in 1973

1,462 workers are expected to be professional and technical, 833 are
expected to be scientists and engineers (1,462 x .57).

By 1975, when only

1,380 of the total work force is expected to be in the professional

and technical category, scientists and engineers are projected to decline proportionally to 786 workers.

In the craftsmen and operative

category, where manufacturing manpower were inserted as fixed cells,
this amount was deducted from the total projected for the category and
the remainder allocated to the census occupations according to their
representation in the census data.

The three steps discussed above and the resulting occupational
employment are shown in Table 18.

This procedure, although it appears cumbersome and complex, has

many advantages over the straight application of a standard industryoccupational distribution.

The procedure used allowed for as much data

input directly related to the firm's past and projected experience as

was available, and then supplemented this with data from industry

Service Workers and Laborers

Secretaries, Steno and Typists
Clerks
Office Machine Operators
Others

Clerical Workers

94

487

105

545

1,106

818

Craftsmen, Operatives and Kindred

Tool Makers
Machinists
Welders
Sheet Metal Fab. and Misc.
Precision Assemblers
Other Assemblers
Foremen
Checkers and Examiners
Engine Mechanics and Repairmen
Electricians
Pattern and Model Makers
Other

316

283

Managerial and Sales

Scientists and Engineers
Other Professional
Technical
Draftsmen

1,462

Professional, Technical and Kindred

115

.593

1,399

345

1,380

3,832

3,512

3,144

Total Rocketdyne
1,440

1975

1974

1973

Broad Occupational
Groups

48
68
43

85
147

1973

135
215
72
106
44

1974

89
226
78
129
70

1975

Fixed Cells

19.4
16.1
13.0
18.5
3.5
2.7
26.8
(100.0Z)

32.9
29.0
7.8
30.3

21.4
15.7
12.7
18.0
3.4
2.6
26:2
(100.0%)

32.9
29.0
7.8
30.3

(100.0%)

32.9
29.0
7.8
30.3

(100.0%)

20.4
15.9
12.9
1F.3
3.5
2.8
26.2

(100.0E)

57.0
26.5
12.0
4.5

57.0
26.5
12.0
4.5

57.0
26.5
12.0
4.5

(100.0E)

(100.0%)

1975

(100.0%)

1974

(100.02)

1973

Distribution of
Census Occupational
Details Within
Broad Group Figures
and Fixed Cells

Deriving Detailed Occupational Estimates at Rocketdyne, FY 1973, 1974, 1975

Table 18

345

1,399
89

67
316

1,106
135
215
72
106

84
68
96
18
14
140

545

176
66

283
818
85
147
48
68
43
87
68
55
78
15
12
112

487

94

160
141
38
148

*

786
364
165
65
822
379
172

833

172'

46
180
115

43
165
105

195

593

22
216

14°
28

179
158

114

44

1,380

1,440
1,462

226
78
129
70
157
130
105

3,832
3,512
3,144

387

1975
1974

1973

Employment by Occupation

sources.

The data used were not only "firm specific", but in large

part "project specific".

These positive factors understandably out-

weigh any disadvantages associated with the procedure's complexities.
Significantly different results would have been obtained had the
industry pattern of occupations from California been directly applied
to the projected total employment)1

While the Aircraft industry (SIC

372) in California is substantially aerospace, it also contains a conventional aircraft component.

This probably accounts for part of the

difference between the distribution of occupationi of the two.

Another

factor is that the industry data represent the sum of all firms in the
industry, each with a variety of projects in different work phases.

As was shown in Table 13, manufacturing manpower as a percentage of
total direct employment can vary substantially, depending on the work
being performed.

Similar variations exist in other occupational groups

(e.g., professional and technical).

Figures from industry sources on

the distribution of employment may differ from the figures of an indi-

vidual firm in that industry simply because the work phases of the

firms projects do not coincide with those of the industry as a whole.

5.

Adjusting Lhe occupational projections for deaths, retire-

ments, discharges and promotions:
Once the total "job count" for each occupation has been determined,
the data should be adjusted to reflect what might be considered normal
increases in job vacancies resulting from deaths, retirements, and the
like.

Quits should not be included because of the uncertainty of an

appropriate rate.

The rate of quits is dependent upon such factors as

the economic well-being of the firm, the industry, and other industries
utilizing the particular skill needed.
11111.

1/ This comparison is made in the final portion of this section.

Data from the Rocketdyne Affirmative Action Plan (AAP) allowed
these adjustments to be made.

The AAP contained figures on individual

separations at th, plant for a ten-month period (January - October
1972) by reason (i.e., death, retirement, quit, lay-off, discharge).
Ignoring lay-offs, which are picked up by the occupational projections

themselves, and quits, for the reasons given above, the remaining
separations were grouped by occupation.

Total separations due to deaths, retirements, and discharges
amounted to almost 2.2 percent of the work force at the end of the
January - October 1972 period.

Future deaths, retirements, and dis-

charges were also projected at the 2.2 percent figure.

These separa-

tions were then distributed to individual occupations based on the
occupational distribution of the separations in the base period (January - October 1972).

This procedure is in.contrast to the one used

in the other two contracts, where deaths, retirements and discharges
were assumed to be equal among all occupational groups; however, in
the cases of Smithland and Pullman, either specific occupational data
were not available, or the data indicated no differences among the
occupational groups.

Comparison of the distribution of employment by

occupation and the distribution of separations by occupation for October 1972 at Rocketdyne reveals that while laborers and service workers
accounted for only 3 percent of employment they accounted for 22 percent of all separations.

Professional and technical workers accounted

for 49 percent of employment but only 22 percent of the separations.

A large number of discharges in the laborer and service worker
category is probably the ref;ult of the difficulty in finding and keep-

ing workers who are willing and able to do the type of work desired at

the wages offered.

Moreover, workers tend to be promoted to manager-

ial levels late in their careers (and are therefore more likely to die

or retire in that position), and this may explain why managerial and
sales workers accounted for 10 percent of the employment but 20 percent of the separations.

These differences are ample reason to apply

the past experience regarding separations rather than assume a distribution identical to the employment patterns for the period.

Table 19

shows the historical data on deaths, retirements and discharges which
were incorporated into the projections.

Table 19

Deaths, Retirements and Discharges at Rocketdyne by Occupation
January - October Period, 1972
Deaths, Retirements and Discharges as a Percentage of the End-of-Period Work Force
Occupational Distribution:

Professional and Technical
Scientists and Engineers
Other Professional
Technical and Draftsmen

2.17%
100.0%
21.5
7.7

6.1
7.7

Managerial and Sales

20.0

Craftsmen and Operatives

24.6

Tool Makers
Machinists
Welders
Fheet Metal Workers
Precision Assemblers
Other Assemblers
Other
Clerical Workers
Secretaries, Steno., Typists
Clerks
Other
Service Workers and Laborers

4.6

1.6
1.6
16.9

12.3
4.6
1.5
6.2
21.6
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A further adjustment which would be desirable would be to take
account of the promotional practices of the firm.

For example, a vacancy

in a managerial position may be filled not by hiring a new one from the
outside but by promoting a engiheer or scientist to the position.

This, of

course, creates a new vacancy at the professional and technical level.

This

type of upward mobility ladder is present at Rocketdyne; however, specific
adjustment could not be made because of insufficient data.

In inter-

preting the projections, it should be remembered that any increase
shown in the higher skilled jobs may be slightly overstated (because
some of the jobs will be filled through promotions up the ladder) and
that increases in the lower skill jobs may be correspondingly understated (because of promotions out of the occupation).
Table 20 shows the results of adjusting the total employment
figures from Table 15 for deaths, retirements, and discharges.

An increase in the overall job count will result in the need to hire
320 new workers.

Deaths, retirements and discharges for the year will

push this total above 400 on an annual average basis.

These figures

include the laying-off of 42 professional and technical workers and 46
tool makers.

Total hires for the year will therefore approach 500.

As the SSME moves out of design and toward production, the increases
are expected to be concentrated in the craftsmen and operatives areas,
with higher level professionals showing a slight decline.

15

19

345

1,399
39

2Z6
78
129
70
157
130
105
149
28
22
216

316

1,106
135
215
72
106
44
114
84
68
96
18
14

140
545

283
818
85
147
48

87
68
55
78
15
12
112

487

160
141
38
148

94

Managerial and Sales

Craftsmen and Operatives

1/

2

+

+ 26
+ 14
+
+

+ 68

+ 23
+ 18
+

+ 21

+ 27

5

10
4
1
1

4
18

4

10

4
1
1
4
16

593
195
172
46
180
115

179
158
43
165
105

6

+ 81
+ 32

0

+ 28

19

4

58

11
8
2

0

3

39

+
4
1

19
15

+ 57

+
+

+ 28

+

6

23
27
44
49

+

+
+
+
+
+ 22

3
2
4

1
1
3
2

+ 24
+ 38

+

+ 15

46

+ 50
72

+ 314

+ 307
21

4

46

+

+ 48

17

+

0

2

10
0
3

3

Includes all craftsmen end operatives occupations:accounting for less than one half of 1 percent of total employment.

Service Workers and Laborers

Secretaries, Steno., Typists
Clerks
Office Machine Operators
Others

Clerical Workers

Tool Makers
Machinists
Welders
Sheet Metal Fab. and Misc.
Precision Assemblers
Other Assemblers
Foremen
Chez:kers and Examiners
Mechanics and Repairmen
Electricians
Pattern and Model Makers
Othersl!
1

5
2

68
43

5

-

30

5
4
2

5

6

6

786
364
165
65

822
379
172
67

833
387
176
66

-

5

18

17

1,380

1,440

1,462

Professional, Technical and Kindred

Scientists and Engineers
Other Professional
Technical
Draftsmen

42

+ 445

+ 83

+ 77

3,832

3,512

3,144

Total' Rocketdyne

-

+ 403

1973-74

1974-75

1973-74

1975

1974

1974-75

Net Hires

1973

Total Employment

Projected
Deaths, Retirements, Discharges

Projected Employment at Rocketdyne and
Employment Adjusted for Deaths, Retirements and Discharges, FY 1973, 1974, 1975

4
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Revising and Updating the Projections.
be needed for a variety of reaRons.

Revisions in the projections may

Congressional appropriations may

not be the same as tie amount requested by the President in his annual
budget.

Upward revisions in the total project cost is also not uncommon

in R & D contracts.

Projections based on the annual lifetime project

expenditure. from the Division of Resource Analysis actually reflect an
anticipated plan of attack which will be subject to modification because of other budgetary priorities.
projections cannot be made.
tors the SSME contract.

This does not mean that accurate

The Shuttle Program Office closely moni-

The Office can provide accurate estimates of

direct man-years for the ongoing fiscal year.

Once the President's

budget message is released in January of each year the Office can provide the expected level of
in July.

funding for the upcoming year beginning

After Congress makes its final appropriation a further revi-

sion may be warranted if there is a significant difference between the
President's budget request and the appropriation.

There is ample time

to revise the total employment estimate by applying the manpower coefficients to the new dollar figure.

A second area where revisions may be necessary is in the distribution of occupations.

Here the data on milestones provided by the

Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville is useful.

Many of these

milestones signal changes in the work force composition.

If a key

design review reveals that further work is necessary or an engine test
fails, for example, then the employment shift expected to take place
will be delayed.

A further cheek and aid in revisions is the company's Affirmative
Action Plan.

By obtaining annual copies of the Plan, prior years'
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projections by the Early V.irning System can be compared with the actuals

from the Affirmative Action Plan, and the company's expected employment
for the coming year in the Affirmative Action Plan can be compared with
the Early Warning System projections.
ment and for broad occupational groups.

This can be done for total employ-

Comparison of NPA Projections with Projections Using Industry Data.

In the section on projecting the occupational distribution for Rocketdyne, it was mentioned that a significantly different occupational profile would haw: resulted had the California census data been used
exclusively in making the occupational projections.

It will be re-

membered that the census data were used to "fill in" occupations which
could not be determined from NASA or company data, and that this included the distribution of occupations within the professional and
technical and clerical groups and a few craftsmen and operative positions.

Table 21 compares the distribution of employment by

occupation projected for fiscal years 1973, 1974 and 1975, with the
census distribution.

The major differences are in the craftsmen and

operatives and professional and technical groups.

For example, machin-

iikAl would account for 10 percent of total employment using the census

data, but not more than 6 percent using company estimates.

This

difference is likely the result of differences in products, where the
industry data includes producers of conventional aircraft and frames,

which would require machinists and other machine operators for metal
cutting and stamping operations.

It is interesting that the percentages

for support personnel, such as managers, clerical workers and service
workers and laborers, are similar in both the census and company data.
Can industry data be used to generate'estimates of total employment?

The data indicate that estimates of total employment baccd on

industry statistics on employment and value added can show substantial

differences when compared with the projections made on the basis of
company and NASA data.

As mentioned in the section on data sources,

Note:

5.3

1.0
.8

7.6

17.8
5.9
5.1
1.4
5.4

2.2

3.4
2.7
3.9
.7
.6

5.6

15.5

5.1
4.5
1.2
4.7
3.0

2.4
1.9
2.7
.5
.4

4.0
15.5

5.1
4.5
1.2
4.7
3.0

....1.4

2.2
1.7
2.5
.5
.4

3.6

15.5

5.1
4.5
1.2
4.7
3.0

4,22.8

.3.7

4.6

= 7.2

..-1.8

..-1.2

1.5
2.2

'`.4.1

2.3
9.8
1.1
1.2
2.3
5.9
2.0
3.4

3.8
6.1
2.0
3.0

2.7

4.4 3.2

44.7

36.5

31.5

26.0

4.7

6.4

9.0

9.0

9.0

Details may not add to totals due to rounding.

Service Workers and Laborers

Secretaries, Steno., Typists
Clerks
Office Machine Operators
Other

Clerical Workers

Toolmakers
Machinists
Welders
Sheetmetal Fabricators
Precision Assemblers
Other Assemblers
Foremen
Checkers and Examiners
Engine Mechanics and Repairmen
Electricians
Pattern and Mbdel Makers
Other

Craftsmen, Operatives and Kindred

Managerial and Sales

5.9

16.5
7.6
3.5
1.3

20.5
9.5
4.3
1.7

23.4
10.8
4.9
1.9

26.5
12.3
5.6
2.1

Scientists and Engineers
Other Professional
Technical
Draftsmen

,

28.9

36.0

41.0

46.5

Professional, Technical and Kindred

.

100.02

100.0%

Total Rocketdyne

100.02

1970 California
Census Distribution,
Aircraft & Parts Industry

195

100.0%

Projected Distribution at Rocketdyne
1975
1974
1973

Comparison of Projected Occupational Distribution at Rocketdyne FY 1973, 1974,
With 1970 California Census Distribution for Aircraft Parts Industry

1

i
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Industry data on a five-digit level, and on a three-digit level for the

Los Angeles/Long Beach SMSA (in which the Rocketdyne plant is located),
were available from the 1967 Census of Manufacturers.

Data on indus-

try shipping to NASA were available on a four-digit level for 1970 in
Shipments of Defense Oriented Industries, 1970.

The specific indus-

tries and SIC code numbers are given below:

(1)

1967 Census of Manufacturers
(a)

R & D in Missiles and Space Vehicle Engines or Propulsion Units, SIC 37226

(b)

Aircraft and Parts (Los Angeles/Long Beach SMSA), SIC
372

(2)

Shipments of Defense Oriented Industries, 1970
(a)

Aircraft Engines and Parts (contractors with shipments
to NASA), SIC 3722

Coefficients of employment per $1 million of value added were computted from the industry data.

The coefficients were then adjusted to the

1973 levels for prices and productivity using unpublished data from the
BLS-Office of Productivity and Technology.
Before these coefficients can be compared with the coefficient derived
from the in-house expenditures, a minor adjustment is needed.
The in-house and value added concepts, while essentially the same,
have one difference.

The value of subcontracts, supplies, materials, fuels

and electric energy are excluded from both; however, the treatment of
services such as wholesale and retail trade, finance, insurance, real estate,
etc. is somewhat different.

The in-house concept excludes all services,

while value added does not.

The value of these services was estimated by
1/

consulting the U. S. Department of Commerce input-output matrix for 1963.--

put- Output,
U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics,
for
Structure of the U.S. EconomILLEILDIreetEtalirements
Fetailed Indu5tri7ls, 1969.
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These services account for 6.6 percent of the total value of output in
the Aircraft Engines and Parts industry.

For purposes of comparison

with the industry data, the manpower coefficient based on company data
was appropriately adjusted so that it expressed employment per $1
million of value added rather than per $1 million of in-house expendiThe coefficients and the estimated employment derived from

tures.

them on the SSME for fiscal year 1973 are shown in Table 22.

Table 22
Comparison of Coefficients of Employment Per $1 Million of Value Added
from Company and Industry Sources,
and Resulting Employment Estimate on the SSME, FY 1973

1.

2.

Source of Estimate

Employment
Per $1 Million
of Value Added

Estimated Employment
on SSME in FY 1973

Estimate Based on NASA
and Company Data

40

1,196

R&D Missile and Space
Vehicle Engines

48

1,430

Aircraft and Parts
Industry, Los Angeles/
Long Beach SMSA

48

1,430

54

1,609

Estimate Based on
1967 Census of Manufacturers
a.

b.

3.

Estimate Based on Shipments
of Defense Oriented Industries,
1970
a.

Note:

Aircraft Engines and Parts
Industry Shipments to NASA

Total cost
Value added for the SSME wt.s estimated at $49.8 million.
Value
in-house.
was $42.8 million, of which $27.0 million was spent
added was estimated by adding 6.6% of total cost to the in-house
cost to account for services excluded from in-house cost but included
in value added.

Projections based on Census of Manufacturers data would have re-

sulted in a 20 percent overestimate.as compared to the figures provided
by NASA and company data, while use of the data in Shipments of Defense
Oriented Industries would have been high by almost 35 percent.

The percent differences are reduced somewhat when employment on
other projects at Rocketdyne are added in to obtain total plant employment estimates.

Employment on other projects in 1973 was estimated

from company data to be 1,948 workers.

The addition of these 1,948 to the alternative estimates for the
SSME result in the following total plant employment:

Source of Estimate
1.

Estimate based on NASA and Company Data

2.

Estimate based on 1967 Census of Manufacturers

3,144

I.

3.

a) R & D in Missile and Space Vehicle Engines

3,378

b) Aircraft and Parts Industry, Los Angeles/
Long Beach SMSA

3,178

Estimate Based on Shipments of Defense Oriented
Industries, 1970

3,557

Because employment on other projects is expected to account for
over half of total plant employment, and this estimate is "fixed", the

error in using industry data for the SSME portion is reduced to 7 percent using the 1967 Census of Manufacturers data and 13 percent using
the Shipments of Defense Oriented Industries. 1970

data.

As the SSME

accounts for a greater proportion of total plant employment in future
the differences between company and industry-based projections
will increase.

-62These comparisons reveal that projections of even total employment on a project based on detailed industry-wide data can have significant margins of error.

When combined with independent estimates of

other work at the plant these differences may be mitigated, depending
on the proportion of the plant work force which is engaged in other
work.

Many contracts chosen for study by an Early Warning System are

of such magnitude that they would normally account for substantial por-

tions of the total plant work force, and thus the margin of error using
industry data can be substantial.
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III.

Introduction.

The Space Division Orbiter Project

The, space orbiter is the single largest component in the

space shuttle effort, with an estimated cost of $2.6 billion.
FY

end of

As of the

1974 initial design of the Orbiter has been completed, and

production of a test vehicle has begun.

Full production of the approxi-

mately half dozen flight vehicles is expected to begin during FY

1976.

The Orbiter is being manufactured by the Space Division of Rockwell International in Downey, California, which is located in the Los Angeles/
Long Beach SNSA.

Data and Data Sources.

Because the decision to study the Orbiter was

made during the last three months of this project, certain data that
would otherwise have been obtained and incorporated into the projections
could not be used.

For example, the Space Division's Affirmative Action

Plan would,have been used to provide firm-specific data of the present
and anticipated 1975 distribution of the work force by broad occupational
groups.

(In the case of Rocketdyne, the AAP served as the basis for

linking the more detailed census occupations to the broad occupational
groups.)

However, it takes several months to obtain an Affirmative

Action Plan and the AAP for the Space Division could not be used.
Working through the Division of Resource Analysis at HASA, data on
expected total and "in-house" outlays, total direct man-years, and manyears by departmental categories were obtained for fiscal years 1974
and 1975.

This data, in conjunction with the detailed occupational data

from the 1970 California census for the aircraft and parts industry, and

-64data from the Rocketdyne experience served as the basis for the employment projections.

BLS data on deaths and retirements by occupation were

used to estimate the number of job vacancies from this source.

Projection Procedures.

The six steps below summarize the procedures

employed in making the occupational projections.

They are essentially

the same as those used for the Rocketdyne project and recommended for
most NASA procurements.

1.

They are:

Determining total and in-house dollars for the Orbiter by fiscal
year;

2.

Determining the relationship between the in-house dollars and total
project manpower requirements at the plant;

3.

Adding the expected employment from other projects to the Orbiter
total to obtain total plant employment;

4.

Using the departmental groupings provided by NASA to estimate
employment by broad occupational groups consistent with census
occupational definitions;

Using the detailed census occupational data for the aircraft industry to estimate employment in individual occupations; and
6.

Adjusting occupational figures from #5 for deaths and retirements
to obtain estimated job openings.

1.

Determining total and in-house dollars for the Orbiter by

fiscal year:

The Division of Resource Analysis provided estimated total and
in-house outlays for the Orbiter contract by quarters for fiscal years
1974 and 1975 (see Table 23).
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Total outlays for the project are expected to more than double
on an annual basis, but the critical in-house figure is expected to

This is due to an

increase somewhat less rapidly - by 84 percent.

increase in the percentage to be spent on subcontracts and materials,
which NASA expects to stabilize at about one third.

Table 23

Estimated Outlays for Orbiter by Quarter,
Fiscal Years 1974 and 1975
(in millions of dollars)

FY 1974 (by quarter)
Outlays

.

1st

2nd

FY 1975 (by q

rter)

3rd

4th

Total

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Total

Total Outlays

39

51.

84

117

291

135

141

159

174

609

In-House Outlays

30

39

60

78

207

87

87

99

108

381

In-House Outlays,
as a Percentage
of Total

.77

.76

.71

.67

.71

.64

.62

.62

.62

.63

2.

Determining the relationship between the in-house dollars and

total project manpower required at the plant:

NASA also provided estimates of the direct manpower required by
quarter to correspond to the expenditure data discussed above in #1.
This figure includes primarily those individuals engaged in such activities as design and engineering, and manufacturing and tooling.

Administrative, supervisory, and other support activities, the so-called
overhead work force, must be added to this total.

Based on detailed

budget figures for FY 1974 showing outlays for direct and overhead labor,
and past experience on NASA contracts, overhead employment was estimated
at 90 percent of direct.

This is also consist6It with the overhead per-
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centages used in the Rocketdyne award (see Appendix A, pp.36-38) which
ranged from 100 percent to 76 percent depending on the work phase.
The manpower can then be taken as a ratio of expenditures (i.e.,
employment per $10,000 of in -house outlays) to obtain a manpower coeffi
cient.

It is important to have an idea of the manpower required per unit

of expenditure in order to adapt the employment projection to changes
in budget allocations, or to estimate the manpower for future time periods where the dollar expenditures are known but no official manpower
figures are available, or to assess the impact of alternative budget levels
on manpower requirements.

Table 24 presents the NASA estimates of direct

manpower and the estimates of overhead manpower associated with it.

Also

shown is the manpower ratio, which relates the manpower back to the
expenditure estimates in Table 23

While the quarterly ratios show some

fluctuation, the annual coefficients remain unchanged from 1974 to 1975.

Table 24

Man-Years of Work on Orbiter at Space Division
by Quarter, Fiscal Years 1974 and 1975

FY 1974 paquarter)

FY 1975 (by quarts

Work Effort

1st

4th

Total

Direct Manpower

700 1,000 1,325 1,600

Overhead Manpower

630

Total Manpower

In -House Outlays
(in millions of $)

Man-Years per
$10,000 of
In-House Outlays

2nd

3rd

1st

2nd

4th

Total

4,625

1,800 1,975 2,175 2,372

8,325

900 1,192 1,440

4,162

1,620 1,777 1,958 2,137

7,492

1,330 1,900 2,517 3,040

8,787

3,420 3,752 4,133 4,512

15,817

3rd

30

39

60

78

207

87

87

99

108

381

.44

.49

.42

.39

.42

.39

.43

.42

.42

.42
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Adding the expected employment from other projects to the Orbiter
total to obtain total plant employment.
3.

Because of potential shifting of manpower from other projects at the
plant which may decline over the next year or so to the Orbiter project,
which is expected to increase, it is important to take account of the
entire plant work force for the period under investigation.

The Space

Division currently has two other projects, both of which are expected to
decline over the next fiscal year.

Employment on Skylab, according to

NASA estimates, will decline from about 675 at the beginning of the 1974
fiscal year to only about 20 by year's end, and will require only a handful
of workers in FY 1975.

Work on the joint U.S.-Soviet space mission (Soyoz)

is expected to shift to the launch site and mission control center in
succeeding months.

Consequently, employment on this project at the Space

Division plant is expected to decline from 1665 to 950 during FY 1974,
and decline further to 418 by the end of FY 1975.

These estimates are based

overhead manpower at 90
on NASA data on direct manpower and by estimating
percent of the direct.
the 1975
The expected employment levels at the beginning and end of

fiscal year for the three projects (Orbiter, Soyoz and Skylab) are diiplayed
in Table 25.

Table 25

Projected Employment at Space Division
by Project, Fiscal Year 1975

Employment Change
Pro ect

7/1/74

6/30/75

6,800
6,120
12,920

9,900
8,910
18,810

+ 3,100
+ 2,790
+ 5,890

10
9
19

6
5
11

4
4
8

500
950

220
198
418

7,310
6,579
13,889

10,126
9,113
19,239

.211174t6/3OL7E__

ORBITER
Direct
Overhead
Total
SKYLAB

Direct
Overhead
Total

AIM

SOYOZ

Direct
Overhead
Total

450'

-

280
252
532

1/

ALL PROJECTS
Direct
Overhead
Total

+ 2,816
+ 2,534
+ 5,350

The total for all projects is a "net" figure and assumes that all of
those workers laid-off of Skylab and Soyoz will have skills needed on
the Orbiter Project.

.
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Using the departmental categories provided by NASA to estimate
employment by broad occupational groups consistent with census
occupational definitions.
4.

Contacts with Space Division officials revealed that they had no
concrete projections of their manpower needs by occupation for the coming
year.

As previously stated, the time frame for making projections precluded

the acquisition of a copy of the company's Affirmative Action Plan, which
would have provided baseline data on employment by broad occupational groups
(e.g., professional and technical, craftsmen and operatives, etc.).

Conse-

quently, the projection procedure used relied on NASA projections of
employment by departmental category (engineering, manufacturing and tooling,
and other direct manpower) and the California census data on employment by
occupation for the aircraft industry, which is heavily characterized by
aerospace work.

The specific steps in the procedure were:

(a) use NASA

data to estimate departmental categories (e.g., engineering) for the three

projects; (b) translate there categories into census occupational groups
(e.g., professional and technical) using the experience of the Rocketdyne

Division, the overall census distribution, and judgment; and (e) apply the
distribution of occupations within each census group (e.g., tool makers and
machinists in the craftsmen and operatives group) to the total derived for
each g'roup in (b) above.

These steps are discussed in detail below.

Using NASA data to estimate departmental categories for the
(a)
three projects.
NASA figures for the Orbiter provided to NPA Croke out the direct
manpower into three categories:

engineering, manufacturing and tooling,

and other direct including quality assurance, materials and subcontracts
management.

For the Skylab and Soyox projects precise details were not

available; however, engineering manpower was estimated at 60 percent of total
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direct manpower by NASA officials.

NPA then projected the manufactur-

ing and tooling and other direct manpower to be proportional with the
average relationship of the two groups in the Orbiter project.

Since

these two groups represent a small share of total plant employment, this

judgment was felt to be justified in that even substantial error would not
distort the overall pattern of employment by category for the plant as a

whole. gable 26 shows the employment by departmental category and project

estimated in the manner.

The overhead employment which was estimated

separately by NPA as previously explained (see page 66) is included as an
additional category.

It can be seen that during the fiscal year, employment in the manufacturing and tooling group is expected to increase its share of the

Orbiter and plant work force 1 the expense of the engineering category.
This shift is consistent with the transition from the design to the production phase of work.

Other direct manpower is expected to increase slightly

relative to the total, reflecting the increased personnel needed to manage
the higher level of subcontracts and materials purchased.

Translating these categories into census occupational groups
using the experience of the Rocketdyne Division, the overall census distribution, and judgment.
(b)

The procedure for converting the departmental categories tc census
occupational groups involved estimating:the proportion of professional

and technical, clerical, service workers and laborers in each category
(engineering, manufacturing, other direct, and overhead).
based on a variety of data sources.

This was done

The distribution of occupations within

the manufacturing category obtained for the Rocketdyne plant served as a
basis for estimating that group in the Space Division.

In the other cate-

gories, informed judgments and overall relationship based on the census

Table 26

Employment by Occupational Category
for Space Division, Fiscal Year 1975

6/30/75

7/1/74

2sswal

Number

% of Total

Number

% of Total

ORBITER

12,920

100%

18,810

100%

19
8

9,900
3,750
4,450
1,700

53
20
24

47

8,910

47

Direct
Engineering
Manufacturing & Tooling
Other Direct

6,800
3,400
2,400
1,000

53
26

Overhead

6,120

SKYLAB

Direct
Engineering
Manufacturing & Tooling
Other Direct

Overhead

11

9

100%

19

100%

10

53

6

53

6
3
1

32
15
6

3
2
1

32
15
6

9

47

5

47

950

100%

418

100%

Direct
Engineering
Manufacturing & Tooling
Other Direct

500
300
140
60

53

52

15
6

220
132
62
26

Overhead

450

47

198

47

SOYOZ

ALL PROJECTS

13,889

32

32
15
6

100%

19,239

100%

53
20
24

47

Direct
Engineering
Manufacturing & Tooling
Other Direct

7,310
3,706
2,543
1,061

53
27
18
9

10,126
3,885
4,514
1,727

Overhead

6,579

47

9,113

9

-72data were used.

For example, the engineering category by its nature must

contain primarily professional and technical personnel, with some clerical
workers for support.

According to census data for the industry, for every

two professional, technical, managerial and sales porkers (as a group),
there is one clerical worker.

This relationship was applied to all cate-

gories except manufacturing, where the distribution of occupational groups
was derived from the Rocketdyne experience.

Service workers and laborers

were judged to be included in the overhead category only.

Census data

indicate that this group makes up about 2.5 percent of the total work
force.

Since the overhead category was 47 percent of total employment

(see Table 26), about 5 percent of that category would need to be service
workers and laborers .in order to have a total employment representation
of 2.5 percent (.05 X .47 = .024).

The approach, therefore, was to fit as

many known pieces into the estimates as possible to arrive at an eventual
distribution that appeared correct based on the particular work phase of
the projects.

The distribution of census occupations within each category

used is shown in Table 27.

Applying the distribution of each census group to the NASA
departmental categories in (a) above to obtain employment by broad
census groups.
(c)

While the distribution of census groups within categories remains
unchanged, the overall occupational profile changes as the "weight" of
each category changes.

For example, as the manufacturing and tooling

category increases its share of total employment from 18 to 24 percent
(see Table 26), considerably more job opportunities will be generated
for craftsmen and operatives than any other group since they account for
85 percent of manufacturing and tooling employment.! Once the distribution of census groups within each category is applied to the employment

Table 27

Conversion of Space Division Departmental Categories
to Census Occupational Groups

Space Division Category

Census Group

Percent Distribution
of Census Group
1002

Engineering
Professional &
Technical
Managerial & Sales
Clerical

53
12
35

100%

Manufacturing & Tooling
Professional &
TechnicalManagerial & Sales
Craftsmen &
Operatives
Clerical

10
2

85
35

100%

Other Direct
Professional &
Technical
Managerial & Sales
Clerical

53
12
35

100%

Overhead
Professional &
Technical
Managerial & Sales
Craftsmen &
Operatives
Clerical
Service Workers &
Laborers

47
11
8
25
5
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for the category, it can be summed across all categories to determine
employment by census group for the entire plant.

pational profiles for 1975 are shown in Table 28.

The resulting occu-

Professional and

technical, managerial and sales, and clerical workers are expected to
account for a somewhat smaller proportion of total employment over the
period, reflecting the shift toward production.

Managerial and sales

might normally be expected to decline further relative to other
occupations, but substantial subcontract management responsibilities
will affect much of the otherwise expected decline.

Table 28

Projected Employment at Space Division
by Broad Occupational Groups, Fiscal Year 1975
.

.

6/30/75

7/1/74

Occu pation

Number

% of Total

Number

% of Total

Number

% of Total

Professional &
Technical

5,912

42.6%

6,701

41.1%

7,750

40.3%

Managerial &
Sales

1,310

9.4

1,484

9.1

1,716

8.9

Craftsmen &
Operatives

2,681

19.3

3,619

22.2

4,560

23.7

Clerical

3,653

26.3

4,109

25.2

4,752

24.7

333

2.4

391

2.4

461

2.4

Service Workers
& Laborers

Total

13,889

.100.0%

16,304

100.0%

19,239

100.0%

Using the detailed census occupational data for the aircraft
industry to estimate individual occupations.
5.

As in the case of Rocketdyne, the detailed occupational estimates
were derived by applying the distribution of occupations within each group

obtained from the 1970 California census for the aircraft and parts industry (SIC 372) to the group total derived in #4 above.

The projections,

therefore, are sensitive to changes in production mix (i.e., by increasing or decreasing professional and technical worRers at the expense of
craftsmen and operatives) but individual occupations within each group
fluctuate proportionally with changes in the group total.

The only excep-

tion to this is in the use of foremen which were projected to increase
somewhat more slowly than other craftsmen and operative skills reflecting
the supervisory economies of a larger productive work force.

This was

considered the best procedure, given the limitation in the data, and was
expected to reasonably reflect the changes in occupational structure over
a period of a year.

Table 29 shows the conversion from broad occuoational group totals
to detailed occupational estimates using the census distribution within
the craftsmen and operative and clerical groups.

4,560

4,752

461

3,619

4,109

391

2,681

3,653

333

Craftsmen & Operatives
Tool Makers
Machinists (in-luding
machine operators)
Welders
Sheet Metal Fabrication
Assemblers
Foremen
Checkers & Examiners
Engine Mechanics &
Repairmen
Electricians
Pattern & Model Makers
All Other

Clerical
Secretaries, Steno., Typists
Clerks
Office Machine Operators
Other Clerical

Service Workers & Laborers

Managerial & Sales

1,716

5,912

Professional, Technical & Kindred
1,484

19,239

1,310

16,304
7,750

13,899

6,701

Total

Occupation

Broad Occupational Groups
Employment
7/1/74 1/1/75 6/30/75,

6

100.0%
33.1
28.7
7.9
30.3

100.0%
33.1
28.7
7.9
30.3

100.0%
33.1
28.7
7.9
30.3

333

3,653
1,210
1,047
287
1,109

45
466

310
58
11.9
2.2
1.7
17.1
11.7
2.2
1.7
17.0

11.6
2.2
1.7
16.6

391

4,109
1,361
1,178
323
1,247

425
78
61
616

404
296

461

4;752
1,574
1,362
374
1,442

782

77

541
100

123
745
469
377

1,000
112

785
88
96
586

21.7
2.4
2.7
16.2
11.2
8.2

21.3
2.4
2.6
15.9
12.7
8.1

572
64
70
426
340
216

100.0%
5.1

100.0%
5.1

100.0%
5.0

21.9
2.5
2.7
16.3
10.3
8.3

1,716
1,484

1,310

4,560
234

7,750

6,701

5,912

3,619
184

19,239
16,304

13,889

Detailed Occupational
Employment
7/1/74 ,1/1/75, 6/30/75

2,681
134

'

Adjusted
California Census
Distribution
7/1/74 1/1/75 ,6/30/75

Distribution
Deriving Detailed Occupational Estimates at the Space Division from California Census

Table 29

4

Adjusting occupational figure from #1 for deaths and retire6.
ments to obtain estimated job openings.
Projections developed in #5 above indicate the number of jobs needed
at any point in time.

The number of hires to fill these jobs is somewhat

higher because of turnover.

Consistent with the projection procedures for

the other contracts studied, only that turnover resulting from deaths and

retirements is taken into account because of the stability of these rates
relative to the more volatile rate for quits.

The source of the estimates for deaths and retirements was Tomorrow's

Manpower Needs,11 which provides death and retirement rates by occupation.
In the craftsmen and operatives group th4 overall rate for men was used
for all individual occupations, as the rates for specific occupational
titles vary little from the group rate.

For clerical workers, deaths and

retirements were estimated using the rate for female workers for the category.

Death and retirement rates for service workers and laborers was

based on an average of the rates for those specific occupations which were
predominant in the census group for the industry (guards and watchmen,
janitors and sextons, laborers excluding farm).

Table 30 shows the employ-

ment.giowth and replacement needs at the Spactpiyision for FY 1975.

The

death and retirement rates for clerical occupations and service workers
and laborers are significantly higher than for the other occupations.

The

result of these adjustments is, theiefore, to increase the job openings
at the lower skilled levels.

1/

While only 23 percent of the projected

U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Tomorrow s Man2.917.212tgds, Vol. I, 1969.

16
166

643
213
184
51
195
70

456
151
131
36
138

58

Clerical
Secretaries, Steno., Typists
Clerks
Office Machine Operators
Other Clerical

Service Workers & Laborers

36
32
9
32
31
27
8
29

6

3.5

7

109
95

5
1
1
7

3

4

8
1
1
6

4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9

5

1

3
1

1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9

116

115
20
16
170
22

223
25
28
165
69
219
25
27
165
67
82
6
1
1
5
3
2

1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9

215
24
27
159
65
81

213
24
26
160
64
80

121
23
17
173
752
249
216
60
227
77

551
182
158
44
167
64

17
175

21

118

84

980
52
968.

39

30

1.9
1.9

941
50

938
50

Craftsmen & Operatives
Tool Makers
Machinists (including
machine operators)
Welders
Sheet Metal Fabrication
Assemblers
Foremen
Checkers & Examiners
Engine Mechanics &
Repairmen
Electricians
Pattern & Model Makers
All Other

52

252
191

2C

17

2.5

232

174

Managerial & Sales

2

1,107
839

58

50

1.6

1,049

789

Total

Professional, Technical & Kindred

Total Hires

2,935

- 2

4J

Deaths and Retirements

2,415

Occupation

Employment Growth

Projected Employment Growth; Deaths and Retirements, and Hires at Space Division, Fiscal Year 1975
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openings due to employment growth were expected to be clerical, service
workers and laborers (1,227 out of 5,350) in FY 1975, one half of the
openings generated from deaths and retirements are expected to be in
these groups (217 out of-432).

Updating the Projections.

The critical variables which may affect the

accuracy of the projections are changes in the level of budget appropriations and unanticipated changes or delays in the development process that
would affect the occupational mix of the plant work force.

Periodic

contact with NASA officials can provide information on both these areas.
If total expenditures are expected to be lower than initially estimated

but the character of the work effort is to be essentially unchanged, then
the occupational estimates can be scaled downward to conform to the
revised total employment estimate derived by applying the overall manpower coefficient to the revised outlay estimate.

If the character of

the work effort is to be substantially different than originally anticipated, then this shift should be incorporated into the projections by
modifying the weights applied to each of the departmental groupings

based on the nature of the production shift, and the judgments of NASA
officials.

Comparison of PrUutions wijjsthProectiotiIndustr Data Only..
As with the projections prepared for the Rocketdyne Division, significant
differences appear when comparing the NPA projections with those based
solely on industry data.

This is true both of estimates of total employ-

ment and the occupational figures.

Table 31 compares estimates of

employment for the Orbiter based on two Department of Commerce publications
with the estimates based on NASA data for the project.

Table 31

Comparison of Coefficients of Employment per $1 Million of Value Added
from NASA and Industry Sources; and Resulting
Employment Estimate on the Orbiter, Fiscal Year 1974
_(In 1974 Dollars)
Estimated Employment on Orbiter
Employment per $1
Million
Value
Added
(In Man Years)
Source of Estimate
NASA Data for Orbiter Project

39

8,787

43

9,720

49

11,075

1967 Census of Manufacturers
Aircraft and Parts Industry,
Los Angeles/Long Beach SMSA

Shipments of Defense Oriented
Industries, 1970
Aircraft Engines and Parts
Industry, Shipments to NASA

Note:

Value added for the Orbiter was estimated at $226 million. Total
cost was $291 million, of which $207 million was spent in-house.
Value added was estimated by adding 6.6% of total cost to the
in-house cost to account for services excluded from in-house cost
but included in value added. "(See p.59 of this Appendix for
further explanation.) Employment coefficients were updated to
reflect price level and productivity changes.

-81Estimates based on the Commerce Department data are as much as one
fourth higher than the estimate based on NASA project-specific data.
Projections of individual occupations also show large discrepancies.

Table 32 compares the actual figures used with the projection which would
have resulted if the census distribution were applied to the same total
employment.

The principal difference in the two sets of projections is

the far greater representation of craftsmen and operatives in the census!
figures than is actually anticipated.

This reflects the fact that the

census distribution reflects the "average" aircraft firm in California

which involves conventional as well as jet and space vehicles, and
assembly-line production operations as well as research and developmental
efforts.

The Orbiter is currently completing the design stages and would

require more professional and technical workers (and therefore clerical

workers as support) than would be the case when full production is
achieved.

The Space Division experience, where very little time was spent in
'preparing the projections, confirms that the projection methodology
developed is flexible.

The proceedures used in the earlier NASA award

were easily adapted to the more limited data availability of the Space
Division contract, and the actual time spent in preparing the projections
was far less than in the earlier award.

This shows that projections

can be made in a relatively short period of time and with a minimum

of proprietary information from the contractor.

Table 32
Comparison of Projections Made for Space Division
with Projections Using Only Census Data

7/1/74

6/30/75

NPA

Census

13,889

13,889

19,239

19,239

Professional, Technical & Kindred

5,912

4,014

7,750

5,560

Managerial & Sales

1,310

889

1,716

1,231

Craftsmen & Operatives
Tool Makers
Machinists
Welders
Sheet Metal Fabrication
Assemblers
Foremen
Checkers & Examiners
Engine Mechanics &
Repairmen
Electricians
Pattern & Model Makers
A11 Other

2,681
134
572
64
70
426
340
216

6,208
318
1,361
153
167
1,015
639
513

4,560
234
1,000
112
123
745
469
377

8,599
442

310
58
45
446

736
137
107
1,061

541
100
77
782

1,020
189
145
1,474

Clerical
Secretaries, Steno., Typists
Clerks
Office Machine Operators
Other Clerical

3,653
1,210
1,047
287
1,109

2,472
819
709
194
750

4,752
1,574
1,362
374
1,442

3,425
1,135
982
269
1,039

333

306

461

424

Occupation
Total

Service Workers & Laborers

NPA

Census

1,885
212
232
1,406
885
711
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The Pullman-Standard Award

1V.

The award of a $216 million contract by the New York City Transit
Authority (NYCTA) to the Pullman Car Works Plant in East Chicago for
the purchase of 746 subway cars is financed jointly by NYCTA and the
Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA) of the Department of
Transportation, with the Transit Authority paying one third and UMTA
two thirds of the project cost.

study for the following reasons.

The Pullman award was selected for
First, it was felt that UMTA would

have an increasing role over the next few years as the goals of urban
development, pollution abatement, and energy reduction were pursued, and
that an operating Early Warning System would therefore be involved in similar
projects in future years.

Second, there is a major difference between the

Pullman award and the other two contracts studied, in that the Pullman award
is a "grant" rather than a "contract."

NASA contracted directly with Rocketdyne

as did the Corps of Engineers with Drava, Groves and Newburg, while UNTA
tave funds to NYCTA, who contracted with Pullman-Standard.

NYCTA, rather than

a Federal government agency, therefore, is the contracting agency.

Besides

receiving monthly accounting statements, UMTA exercises no direct control
over the project.

However, the contractor must still abide by all Federal

laws regarding equal employment certification, etc.

Data and meta Sources.

Data used to prepare the final projections for

Pullman were primarily obtained from two sources:

Tramdt Authority, and 2) the company.
sources, data on I;

1) the New York City

Aside from these two primary

car tuinr,v,:r in Ow industry

oknined from

Bureau of Labor Statistics publication Em!,loyment and EarniLs.

These data

were used to adjust the projections for turnover.

1.

New York City Transit Authority.

The Transit Authority

provided NPA with several important documents.

Most important vas

the payment and delivery schedule, Figure 8, which is shown on the
Partial paymants arc made at specified stages of a

following page.

car's completion and the final payment is made upon acceptance of
the product: (i.e., a 20 percent payment for a car at the 25% completion staiw.

.

.

.

the final 10% payment upon acceptance). From this

schedule nanthly outlays by Pullman were derived.

NYCTA also provided

a copy of the Pullman contract, and discussions with Transit Authority
officials provided an estimate of the "value added" for the contract.
NYCTA's estimate was based on part experience with similar procurements
and the known value of subcontracts by Pullman.

This information was

used to compare the company-based estimates with the estimated total

employment for the contract based on employment and value added from
industry data.

2.

Pullmln-Stadard.

After initially showing reluctance to provide

data on the NYCTA contract, the company did provide sufficient information to permit the preparation of occupational projections.
information included:

This

the current employwent by occupation at the plant;

the numbr of workers by occupation needed to produce two cars per day;
data on tip; manpower required on a smaller contract with AMTRAK for
refurbishing pa::!:ener cars; overall plant data on tin nover; and the
nurl,cr of work,.!r:; by ucupatiflu currently po.:sos!:inl; "recall" righcs.
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3.

peprtmcnt of Labor.

Data on turnover in the Railroad Equipment

Manufacturing industry (SEC 374) were obtained from the monthly
publication of such data in Employment and Farnings.

Projection Procedures.

The Pullman projection procedure is almost

identical to the one detailed for Rocketdyne.

The only difference is

the "form" in which the original data, on which the projections are

based, wee available.

The steps are listed below and then discussed

in detail:

1.

Determining the anticipated monthly expenditure level for the project;

2.

Deriving a coefficient of employment per $1 million of monthly
expenditures;

3.

Applying thu coefficient from #2 to the anticipated monthly

expenditure levels from # 1 to determine total employment on the
NYCTA contract;
4.

Determining the occupational distribution for the contract, and
applying this distribution to the monthly total employment from
#3 to obtain occupational employment by month;

5.

Adding o-i to #4 the number of workers by occupation required to

complete other contracts at the plant; and
6.

Deriving projected net job openings per month by adjusting the
ehployhent projections for recalls and turnover (deaths,

retirmonts and discharges), and subtracting the adjusted projected
monthly level fro

the previous month.

- 86 -

1.

Determining the expected monthly expenditure level for the

project:

The delivery and payment schedule shown previously in Figure 8
provided the basis for projecting monthly expenditures.

After the

first four months of production, output of cars is expected to follow

a virtual straight line process until the final four months, when no
new cars will be started but several cars will still be in the final
The schedule also gives the expected quarterly

stages of production.
payments to Pullman.

Payments, however, do not represent production

flow, because a percentage of the payments are made upon delivery and
acceptance of the cars, rather than at the time they are actually completed.

Monthly payments, therefore, had to be converted to the dollar flow
related to production.

This was done by using data in the payment

schedule.

The schedule of payments is based on a "sliding scale" relative to
the completion percentage of etch car, as follows:

Percentage of Car Cormlfited During Month

Percentage of Payment for Car

25%

20%

50%

40%

75%

60%

Delivery
Acceptance

90Z
100%

By breaking the schedule into the monthly change in the number of
cars 257. completed, the number 507. completed, etc., the flow of cars in

the production process can be detelmined.

This process can then be

converted into dollar expenditures based on the unit price of a car.
For example, if from month X to month Y the number of cars 25 percent
completed increased by 50 and the unit cost for a car is $278,000,
then $3,475,000 was expended in producing the ears.

That is, the unit

pricemultiplied by the percentage completed multiplied by the number
of cars achieving the percentage gives the dollar outlays.
example:

($278,000)(.25)(50) = $3,475,000.

In this

Using this technique, the

expenditure pattern through 1974 was computed, as shown in Table 33.

Discussions with NYCTA and Pullman officials revealed that because
of design difficulties, a six-month delay was expected in the start of
production.

This demonstrates the need for having a convenient

mechanism for revising projection's, and affords an opportunity to
demonstrate it.

While production was to be delayed six months, both NYCTA and
Pullman stated that the final delivery date was expected to be met.
Under those conditions the adjustment procedure was to:

1) move the

projected ey.penditures for October-December 1973 to April-June 1974; and

2) redistribute the originally anticipated expenditures for the period
throughout the remainder of the contract.

This adjustment allows for

the normal "start-up" curve at the beginning of the prouction process
and then for the production peak at the appropriate level in order to
meet the delivery dates.

The initial monthly outlays projections based on the delivery schedule
and the projoct(.d outlay:; allowing for the six-month delay are displayed

in Mbh. 13.

It can be !..'n that to nonthly figures, once full produc-

tioa is reached, are virtually constant at about $11.6 million.

Table 33
Pullman Monthly Expenditures Based on NYCTA Payment Schedule
and Monthly Expenditures, Adjusted for Six-Month Delay

Month

Initial
Outlays Prolections

Adjusted
Outlays Projections

1973

October

$ 1,780,900

irM1

November

4,630,400

irM1

December

5,699,000

irM1

1974

January

9,973,300

February

9,617,100

irM1

March

10,329,000

April

9,973,300

1,780,900

May

9,260,900

4,630,400

June

9,617,100

5,699,000

July

10,329,40C

11,826,400

August

9,617,100

11,404,000

September

9,973,100

12,248,700

October

9,617,100

11,826,400

November.

9,617,100

10,981,600

December

9,973,100

11,404,000

Average,
July-December

9,854,500

11,615,200

2.

Deriving a coefficient of employment per $1 million of

expenditures:

Through a meeting with Pullman officials the work force breakdown
required to produce two cars per day was determined at about 1,185
production, maintenance and service workers.

With a unit price per

car of approximately $278,000,,this would mean that employment of 1,185

workers (the two-car-a-day work force) resulted from expenditures of
$556,000 (the cost of two cars).

On a per $1 million of expenditures

basis, 2,131 workers are needed for every $1 million of daily expenditures.

Putting this relationship on a monthly basis, to be consistent

with the expenditure projections in Table 33, J01.5 workers are needed
for every $1 million of monthly

3.

spendingY

Applying the manpower coefficient to the monthly expenditures:

The coefficient of 101.5 workers per $1 million of monthly expenditures can no': be applied to the projected monthly outlays shown previously

in Table 33.

Because monthly expenditures remain virtually constant once
$

peak production is reacted, the average employment for the July-December
period was used in order to avoid shoving monthly employwnt increases
or decreases of a few percentage points each month.
The projected employment for the first six months is not identical
with that obtained by ;ipplying the 101.5 coefficient to the appropriate

1/

There are approximately 21 working days in a month. The coefficient
of 2,131 is therefore divided bi 21 to ob:ain the equival.mt monthly
coeffiie.q.

dollar outlays.

The payment schedule takes effect only when actual

production and delivertes begin.
testing period.

However, there is also a design and

Pullman had nbout 230 workers on-board in October 1973

fabricating parts, assembling cmponents, and testing.

Allwance must

be made for this factor in miking,monthly employment estimates.

Also,

the required employmnt per $1 million of expenditures can be expected
to be higher at lower levels of output (e.g., at the 1/2 car per day
level).

Table 34 compares the employment levels resulting

from exact application of the coefficient

with the employment level

actually used based on the reasons given above.

Table

34

Total Employment at Pullman as Derived from Coefficient
Compared with Employment Figures Actually Used, by Month, 1974

ionth/_1974

Total Employment Based
on Use of Coefficient

Total Employment
as Finally Used,

January

0

232

February

0

232

March

0

232

April

181

468

May

470

705

June

578

941

July

1,200

1,178

August

1,157

1,178

September

1,243

1,178

0c:ober

1,200

1,178

November

1,115

1,178

December

1,157

1,178

Average, July-Docember

1,178

1,178

4.

Determining the distribution of employLiont by occupation and

applying the distribution to the projected monthly enploynent totals
from fi3:

Pullman officials had provided details on the number of workers in
each skill group needed to produce two cars per day.

These figures are

shown in Table 35:

Table

35

Work Force Required to Produce Two Cars Per Day
at Pullman on the NYCTA Contra,tt

Ski i l Group
Machine Operators
(Punch, Shear, Press)

Machine Operators
(Hole and Milling)

Number of
Workers

100

Distribution of
Work Force

8.4%

20

1.7

Fitters

259

21.9

Joiners

120

10.1

Welders

60

5.1

Assemblers

84

7.1

Pipe Fitters

36

3.0

200

16.9

70

5.9

23

19.9

1,185

100.0

Electrical Workers
Painters
Service, Labor, Mainteurence
Total

The service, labor and maintenance category includes such workers
as tool and die makers, blacksmiths, drivers, material handlers, and
other service and laborer jobs.

rlectrical workers include electricians,

car wirers, and conduit installers.

Fitters assemble the main parts of

the car (i.e., sides), while assemblers install such hardware as ducts,
ceilings

and doors.

Joiners fit and apply interior finishing materials,

such as hand rails, fixtures, lockers, etc.

5.

Determining the number and occupation of workers required on

other projects:

Pullman officials indicated that they do not expect to start work on

new contracts until the contract with WCTA is near completion.

They

currently have an agreement with MITRE& to refurbish railroad passenger
cars.

or so.

This is expected to involve about 80 workers over the next year

The occupations required will diffr somewhat from those required

on the NYCTA contract because of differences in the type of work involved
(refurbishl.ag for AMTRAK, new car construction for NYCTA).

This estimated

distribution of workcrs for AMTI141:, taking these differences into account,
Is shown in Table 36.

Table 36

Worigorce Required to Refurbish Cars for AMTRAK at Pullman

Number of
Workers

Skill Croup.

Distribution of
Work Force

Machine Operators

1

1.2%

Fitters

1

1.2

Joiners

13

15.9

Welders

6

7.3

2R

34.2

4

4.9

21

25.6

Painters

7

8.5

Service, Labor, Maintenance

1

1.2

82

100.0

Assemblers

Pipe Fitters

Electrical Workers

Total

The skills needed for both the NYCTA and AMTRAK contracts can be
combined and cal:pared with the work forte on-board in October 1973 (figures
provided by Pullman).

It can be seen from Table 37 that the

Pullman work force will more than quadruple when peak employment occurs.
From the monthly expenditures displayed in Table 33, it appears that this
peak is expected in July of 1974, and that outlays for the production of
cars are slated to begin Iii April 1974.

The Pullman work force should

therefore re-:,min constant ;'t 307 until April and rise rapidly to the peak

level of 1,260 by July.

Occupatit,nal employment during the April-July

period is projected to increase in a straight line manner from the 307
level to 1,260.

On a straight Line basI, the raonthly work force

Table 37
Pullman Employment in October 1973 Compared with
Expected Peak Employment Level in July 1974, by Occupation

July 1974

Increase in
Work Force,
12/22:21211_

October 1973
Work Force

Peal'. Work Force

27

100

73

4

20

16

Fitters

42

285

243

Joiners

17

132

115

Welders

18

66

48

6

84

78

Pipe Fitters

12

40

28

Electrical Workers

12

220

208

Painters

12

77

65

Service, Labor, Maintenance

157

236

79

Total

307

1,260

953

Occupation
Machine Operators
(Punch, Shear, Press)
Machine Operators
(Hole and !ailing)

Assemblers

profiles from January to July 1974 would appear as shown in Table 38.
After July, the work force is expected to remain at the July level
through the end of the year as output is projected to remain constant.

6.

Deriving projected net job openings by month by adjusting the

monthly employment projections fur recalls and turnover (deaths, retire
ments and discharges) iald subtracting the adjusted projected monthly levels
from the previous month:

For manpower training :aid recruitment purpeoes, it is important to
know not the number of "jobs; ", but the number of "hires" which will occur.

66

111
40

220
77

236

1,260

66

111
40

220
77

236

1,260

66

111
40

220
77

236

1,260

66

111
40
220
77

236
1,260

54
84

33
168

60

217
1,022

42

58

26
116

44
197
783

30

32

19
64

28
177
545

16
6

12
12
12

157
307

13
6
12
12
12

157
307

6
12
12

12

157
307

ripe Fitters

"Pctrical Workers

i'ainters

Service, Labor, Maintenance

Total

13

Welders

132
132
132

132

104

75

17

17

Joiners

Ass:.=b1ers

258

46

42

42

42

Fitters
17

8

4

4

(Kole ancl

4

258

20

100

10/74

258

100

9/74

258

100

8/74

204

100

7/74

150

82

6/74

96

63

5/74

20

45

4/74

20

27

3/74

20

27

2/74

16

27

1/74

12

Mneine OperIters

(PfInch, S: ear, Press)

:!achine Operators

Occupatien

Pullman Work Force by Month, January-December 1974, by Occupation

Table 38

1,260

236

77

220

40

111

66

132

253

20

100

11/74

1,260

236

-77

220

40

111

65

12

258

20

100

12/74

1

o

v

44

I

Allowance for deaths, retirements and discharges will have the effect
of increasing the number of new hires above the number of jobs.

Recall

of workers currently on lay-off status has the reverse effect - it
reduces the need to train or recruit workers to fill job -lots.

The

company has 167 workers on lay-off status whom it expects to recall as
production increases.

The occupations of the workers whom Pullman expects tp recall
(figures provided by Pullman to NPA) are shown below:

Fitters

47

Joiners

22

Welders

7

51

Assemblers

Electrical Workers

.

20
20

Painters

Total Available for Recall

167

Turnover Is due to separations resulting from quits, lay-offs, deaths,
retirements and discharges.

Lay-offs were not considered by NPA in

projecting the turnover rate bemuse the plant is in a period of increasing
employv7nt.

Company officials indicated that turnover for the plant ran

at about 3 percent a month during 1973.

This contrasts with an average

for the industry of 2 percent n month (excluding separations resulting
feow lay--offs).!/

Both these figures include quits, a factor too

0........111Y
1/

U.S. Prpnrtmont of Labor, Bureau of Labor. Statistics, kplcyment and
!,rein,
Mirth 1973, p.112.

volatile to allow for in making projections of job opportunities because
it is affected by to

riny oat!ilde variables.

Excluding the quits a3

well, the industry data shows a rate of 1 percent a month for separations
related to deaths, retirements and discharges.

The Pullman projections

were adjusted for death::, retirements and discharges at the industry
figure, 1 percent a month, based on the expectation that appropriate

recruitment and training programs could reduce the number of discharges
which t)pically occur when large numbers of new workers are hired.
The projected monthly employment based on job count can now be
translated into monthly hires by:

1) calculating the change in

employment (job count) from one month to the next; 2) adding a 1 percent
allowance for deaths, retirements and discharges to the job count for
the month; aid 3) subtracting the number of workers who can be "recalled"

increased job count
to fill the number of new positinns generated by the
and normal turnover.

In January and February, no increase in the job count is anticipated;
however, several workers should need to be hired or recalled due to death,
retirement, etc.

In March, hiring for the April employment requirement

of 239 additional jobs can be expected to begin, in addition to the
hiring to replace the 1 percent of the work force which dins, retires, etc.
By July. hlrIng should occur °Illy to fill vacancies expected to arise from
deaths, retirements and discharges.

This will amount to 13 workers per

month, or 76 workers from July LO the end of the year.

The results of

those calculations arc shown for the first and second halves of the year
in Table 39.

Crerators
Press)

13
5

0

0

0
0

4
7
3

13
5

0

0
0

0

0

43

56
23
192
47

7

51
0

20
20

2

2

0
4
2

48
105

23
208
65

Total

Mainte nance

Service, Labor,

Pai=ters

Worker3

Pipe Fitters

AsseTI,Iers

0
0

14
76

0
0

90

821

0
167

I3

35

953

0

79

elders

0
8
0

97

-22

76

14

3

7

4

8

15

4

:airors

0

115

216

Fitters

15

1

6

0

0

0

175

1

6

47

0

6

77

for 7eriod

0

0

::..21e :71,1 :illicg)

0

Dischaves

Deaths,
+ Rctirc:rents, - Recalls 5, Total Hires

16

4

rext Yontb

Chamn to

Job Count

1ulv-7:ecem`..er 2974

0

73

Jeb Count
Change to

16

Ma=hine Cre-ators

r7unclt,

jmr.-.arT-Jure 1?74

at Pullman for Six - >onth Periods, Januarr-June 1974 and July-December 1974

Deaths,
+ Retire rents, - Recalls ra Total Him:
for Period
Disehar^es
:e%t Yanth

Deriving Projected New

Table 39
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In the first six months of 1974, the total number of "jobs" is

Deaths and retirements will result in

projected to increase by 953.

35 additional vacancies; however, this will be more than offset by the
recall of 167 workers previously laid off by the company.
for the period will be suhotantial at: S21.

Total hires

If the hiring were spread

out equally throughout the period this would mean in excess of 135
hires per month.

The hulk of the hires is likely to be in the final

three months of the period, however, because of the time-phasing of
production, and the monthly hires should therefore be substantially
larger at the end than at the beginning of the January-June period.
The second part of the year is projected to show no increase in jobs,
as production reaches its peak.

Normal deaths, retirements and discharges,

however, will result in the need to replace about 75 workers.

These

workers will need to be recruited entirely from the outside, as the
company will have exhausted its recall list during the first half of
the year.

Occupations showing the largest increases will be fitters and electrical workers.

Also increasing rapidly are joiners, assemblers, and

service, labor and maintenance workers.

Em

Prolectloas Co;,.: red with Proleet Ions Made from industry Data.

How close can projections based on macro drIta come to the projections based
1/

on company-npflrfric data?

The 1967 Ceiilis of Kinufacturers

provides

data on eloployn,Alt, value added, and value of *Aliments on a fivedigit

-1/

U.S. Depirw,-vt of Co-veree, Bureau of the CealS, CvnFlus of MinnRailroad
Srto:,: ::hit, and Boat
furturen, P",7,
67(2)-31C, 1970, p.37.
*,orta:;o1
aod

SIC level of detail.

The relevant industry is SIC 37423

Railroad and Streetcar Parts and Accessories.

Streetcars,

Within this industry

separate data are avAlable on those firms whose primary product
shipments (streetcars, railroad and streetcar parts and accessories)
are 75 percent or more of its total shipments.

Cenerally, firms are

classified into a particular product class (i.e., industry) when its
shipments of that product exc.:ed its shipments of other products.

The

data on 75 percent or more "specialization" of products should, therefore,
provide the better data base for comparison with Pullman, which w111 be.

shipping 100 percent of its product into the product class SIC 37423.

Using the specialized segnenl of the industry, a coefficient of
employment per $1 million of value added of 85.8 was derived.
figure must be adjusted to 1973 dollars.

This

An unpublished price index

from the BLS Office of Productivity and Technology for SIC 3742 was

used for this purpow.

Making Ow appropriate adjustment the employment

per $1 million of value added in 1973 dollars would be 68.0.

An adjust-

ment for productivity increar!es during the period would also be in

order; however, unpublished BLS data on output per man-hour for the
railroad equipmont industry indicates. widely fluctuating annual changes.

For exariple, after productivity increased at an annual rate of 7.1

percent from 1960 to 1965, it turned around and declined by 1.2 percent
per year from 1965 to 1970.

Under these conditions, it was felt most

appropricte not to mal:e any adjustment for productivity in the industry

data, assuming that the decline in productivity during the latter part
of the 1960's would Inc offset by increases during tiic 1970-1973 period,
for wbie% 1,1-014:ti'v;ty date

Imt currendy available.

Finally, the
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coefficient must be converted to a coefficient of employment based on
monthly, rather than annual, outlays.

In other words, if 68.0 workers

arc required to produce $1 million of value added in a year, 12 times
that number, or 816 workers, would be needed to produce $1 million of
value added in one month.

The estimate of value added for the Pullman contract came froM data
and from discussions with officials at NYCTA.

Based on prior exper-

ience in subway procurements .end the specific items subcontracted for

by Pullman, the NYCTA engineer for the Pullman contract estimated that
about 15 percent of the value of the contract would he value added by
Pullman-Standard.

The rest would represent subcontracts for such items

as the motor prophlsion units (about 33 percent of total contract cost),
the truck bodies (about 20 percent), brakes (about 10 percent) and
other components.

Table 40 shows the employment estimate obtained by applying the
employm,2nt per $1 million

of monthly value added to the projected

monthly value added at peak employment (estimated at 15 percent of total
outlays):

Table 40
Deriving Peak rmployment at Pullman
on the ;YCTA Contract, Based on Industry Data

1.

Employrput per f'.1 Million of

Monthiy Value Added
2.

3.

Project rd Monthly Vaiue Added
at Peak Empioyiwnt (in thousands)

816

$1,742

Prok.!tod Lnpl,,ywent at Pedk
x #2)

1,421
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The 1,421 figure for workers, as derived in Table 40, is not
strictly comparable to the 1,178 actually projected.

This is because

the former include:: employment: of professional and technical,

managerial, and clerical workers, while the latter, based on company
data, includes only production workers - craftsmen, operatives, service
workers and laborers.

Industry occupational data for the Railroad Car

Manufacturing industry (SIC 374) in Illinois indicate that one third of
the industry work force is in professional, technical, managerial and
clerical occupations, while data in Pullman-Standard's Affirmative
Action Plan show that 20 percent of the plant work force was in these
occupations in 1972.

Adjusting by the industry-wide data (reducing the

1,421 by one third), 948 workers would have been projected.

Reducing

by the Pullman figure of 20 percent, 1,137 workers would have been anticipated.

The former figure is 20 percent lower than the one actually

projected, lard the latter only 4 percent off.

It is wore difficult to compare the occupational detail from
industry sources with that obtained from company data because of
differences in occupational definitions and classifications.

The most

detailed occupation by industry breakdown available is on a three-digit
SIC level for railroad equippent (SIC 374).

It was felt that data

based en the occupational profile of the industry in the state of Illinois
would irore closely reflect the Pullman profile than would a national

profile, since the company is located in Chicago and would have a
greater representation in the data base used.
the 1970 Cen!-w4 of Population

Unpublished data from

was the source for the occupation by

industry data for Illinois.
as possible

Table 41 coupares as closely

occupational prof

es of the census and company data.

The distribution used excluded the professional and technical, managerial,

sales, and clerical occupations, which together account for one third of
all occupations in

he census distribution, to be consistent with the

company figures, which excluded' these groups.

The greatest difterences occur in the fitter and joiner groups,
electrical workers, and machine operators.

These differences probably

reflect a heavy weighting of the census data towird railroad freight
car production, as opposed to passenger or subway cars.

The former

would be likely to involve less finishing work (fitters and joiners),
a less complex electrical system, and less fabrication of parts.

Appropriately adjusted industry-wide data were able to give a
reasonable estimate of the total manpower needs at Pullman; however,
any attempt to utilize the industry-occupational breakdown would have
resulted in significant distorPions of the firm's occupational needs. J
This is evident in the electrical worker category.

Company estimates

showed 1.7 percent of its production work force in this category, four

times the proportion which was shown based on census occupational data.

Total

Service, Labor, Maintenance

Painters

Electrical Workers

1,178

235

100.0

100.0

Total

Other
18.2

206
1,137

Service, Labor, Maintenance

18.4

Checkers and Examiners
8.3
94
209

Painters (Manuf. Articles)
1.5
17

5.9

70

19.9

Electricians
4.0
46

16.9

199

411.

Plumbers and Pipe Fitters
2.7
31

3.0

36

Pipe Fitters

Assemblers
7.5

Welderb and Flamecutters

Structural Metal Crafts,
Riviters and Fasteners

Drill Press, Lathe, Milling,
and Other Precision
Machine Operators

Punch and Stamping Press
Operators, Other Cutting
Machine Operators

Occupation

85

3.8

17.1

4.11

T, Distribution

7.1

83

Ass2mblers

43

195

47

Number

14.4

1.7

1.4%

I DIstribution

Census-Based Projection

164

60

Welders

\
119

[376]

257

20

99

Nttrber

Joiners

Fitters

(Ecle and Milling)

Maeline Opr:.rators

!-!achine Operators
( ?inch, Shear, Press)

Occ-Ination

Corlpany-SascA Projection

Comparison of Occupational Projections for the Pullman Work Force
on the NYCTA Contract, Using Company and Industry-Wide Data

Table 41
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Conclusion.

Before the conference/workshop in Chicao, the projections

developed by NPA throte.h the cooperation of Pullman officials were

reviewed by the Directors of Personnel and Production at the Pullman
plant.

After comparing the projeeted figures with their production

schedule, these individuals were in agreerent that the projections
accurately reflected their view of the work flow, both in terms of
the tiring of the mployment ri::e and the specific occupations

It should be noted that while the projections relied on company
data for the distribution of occupational skills and for the derivation of employment per $1 million of outlays, the total employment
estimates and the time-phasing of the growth came from the payment
schedule supplied by the NYCTA.

That detailed projections could be

made in this: manner (using dollar expenditures) is significant in that

it reduces the amount of proprietary information, such as detailed
production schedules, which the firm must make available.
It is also true that more direct company data were needed in order
to prepare the projections; however, this should not be viewed as a
drawback.

To the extent that firm cooperation can be elicited during

the preparation of projPctions, their accuracy should be improved.

In

additien, early involy.nt reel interest on the part of the company
bodes well for the eltfrate utilization of the projections in setting
up trafeing, tecruitrvnie, counse lling and othar manpower program responses.

APPENDIX II

INC THE COEilli.CTS TOR STUDY

The initial task of an operating Early Warning System is to identify
suitable Fedrral awards for study.

Federal

:1,.11cit...s where procurements

are likely, to be of a magnitude that will generate measurable and signifi-

cant job opportunities must he identified and contact with these agencies
must be initiated to select epecific awards worth examining in depth and
to determine if the information and data are available for preparing
projectiona of the manpower implications of these awards by occupation.
The procedures for identifying contract awards suitable for study
involve a process by which the magnitudes of expenditures are
examired by agency, by program, and finally by individual procurement in

order to identify those awards which are large enough to have an impact
on employment at the local level.

The initial review is designed to eliminate all agencies and programs which are of such small dimensions that they are not likely to
generate mujor. individual awards.

The size of the agency program not-

withstanding, it must generate individual. procurements of a significant
size.

Moreover, regarcaese of the dollar size of the procurement, a

larp.e enough portion of the expenditures must be scheduled for a single

plant or locality to have r measurable effect on the local work force.
Additional criteria applied in sclectinl; the contract awards for study
must include:

1)

that cApenditures by fiscal or calendar year be

larr,c enough to have an voTloyment imrewt;

2)

power infornatLea for the card be available;

that some minimum man3)

that the future ex-

penditures would generate a change in manpower requirements as compared

with the current level of effort at the plant; and

4)

that the data

required for the preparation of projections of celployment he available
eirly enough to provide, ti

lead tic. necessary for the preparation of

the projections and the planning of appropriate manpower programs.

Selectine Contracts
... for rtudv.

A review of the Federal budget can re-

veal a,..encles with conttact or grant programs which are likely to make

large individual awards.

The initial review of the FY 1973 midget

permitted the elimination of all thoee Federal activities involving
small prop.am levels which might otherwise have been of interest, such
as the Federal Power Commission (toted cAttlays of $23 million), the
LIEU health facilities construction program ($85 million) and the Veterans

Adwnisrration hospital and facilities construction program ($101 million).
Direct expenditures by the rilitary on defense, international programs
and general government operating expenses (including interest payments)
were also excluded.

Of tkc recaining major programs if.entified in the rt 1973 hudget,

expenditure was such
a number were excluded because the nature of the
that it was unlikely to result in individual procurements of sufficient
magnitude.

These includ,.: agricultural price etipport aetivJties; rural

housing and telephone loans; aid to elementary :and secondary vehool
districts; man,)9yet t.rainini. and e,:ployment services; college level

welfare
student arsisance; r,edicz.re; nedicald; socid security and
payment:I; and wterans° compensation and pension payments.

Earring major n

1.!:14slation, these agencies and programs need

System and may be
not be reviewed again by an operating Early Warning

1n8

system which projects the
considered un:mitable for inclusion In any
employment impont of major Federal procurements.

consideration because
The following progr.,ms appear to warrant
Involve individual.
their dollar marniledes indicate that they could
procurement:! of the required mininu

size:

Agency and Program

Department of Transportation
Highway improvement
Airway and airport improvement
Urban mass transit

Estimated Outlays in
(in millions).
FY'73

$5,068
1,634
390

Department of Housing and Urban Development
Urban reneaal
Model cities

1,000
625

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Earth orbital program
Space science and applications

1,128
853

Environmental Protection Agency
Sewage plant:; and construction grants

1,100

Tennessee Valley Authority
Capital outlay and inventory program
Atomic Ener:_:v Commission

Development of nuclear reactors
Production of nuclear. materials
General Scrvines Adminl,;tration
Construction program

603
565
505
194

Pont.al Service

Construction proeynm
Department of the interior
Reclamation construction and

277

rehal,ilitLtion prOgr:110

Corps of Ftlineers

Civil works proran

Source:

1,194

GovcrupentLyiscal Year 3973.
Pudvt of thc! United St;,teq

Having identified the programs which appeared st'i t able for study

because of the nature and magnitude of their expenditures, contact was
initiated with thesv agencies to determine whether or not they had made
or planiwi large grants or contract :awards.

The highway improvement,

urban rest -s,al, model cities, TVA capital outlay and inventory, and

reclamation and rehahilitation proglams are not suitable candidates

for an Larly Warnin System at this time for reasons described below:

1.

Hishway and airport_imnrovement programs,.

The Department of

Transportation highway improvement program is not suitable for an Early
Warning System because of the procedures and practices followed by
the Department in awarding contracts.

Although the program is monu-

mental in its size, individual highway construction awards are made
for small sections of a total highway system.

This results in a large

number of small contracts in the $3-5 million category.

Although an

individsal highway system may soot in the hundreds of millions of
Aollars, to follow up and proiect the employment generated by each of
the awards would be too costly and inefficient for an Early Warning
System.

Similarly, the airway and airport improvement program of the
Departrent of Transportation does not normally fund major procurement
awards.

This program focusses on financing small-scale modernizations

at a lar.,;c number of sites throughout the country.

2.

Urban reeaal and nodel cities nro,Traml.

Both these programs

managed by the Department of Housing and Urban Development are large,
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but the individual awards to any one comunity have never exceeded $60.
million.

The bulk of each award, In addition, Is used for real estate

purchaseb, administration, etc.

It is unlikely, therefore, that these

programs will result in procurements of manufactures or construction
large enewrh to warrant their inclusion in an Early Warning System.

3.

TVA canital outlev and inventory prorram.

This Teneessee

Valley Authority program is substantial, but all construction work

constructed under this program is performed by TVA itself with its
own employees.

Small awards are made to subcontractors for specific

plumbing, painting or oilier work, but these awards are not large

enough to include in the Early' Warning System.

Purchases of equip-

ment for new power plants are wade by TVA and these may exceed $100
million.

A check with TVA, however, reveals that the nature of the

products needed for a power plant is such that a maximum of only about
$10 million goes to any one establishment.

For example, TVA power

eqnipmfInt,
plants will require high pressure boilers, gauges, generating

manufactured at
and electronic control devices, each of which will be
a different factory.

Even where the prime contractors retain the bulk

of their own
of the award, they distribute the work among several
plants, due to the variety of products to be manufactured.

The employ-

ment venerated at any one location, therefore, is too stall to warrant
study.

4.

Land reclamation and reliabilitationmp-ram.

Although the

total annual expenditure for the program as a whole is almost $300

of the
million, the land reclamation and rehabilitation program

Departrent of the Interiot involve, nany individual. awards.

Moreover,

each project covers such extended periods of tine that the employment
impact of any one award is not great enough to warrant inclusion in
Warning System.

the

Unless

are significant cl , bivs in the procurement practices

of the four programs discussed above, they will not be suitable for an
Early Warning Systew.

Seven major Federal agencies, however, were

found to make large awards (i.e., of about $100 million or more) either
on a regular or occasional basis.

The Urban MaSs Transportation program,

NASA programs, Environmental Protection Agency sewage treatment plant
grant program, Atomic Energy Commission programs, the Corps of Engineers
civil works program, the CSA construction program, and the Postal Service

construction program are all suitable for the Early Warning System.

1.

Urban Mass Tratryortation apts. Grants awarded to local

transit authorities by the Urban Mass Transportation Administration of
the Department of Transportation are occasionally in the $100 million
category and result in contract awards by the local authority for the
purchase of such items n; subway cars and light rail vehicles.

Contact

with the MIA on a regular basis will identify the recipient of the grant
and the mnufncrurer who receives the contract for production.

UMTA

also can provide information on the location of the plant in which production will trIc place.

Data are not available from UMW, on the

employment generated by the contract:, the delivery schedule, or sub-.

contracting arrinvements.

MITA, however, has shown a willingness to

use its offices to extract such information, If it exists, from the
local agency revolving the grant
2.

NASA space pro:,rams.

At;ide from the Department of Defense,

NASA is the wst suitable Federal agency for inclusion in the Early
Warning System.

NASA maintains close control over all of its; awards,

slnilar to the control exercised by the Department of Defense.

NASA

maintains two Centers, one in Houston, Texas and one in Huntsville,
Alabama, where engineering and management of its awards are centralized.

Manning curves, manpower requirements per unit produced, and information on other work performed by the contractor, as well as details on

subcontracts, location of production, etc., are produced by and/or
available from NASA.

Moreover, the fact that the program is massive,

that it is long-range, and that it represents a major priority of the
government makes the space program a prime candidifte for the Early
Warning System.
3.

ITA scwilini: grant pie ;ram.

Although the Environmental

Protection Agency waste water treatment plant grant program makes only
modest awards to local water authorities for construction of sewage
treatment plants mid ancillary facilities, the total cost of such projects is ecelolonally in the $100 million category.

A publication pre -

pared on a rt.gular basis by EPA licks each grant made, the grantee,

and the size of the total project, and the size of the grant awarded.
This "Pre jest Register of Waste Water Treatment Construction Crants"
can eiksily identify all projects being funded with Federal monies which

meet the size criteria for inclusion in the Early Warning System.

Fey
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awards which meet the size criteria will be identified in any one
year, but the case of idyntifleation rakes this program suitable for
inclusion in the Early Warning System.
4.

AEC nro-rana.

The Atomic Energy Commission owns a large

number of establishments which are operated by private corporations
under contract to the AEC.

Major improvements and operating budgets

are awarded on a regular basis to these contractors.

However, all

of the improvements are /warded as special small contracts which do
not warrant follow-up.

The operating bu.gets arc not likely to in-

creaae substantially in any one year and consequently are not suitable for an Early Warning System unless the Department of Labor is
willing to respond to employment generated by turnover at these establishments.

Turnover may account for several thousand workers

nationally each year and complete data on the occupations Ivolved,
the locations of the jobs, etc., are maintained by the AEC.

The ease

of responding to these job opportunities may be of interest to DOL.
In the past AEC had entered into joint ventures with private
utilities for the construction of nuclear electric power plants which
cost in excess of $100 million.

With the industry's acceptance of the

technology involved, the ACC is turning from the construction of these

plants to the development of new techniques in energy production.

The

major effort at present, and apparently for the foreseeable future, is

in the develov2nt of the fast breeder reactor for electric power
generation.

The AEC has embarked on a joint venture with private utili-

ties and manufacturers to design and test this new power source.

This
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new technology Is still in the des i.:.11 phase; however, with the urgency
brought about by the energy crisis, the process is likely to be
accelerated.

Construction was originally slated to begin on the protoAs the design proves.successful, the AEC will undoubtedly

type in 1975.

return to joint ventures with utilities to stimlate the introduction
of the new technology.

This will surely generate massive investment

by both AEC and the industry which would be most suitable for the Early
Warning System.
5.

Postal services.

In the past few years the postal service

has embarked on a major construction program which includes awards in
the $100 million category for the construction of hulk mail handling
facilities.

Those presently under construction have already reached

peak employment and were not candidates for this study, but those to
be built in the future should be reviewed.

This year the Corps of

Engineers managed the postal construction program and information could
be obtained through them.

Leginning next year, however, the Postal

Service intends to make other arrangements for the managcwill of its
construction program.

At this time it is not known which agency will

handle Postal Sei6.ee construction :wards, but the program is suitable
for the Early V:arninr, System.
6.

Corps of_Earinen; civil vorks program.

The size of the

Corps of Evi;iners civil works activities ($1.2 billion in outlays in
FY 1973) make!.; this progrilm a prime candidate for the Early Warning

System.

Sevc;'al etlwr fnctorc also make the program attrarlive.

Most

of tk projects are multi-year (three to seven years), which means that
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if an award

1dt...tallied and included in the rws at

the tine of con-

tract signing, employment opportunities identified over the life of
the contract would be substantial. since:

1)

the employr,:ent begins

at zero; 2) employmenc uay peak each year and then decline as the
coniltruction season ends, thus providing, new job opportunities each

year as replacements for those workers who do not return to the
site the following season; and 3) different work skills arc needed
Also, because Corps projects

in different phases of the project.

are generally located in rural or low population areas, an increase

in the construction work farce may pose difficulties for the local
labor market.

Finally, the Davin -Bacon Act requires all construc-

tion contractors working on Federally funded projects to pay prevailing union

:Ige scales and to report monthly on their work force

in occupational detail.

These factors make the jobs financially

attractive and provide a substantial data base for making projections.

1
7.

CSA construction nrogram,.

The General Services Administra-

tion has embarked on a major construction program to reduv? the backlog of projects for Federal office and other space.

Under its new pro-

cedures, succesful bidders will be required to provide their own

financing for ch project; this will relieve the limitations placed
on new construction by Mir. annual Wigcts.

This new approach will

result in a suh!Aantial increase in new awards mac'

each year.

Al-

level; howmost all of. CSA's awards ore well below the $100 million
installation, such
ever, GSA will occasionally contract for a major
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as the Fri buIldin

or a corple:: of Fedeial buildings In an urban

GSA, therefore, appears to meet the criteria fur inclusion in

area.

the Yarly Earning System, although its procurements will not provide
many case:: for it.

From the procurement office in each of the seven agencies suitable for an rarly Varning System, it is possible to identify all of
the agency's procurements, and the site, the time frame, and the
planned fiscal year appropriations required for each.

Moreover,

through the procurements officer it is possible to obtain information
from the program staff on the .manpower implications of each award.

That is, the program staff, which is responsible for monitoring the
performance of the contractor, was found in each case to be able to
determine whether the new award would require more or less workers
than the current level of work at the contractor's plant and whether
the new award would require changes in the occupational profile of
the work force.

This information permits the identification of

awards which will have significant manpower impacts at the local
level.

Although the prograll staff is not generally able to identify

the numbers of workers needed in the particular occupations involved,
the inforoation it eau supply is essential in determining the value
of preparing projections for each individual procurement action.
(A list of the appropriate cont:!ets in each agency appears in Appendix
ITI.)

APPENDIX III

DATA AND DATA SOURCES FOR THE
THREE AGENCIES STUDIED
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The follw:ing is a listing of the office,, contacted for information
in the various agc,ncies studied, with names, addresses, and telephone
numbers when available.

A short description of the data obtained from

each office is also presented.

Data and Data Sources for the Three Agencies Studied

Data Source

Data Obtained

CORPS or NCIMS
1.

Civil Works Directorate
Operations Division
Construction Branch
Richard !I.

Edgard' ;, Chief

Forestal Building, L'Enfant. Plaza
Washington, D.C.
693-6N44
2.

Nashville District Office
Construction Division
A.C. liogarty, Chief

Nashville, Tennessee

37202

(615) 749 -5605
3.

Anticipated appropriation levels
for potential contracts for F.WS
investigstion; type of work to
be performed; likely manpower
needs in general (increase or
decrease hoot prior year)

Projected monthly expenditures
at Smithland; contractor's
schedule; reasonable contract
estimate; monthly work progress
reports

Louisville District Office
Chief of Construction Division
Louisville, Kentucky
(502)582-5623

Payrolls and monthly work
progress reports for the
Uniontown lock rnd data from a
work phase similar to the
upcoming work at Smithland

Office of Orgaaization (. AO;v!inistration
Ccot
Vecchett, Director (d. Procurcil-At
(Edlnd ('llden, ,%fo-Astant)
600 indol).mdull
Avenim, S.W.

Antic ipatud appropriation levels
for NASA procurements and likely
c:Tloyment impact on fin:

NASA
1.

Washin%t..,n, D.C.

755-2255
2.

Division of ne!:ource Analysis
Theua:: Newman, Director
400 !.11ryland Avt:aao, S.W.
W:Flici.nitton, D.C.

755-V14

Historical data on man-years per
$1 million of e:Tenditure:i for
NASA contractors; projected
annual expenditures for shuttle
program
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Data obtained

Data Source
3.

Historical data on man-years
per $1 million of expenditures
on SSIE; expected outlays for
comtng fiscal year

Shuttle Prerra:: Dflice

Joseph Mtrtin, Director
600 Independence Avenue, S.U.
Washington, D.C.
755 -3188
4.

Mar;halt Space Flight Center
Richard Cook, Deputy to
Center Director
Huntsville, Alabama 35812
(205)/63-1919

Manning curves - manpower over
tine by broad work groups;
company data on direct manpower
needed for other Rocketdyne
projects

5.

Departnont of Labor
Office of Federal Contract Compliance

Affirmative Action Plan for
Rocketdyne - historical and
anticipated employment by
broad occupational groups; data
on turnover by oncipation

601 I) Street, N.W.
Washington, I). C.

20004

DEPART:TENT OF TRANS1'011TATTON,
URBAN
TRANSPOi:TAfION ADNISTRATION
1.

Urban Mss Trancportation Administration
Office of Adminintiation
Program Adminis:xatien Division
Harriet Hawkins, Director
400 7th Street, S.W.
20590
Washingten, D.C.
426-4011

Identification of potential
coutraels/grants for study
and appropriation levels;
name and address of contractor

2.

New York City Transit Authority

Payment and delivery schedules;
entimated value added for
contract

Hyman Feldman, Dirert of Nev Car
Procurement.

370 Jay Street
Droo!.1yn, New York
(212)852-5064
3.

.

11201

DepartPT:nt of Labor

Office of Federal Contract Compliance
601 D Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004

Affircotive Action Plan for
Pt:limn-Standard - historical
employment by broad occupational
groups

